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HE LEDGER & T
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I
Pages 1 to 6
12 Pages This Week

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

'New Series No. 418

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 24, 1935

Headliner 1STREET PROJECTS
ROBERT ROBINSON Howard College Football
in Murray Stadium,Saturday,2 P.M.
'APPROVAL GIVEN.
POPULAR YOUTH,IS
potent
MONEY ALLOWED
• ATALLY INJURED

F. D. E. A. Speaker

°
Miller's Fresh Will Play Western football teams in the South this
season and the most
foe
Yearlings Here Friday
Afternoon.
I ever engaged by Murray College,
on any field, home or foreign,
-L-comes here
Saturday afternoon.
both
of
headliners,
Two
football
Many Friends, Admirers which are expected to attract ca- The Bulldogs, which tied Alabama, College Boulevard Allottnsent Also Made; Work
Join Family in Mourning
pacity crowds, are on the program Rose Bowl champs, defeated Loyhisses .-Orleferaris-ands eV/Pe:Wed
prctr4 Sows
Tragie Deostks
Murrity hill on 'gentry- this
week end after a two week's fast. Stetson University, 33 to 0 last
Howard College, one of the best Saturday, will doubtaess give Coach OVER THREE MILES OF I
WAS A YOUNG MAN OF
Stewart's Thoroughbreds-a trouncSTREET_ SURFACING
QUAL/TIES.
- EXCELLENT
ing. But the Racehorses Taal- a
whale of a lot conceding the conCity officials were notified FriA large and gorrowing crowd of
test to the visitors before the
day of the approval of the city
admirers and friends joined the
herring
whistle and
hope
tor
street project and the allocation of
grief-stricken family here 'Wed=
bounce into the Southern football
the necessary money. The project
nesday afternoon in paying the last
picture with a bang by giving the
will total approximately $25,000 of
tributes of love and respect to
dope-buck t a tremendous wallop.
which the W.P.A. will furnish $20.Hebert Robinson, son of Mr. and Fortner Prominent Resident Died
Win, lose or draw, the contest
000.
Robinson, who died
Mrs. Sam
should be one which will give the
Friday of Injuries Sustained
At the sarqe time notification
Tuesday morning at five o'clock s.
spectators plenty
of thrills for
In Arkansas.
was given that the project for the
of injuries suffered Saturday,night
Howard has an outstanding forparing of the College Boulevard
in an automobile accident.
Funeral and burial services were ward pass game. At least it was
Young Robinson, who was just conducted in Memphis last Sunday good enought to gain them a tie had been approved. Some $12,000
a few days over 20 years of age, afternoon, in the presence of a with the vaunted Alabama earn- will be spent in this project. The
grade, gutter and drain along the
DR. G. BROMLEY OXDIAM
was fatally hurt on the Murray- large crowd, for Ewing H. Haley.
boulevard extending from West
(Coned. on Page 6, 2nd, Sec.)
Paducah highway near Reidland former leading citizen of Calloway
President DePauw University
Olive
street
to
the
Murray
College
late Saturday night when he. C. county, who died last Friday in a
campus will be laid. Property
C. Hughes and Howard Boone Blytheville, Arkansas, hospital of
owners along the boulevard have
were going to Paducah. Blind- injuries suffered from an accident
organized and named a committee
ed by the lights of an ap- in a harness race in which Mr.
to handle the raising of funds to
proaching motor, young Robinson Haley was riding.
meet the federal. allotment.
could not see the edge of the
Though 74 years old, Mr. Haley
The city project calls for the
highway and his car overturned in
frequently drove his own horses
gutter, grade, drain of 7,000 linear
a ditch. Hughes suffered only
in harness races. The accident that Those in Magisterial District Poll- feet and the blacktopping of three Large Crowd Expected to Hear
a lacerated back and Boone was
Former Governor and U. S.
caused his fatal injury occurred in
and one fourth miles,' The blacking Best Vote November 5young
virtually
unscathed
as
Senator; Popular Here.
Blytheville on Friday, October 3,
topping will be over some of the
To Be Rewarded.
Robinson's neck was broken. They
when the entry immediately in
streets made ready With curb and
were taken to a Paducah hospital
Former U. S. Senator and Goyerfront of Mr. Haley's fell. spilling
The Democratic campaign com- gutter from the project and some
but brought to the Mason Hospital
Mr. Haley's sulky and throwing mittee is offering substantial cash of the earlier projects of the C. nor of Kentucky A. 0. Stanley
in Murray Sunday morning.
will address the voters of Callohim to the track.
prizes to Calloway county schools W. A. in which they city secured
Little hope was held out for the
Mr. Haley moved to Memphis in the magisterial district making grade, drain and gutters on a way county here next "Monday.
young man and he quietly passed
which is Fourth Monday -Court
away Tuesday morning- at 4:45 about 20 years ago. While a real. the best showing on getting out number of streets.
These projects will give Murray day, in behalf of the Democratic
o'clock after telling members of dent here he was very successful thee vote on November 5.
state ticket. Senator Stanley will
the family that he was "ready td in the- horse and mule business,
The plan is similar to that streets to be proud of and will add
which was then a very thriving operated before In this county. much to property values in some be heard in the 'circuit court room
gu".
at two o'clock.
Robert Robinson was one of business in this country, and was Each School in the magisterel dis- sections and Murray will have
Senator Stanley has always had
citMurray's
outstanding
one
of
more
paved
streets
for
the
inhabiMurray's most capable and best
trict showing the largest gain, or
Calloway
a large following in
of
the
organHe
was
one
izens.
tants
than
most
towns.
The
work
liked young men and his death is
the smallest loss, based on the
county and many admirers here
County
Fair
the
Calloway
izers
of
order
for
the
projects
is
expected
a severe blow to the entire comtotal Votes cast in the Presidential
who are expected to fill the court
munity. He was an accomplished Association, which functionee with election of 1932 will participate in to be received before November 1.
room to hear him. He- has always
about
two
outstanding
success
such
,musician and had played in several
the prize money. Each graded
been regarded as one or-the out.
orchestras over a wide territory. decades ago, and together with the school in the winning icistrict will
ARREST CAR DRIVER
standing orators in the entire hisacSr.,
headeci
the
late
Nat
Ryan,
making friends everywhere he
receive $10 in cash and each high
tory of the state.
tivities of the Fair. Mr. Haley was school
went.
$50.
Kirk Tiller was arrested last
churchman
and
'also
a
very
active
He was one of the most popular
The magisterial district running Wednesday by city officers on a
BEER IS TAKEN
students in Murray high school, was one of the most influential second will win $ae for each, high
Mrs Luke Mason was arrested
charge of driving while intoxibeing a member -of lest year's class. stewards of the Methodist church. School within its borders and $5
cated. Tiller was latter released Sunday after city officers raided
He was a letter-man at guard on He was a successful business man for all other
schools. The money on bond
His hearing has not the home in Northeast Murray and
Mr. Haley
the football team, developing into throughout his life.
may be used for libraries or any -been held.
took 115 bottles of beer. The trial
a capable player. He was editor was an active member of the
other purpose the school wishes.
will come up in city court in a
chief of "The Tiger", the school's Woodmen of the World.
fevr days
Read the Classified Column.
The figures will be based on the
nnual in hi* reenter year end was
Betide* his widow, who Is a sisactive and influential in all other ter to .Mr. Rule Farley, Murray, total vote and the number of
school activities.
Since gradua- and Mr. Guy Feeley, of the coun- Democratic or Republican ballots
tion he was associated with his ty, he is survived by two daugh- has no bearing on the results

EWING H. HALEY IS
MD IN MEMPHIS

t

SENATOR STANLEY
TO SPEAK MONDAY

VOTE PRIZES ARE
OFFERED SCHOOLS

se

ed.
tde
:os
os,.

er

father in the contracting business.
Besides his heart-brdken parents,
he is survived by two brothers,
Ralph Robinson. New Orleans,
Louisiana, and Hardernan Robinson.
Los Angeles, California. The latter made a transcontinental plane
trip to attend the funeral services,
and his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Duncan Holt.
The last rites were conducted by
the Rev. E. B. Motley, pastor of
the First Christian Church, of
which Robert was a faithful member. Burial was in the city cemetery.

Will M. Washer Is
Named Magistrate
Will hr Washer, prominent farmer northwest of Murray. was appointed magistrate last Thursday
by Governor Ruby Laffoon to fill
out the unexpired term of the
late Esq. Roland J. Wells, deceased.
The vacancy was in district one.
HAY BARN BURNS
A hay barn at the rear of the G.
t B. Scott home on West Main street
burned last night about 8:30
o'clock. The fire of unknown orion was underway before discovered
and the building and contents of
400 bales of hay was a total loss.

ters, Mrs. Bruce Graves and Miss
Dolly' Haley, and a son, Ewing
Graves Haley, all of Memphis. One
brother. Will Haley, Buchanan.
Tenn.. also survives. .Mr. Haley
was a steward In the Memphis
Methodist church of whieh he was
a member.
M. and Mrs. Gus Farley, Guy
Farley, and Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Jenkins, Hazel, attended the funeral services.

Red Cross Starts
Accident Prevention
The Murray Chapter of the Red
Cross is cooperating with, the National organization in 'a nation
wide campaign against home and
farm accidents. Miss Mozelle Linn
is in -charge of the work in the
county n d plans inefude the visiting of all Calloway county schools.
Home inspection blanks, listing
a nurrier of the commoner hazards, will be given to school children, with the request that they
make an inspection tour at home
with their parents .and check the
hazards found there. That part of
the blank describing the inspection
is to be returned to the school and
eventually to the Red Cross Chapter where a tabulation of all inspections will be made.
- This part of the home and farm
campaign Will be followed by additional corrective and preventative measures later on.

BTU CONVENTION
OPENS TOMORROW Speaking at Kirksey
Murray Church Host to District
Meet of 23 Counttasi: 300 Ex.
pected to Attend.
Some 300 visitors are expected in
Murray tomorrow for the District
Convention of the Baptist Training
Union here Friday and Saturday.
The Mureay church,is host and H
W. Chtnehill is district president.
The aenvention opens at 9 a. .m
Friday morning will song services
at the First Baptist church and the
two-day program will be entered
Into. Several prominent speakers
and churchmen are scheduled on
the progiam and included in the
group are the Rev. R. T. Skinner.
son of the Rev. J. E. Skinner, Murray, and the Rev. E. Ross Dillon,
of Frankfort.
The convention 'will close at 2
o'clock Saturday after a visit to
Murray State College.
Western Regional officers are as
follows: president. R. W. Churchill,
Murray; vice-president. E. C. Colemats Madisonville; secretary-treasurer. Virginia McCasline Princeton; junior-intermediate leader,
Lilly Gary, Haakinsville.
•

Friday, October 25th
The speaking advertised at Kirksey for October 25, Fricley night,
Is correct. Through anerror the
date was printed as October 24 in
the article published on page 8 of
the second section of this edition.
The date was correctly printed
in the circulars distributed in the
Kirksey community the first of the
week.

Lurton Jackson
Held in Jailbreak
Lurton Jackson has been arrested for aiding in the jailbreak of
Sunday night in which Ed Kendall
Hassel
Caldwell
escaped.
and
Jackson is charged with the handing of a gun to Kendall before he
made his escape offioers stated.
Two of the four who escaped
have beet)arrested,'Hassel Caldwell and Willie Cosby. Kendall
has not been located.

It Pays

le"
ir

Amazon Valley
Mission To Meet
The Amazon Valley Mission 'ILI:
ly will be held at Arlington Baptist church November 19 and 20
with the Arlington church as host.
Many from this county are expected to attend and Murray and
county ministers are on program.
The program is as follows:
Tuesday Morning
10:00. Devotional. L. W. Carland,
10:20, Annual Sermon, Carroll
,
Hubbard.
11:20, Election of officers and appoirtment of committees.
Tuesday Afternoon
1:30. Devotional, J. W. Brown,
1:40, The Great Commission. Roy
0, Beaman,
2:10. The Attitude of This Mission Towards All Other Mission
Work Done by Baptists, C. H. Wilson_
2:40, Our Doctrinal Deliverance,
J. D. Coleman.
3:10, - Business.
Tuesday Night
6:30. Devotional, C.- E. Robertson.
e45, The Needs of the Amazon
Valley, Hicks 'Shelton.
7:30, Colportage Work, E. C.
Brewer,
Wednesday Morning
9:30, Devotional, Harvey Ayares.
9:45. Business. ali4e
10:20, Alien Immersion, J. R.
Flynn.
10:50, Open Communion, A. M.
Hawley,
11:20, Prz‘er and Missions, R.
H. Hampton.
Wedaesdair ,Afternoon
1:30.
Devotional,
Song. atd
Prayer.
1:45, Query Box.
2:00, Bible Evangelism, Birchett
Kemper.
2:40, Miscellaneous. Report of
Committees.
3:00, Board Meeting.
The Arlington church announces
they will gladly entertain all who
will attend. The committee in charge will be
W. W. Dickerson, J. R. Flynn, H.
F. Nunley.

Student Is Hit
By Autoniobile

James Byrd, Fulton, received
minor injuries when struck by an
automobile Saturday night while
walking ha the road near the college. Byrd was brought to the
clinic for treatment which was
thought to be serious at first due
to the jar which addled him. His
Injuries proved to consist of only
to Read -the Chicksifleds mineratits and bruises.-

Democratic Leaders To Be in First
District Motorcade on November 1
Chandler, Johnson, Cover o
nor McNutt of Indiana,
arrive
a. m.
to Visit 15 Towns

A whirlwind campaign, which
will- bit 15 cities and towns in
Western Kentucky, on November
1 and which will feature A. B.
Chandler, Democratic nominee for
Keen
Johnson, the
Governor;
party's selection for- LieutenantGovernor and Governor Paul V.
McNutt, of Indiana, is being,planned by the Young Democratic
clubs of the district.
A minimum of three cars of
young Democrats from the Calloway county club will accompany
the motorcade Which is expected to
consist of not less than 40 cars.
Only a few minutes can be spent
in each town. The motorcade will

here at approximately 9:25

The complete schedtde follows:
Leave
Arrive
A. M.
A. M.
8:15
Benton
8.00
8:40
Hardin
8:30
9:30
Murray
11:00
Mayfield
11:45
Fulton 11:30
12:30
Hickman
12:10
PM.
le M.
2:00
Clinton (eat)
1:00
2:25
Arlington'
2:15
2:50
Bardwell
2:35
3:30
afackliffe
3:10 3:50
Barlow
3:40
4:35
'LaCenter
4:10
4:55
Kevil
4:45
5:15
5:10
West Paducah
5:30 Paducah

9.oa
10:15,

Former Murray Woman,Related Here,
Takes Own Life on Eve of Wedding
0

Mrs. Modelle Frensley Takes
Chloroform in Paris,
Tennessee

who said that Mrs. Frensley told
her several days before to notify
relatives in Murray, Ky.. if "anything happened" to her.
Mother Lives in Golconda
PARIS, Tenn., Oct. 22.-The body
Mrs. Frensley and Lieutenant
of Modelle - Frensley, pretty 23I Hatchett were to have been maryear-old factor employe, who was
ried early tonight in Jackson.
to have become the bride tonight
Tenn., Miss Olds said.
of an officer in the Civilian ConThe dead woman was the cousin
servation Corps, was found late
of Mrs: Boyd Gilbert, of Murray,
this afternoon stretched across the
and the niece of Mrs. Ore Miller
bed in the room of her ooarding
of Lynn Grove, and Mrs. Noel
house.
Lockhart, who resides east of
She appareritil .kad. taken her
Murray. Her mother, Mrs. Merown life, authoritielli stated.
mon Howard, two- brothers. Guy
The body of the attraelive young
and Newton . Howard and sister,
woman was found shortly after 4.
Miss Adine Howard, are residents
o'clock by Marshall Hunt, proprieof Golconda, Ill. tor of the boarding house, when
No inquest was held following
he returned to the room for his
the examination of the body by a
six-year-old daughter, whom he
Paris physician. who reported that
had left in the woman's custody.
death was undoubtedly self-inCame From Calloway
flicted.
Hunt told authorities that he
woman,
a
former
found the young
Motive Unknown
resident of Lynn Grove, Ky., lying
here stated that her
Relatives
fully clothed across her bed with
a bottle of chloroform clutched motive for suicide was unknown
to her nostrils. He immediately by her associates. She had been
summoned a physician. who, after using chloroform to go to sleep on
a cursory examination, declared occasions when tired and nervous
that the woman hid been dead and she also suffered from headaches, relatives stated
about five,minutes.
Burial Wednesday
She wet formerly the wife of
Funeral services were held WedHerdis Frensley, of Lynn Grove,
but separated from him three years nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock from
ago to conie to Paris. Prior to her the Methodist church at Lynn
marriage to Frensley, she was Miss Grove. The Rev. L. Z. Hurley was
in charge of the services and burial
Modelle Howard.
that Mrs. was in the Young Cemetery. PallFurther intimation
Frensley had been in a depressed bearers were cousins: B. B. 'Drinkmood and possibly may have ard,' Thomas Stokes. Clifford Wilplanned to take her life was given lard, Marvin Howard and Robert
brher roommate. -Miss Billie Olds, Howard.
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DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

PLANS UNDER WAY "Absolutely Certain Aurora
FOR F. D. E. A. AT Darn to Be Begun Next Year"
McKELLER
MURRAY COLLEGE
Depauw University H ea d Page Mr. Farley;
SENATORASSERTS
Will Be Principal Speaker
Chain Letters Again
fug -Annual Clt-rk=ickn.
PROPRIATIONM. 0. WRATHER, CITY,.
BE SOUGHT_ EARLY
LEADS CIRGANIZAT
---0

Little has been said about or
heard of in regard to chain JetSarissiaca-the saw entered _
field at the beginning and didn't
always pay off in their effort to
M. 0. Wrather. president of the
collect. But the chain letter
Senior Tennessee Solon, Is
First District Educational Associhas now ignored the dime and
Honored at Luncheon
ation, announced today that Dr.
hae turned, to quilt pieces.
Here
G. Bromley Oxnam, president of
.Many -reports from the East
Depauw University at Greencastle.
side of the county indicate that
Ind., will be the principal speaker
MAKES ADDRESS F 0 R
the chain letters on quilt 'pieces
at the fifty-first annual session of
CHANDLER AFTERWARD
the
success.
No
doubt
are
a
the F.D.E.A. which will convene
reason is that the participants
at Murray,Ky., Friday. November
"I am absolutely certain Aurora
: are honestly desirious of secur29. The First Is the oldest educe
be begun next year,"
Dam
to
piec
es
and
live
up
ing
quilt
Urinal association district in KenSenator Kenneth D. - McKellar.
letter
out
the
chain
carrying
tucky.,
senior United States senator from
idea of sending out as well as
Tennessee and father of the
With a larger enrollment than it 'receiving.
'Muscle Shoals development, told
has ever had at this time of year,
Enthusisastic reports indicate
the Lower Tennessee Valley Asthe F.D.E.A. expressed through
that many of the housewives
sociation Saturday noon at a
President Wrather its expectations
have just entered the chain letluncheon given in his honor in
of giving as hosts at the Murray
ter idea and are now awaiting
Wells Hall.
assembly more than 1500 teachers
their mail filled with quilt
Senator McKellar averred that he
from the first district, which insquares.
expected an appropriation to be
cludes the counties of Marshall,
passed at the short session of ConCalloway, Graves, McCracken, Balgress, convening January 1, spelard, Carlisle, Trigg. Livingston,
cifically directing the Tenenssee
Lyon, Caldwell, Crittenden, HickValley Authority to construct Aurman. and Fulton.
ora dam, together - with another
The officers of the F.D.E.A. are:
dam on the Tennessee higher up
M. 0. Wrather, Murray, superinand a third on a .contributory
tendent Of Calloway County
branch of the river in Eastern
Schools, pegoidenti Clyde Lassiter,
Hickman. superintendent of Ful- Many from Murray in AtteCida.twe Tennessee.
WedneedaY; Rev. R. F. Greg- -se, The senatcir averred that all the
ton County Schools, vice-president;
ory Named Moderator.
people of this section had to do
Kenneth R. Patterson. Mayfield,
was to exert a vigorous. earnest,
superintendent of Mayfield High
The 66th meeting, of the Blood conscientious effort to keep their
School, secretary and treasurer.
The directors afe Manus B. Cham- River Association is in session at senators and representatives behind
bers, superintendent of Benton City West Fork today. Yesterday was the Aurora Dam project. "I do not
Schools, Paducah, Ky.; Everett the opening day and one of the mean that they are not doing all
Howton, superintendent of Prince- best attendances in years was re- they can now." the sentear quail.
visitors. field, "but keep them in -their
ton High School, Princeton, Ky.; ported by the Murray
ang Miss Vera Beckham, suPerin- Every church in the association present condition of enthusiasm":'
County was represented.
Hickman
Mr. McKellar said the T. V. A.
tencrent
of
The Murray church messengers had promised to have,its soundings
Schools. Clinton, Ky.
were
A.
B.
Lassiter,
Dr.
0.
C.
now being made along- the river
The program committee is composed of M. 0. Wrather, chairman, Wells and T. L. Smith while tire above Aurora ready for report to
Murray
church
was
represented by the 1936- congress. "Army engineers
Murray; W. C. Jetton, Paducah;
about 30 Baptists. The attendance have told me that these foundaand L. J. Hortin, Murray.
from
an
churches
was highly satis- tions are satisfactory and I have
Is Dynamic Speaker
seen their reports," Mr. McKellar
Dr. Oxam, said to be one of the factory.
At the business session yester- said. "hut. I don't blame Doctor
mbst dynamic speakers in the middle west, leads a program which day the Rev. R. F. Gregory was Morgan for wanting his own engiincludes such outstanding educa- named moderator, a post held by neers to make their own sostridtors Its Dr: W. J. Hutchins, Berea the Rev. J. E Skinner. and R K ings".
was
named
assistant
Regarding the proposal of Doctor
College president, and Dr. James- Falwell
H. Richmond, president of Murray moderator. The Rev. R. IL Thur- Morgan to put a dam an the Ohio
State College. Dr. Oxnam is wide- man was again named treasurer below Paducah that would eliminly noted as an educator, a lec- and - L. V. Henson, was re-elected ate Aurora, the senator declared
that the Ts V. A. had no authority
turer, an . author, and as a minis- clerk.
Visitors, were present from Louis- iwbh
lea„t.ever over the Ohio valley and
ter. Dr. Oxnam is a native of
California. He received his A. B. ville. Frankfort, Paducah, Mayfield, that such ea project is not teasdegree from the University of and a number of churches not in
Senator McKellar, who sponsorSouthern California, his S. T. .13. the association including W. M.
ed the bill ito build Wilson Dam
from Boston University. and he Wood, mission secretary.
The association -meeting will go at Muscle Shoals and has been a
now holds a D. D. degree from the
leader in the. upbuilding of the
College of the Pacific, his-L.. .L.. to Birmingham next year.
Formed in 1870. the association Tennessee Valley, declared with
D. degree from Ohio Wesleyan,
Wabash College, and the _Univers- has met annually in October since emphasis. "I believe it :the dam)
ity of Southern California. In ad- that time without a single excep- will be built at Aurora.. I am for
dition he has a Doctor of Litera- tion. It is one of the oldest and it a_ thousand per cent; I'm for it
ture degree from Boston Univers- widest known associations of as much as any man 'in this room
ity. and honorary degrees have churches in the country and not and I expect to be for it as long
come severally from many col- only draws. thousands of visitore as I am in Congress." Senator
leges and unieersities. He held Irons the surrhuricling tel it01 y'but McKellar - has- been In the senate
the chair of Practical Theology also receives visitors from other since 1916 and served a previous
and City Church at Boston Uni- Baptist associations and representa- number of terms in congress.
Following the luncheon. Senator
versity before coming to DePauw tives frem distant churches each
year.
McKellar addressed a Democratic
in 1928.
mass meeting in the college audiThe F.D.E.A. speaker has had
torium, sponsored by the - Young
first hand contacts with centers of
Democratic club of Calloway counthe world that are today deemed
ty.
history-making points: India. Ja-We cannot afford to jeopardize
pan, Russia, Italy, Germany. China,
Badly bettered and bruised in -the chances of President Roosevelt
Great Britain and Spain. He was,
a member of the Japanese Educa- their last. two conflicts
with for re-election next year," Senator
tion Commission in 1932. His was Mayfield and Bowling 'Green and McKellar declared: "If you should
among the names most prominent- striving to regain their winning fail to elect a Democratic Goverly mentioned for a Bishopacy at form, Coach Holland's Murray nor, you will put Kentucky in
the last general conference of the Tigers go to Central City Friday jeopardy for next year. If the
Governor who will be in control
Methodist Episcopal Church in At- for a game under the lights.
Provine, guard, and Lassiter, of the patronage of the steete is a
lanta. Georgia. He was ordained
a minister in 1916 after graduating center, two of Murray's dependable Republican, what will be the effrom Boston and served the Church linemen, are handicapped with inof All Nations in Los Angeles for juries and Millon Dick, end. will (Coned. on Page I, 2nd section)
have to play with a broken nose,
ten years.
Dr. Oxnam -has published lec- wearing a special guard to protures 'on religious, industrial, inter- tect it.
national, and sociological subjects.
Dynamite Dunn and Rudy Allbritten, who were roughly treated
in the Mayfield contest two weeks
ago have virtually recovered from
their, hurts.
Beloved Woman Dies at dlome of
e__The Central City battle is the
Soh;- Bob Kelly. Near 5.yvin
Hon. James H. Richmond, presi- Tigers'. ihird straight game away
Grove Wednesday.
the home field. Fulton
dent of Murray State College, de- from
comes
here
next,
week,
playing
on
livered the principal! addrAs SunFuneral services air Mrs. Louisa
day at ceremonies dedicating a the local soil Friday afternoon.
Victoria Kelly, 75 years of age,
boys' donnitOry at the Kentucky
were .,held this afternoon at 2
State Inciastrial College, Frankfort,
Grove
o'clock
from the Beech
Mn, Richmond is continuing to
church. The Rev, L. V. Henson,
fill his duties as superintendent of
Benton, was in charge of the serstate instruction.
vices an burial was in the church
Eight more ex-service men have cemetery.
paid their dues to the American
Mrs. Kelly died Wednesday evLegion for 1936. bringing the total ening at 7:30 o'clock at the home
to date to 77. the biggest and best of her son, Bob Kelly, near Lynn
start the local organizatien has Grove, folloe'
a two weeks illness. She
as a member of the
J. M. Cole, well-known Republi- ever made.
Several ex-service men who have Beech Grove Presbyterian chterch
can leader and former 'postmaster;
has brought to The Ledger & never beiorei affiliated, with the and was beloved b''a host of fetaulated friendTimes office a sweet potato, grown Legion have paid their dues for lives: and the acc
In his garden, that is ,shaped very 1936 and the Post has also wel- ships of a full lifetime.
Surviving are two sone, C. W.
much like a rat, ready to pounce. comed back to the fold several
The only thing lacking is a pair who have not joined the Legion in Kelly and R. L. Kelly, and two
,daughters. Mrs. Bertha Rogers and
of rear legs, the heach Aront legs a number of years.
New members the past week are Mrs. Vera Camp, and two sisters,
and tail- being almost life-like.
Lewis H. Beaman,,Connie B. Ford, Mrs. Mattie Crawford. county, Mrs.
Max B. Hurt, T. 0. Banueum. M. H. Mollie Cordell, Tennesass.-and four
PIE SUPPER
•
Thompson Katie, Frpzee, Herman brothers, Bill and -Joe Humphreyk,
Puryear. Luther and Bob HumphThere will be a pie supper at L. Broach and Darwin N. White.
Plans are being madeefor eta ap- reys, Paris. She also leaves
New Concord High School, Friday
night. October 25. Everyone in- propriate Armistice Day program-grand children end' seven great
Novensber 11.
grandchildren.
vited,

66TH SESSION FOR
BLOOD REVEk ASSC.

Battered Tigers Play
Central City Friday

LOUISA KELLY/ 75/
RITES ARE TODAY

Richmond Dedicates
College Dormitory

8 More Pay Dues to
The American Legion

Sweet Potato Shaped
Like Rat Brought In

g
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Joe T. Lovett, Editor

vrsity
a
football game with Howard
University

Phone 338, Flamm

a.

k.

• • • ,"

Buckingham's Varied Business
•

Mrs. Elates Trevaakan
Entertains

Experience Seen s Qualifying

Mrs Ennus Trevathan entertained with an all day quilting with
40 present. Each lady brought a
_
dish and Mrs Trehan cook
fohn E Buckingham. Demomeats, cakes, vesetab s and bread.
Those present were*
cratic candidate for State TreasMrs Genie Gilbert. Mrs. Harvey j urer, is exceptionally well quailWood. Mrs • idax Britten), Mrs.' tied for the position as result ot
Emmett Roberts, Mrs, Cyrua Linn,
years of aretivity as a banker and
Mrs. Cary Rose. lairs. Houston
business Man. Born at PaintsMiller. Mrs. Kin t Graham, Um
villc, liovemixr 9, 1874, he was
Orval Whitlow, Mrs. Thates and
educated in the public schools, atRyan Graham. Mrs. Irv= Linn.
tended the Louisville Law School
Mrs Jim Linn, Mrs. Tvii- Calhove. Mrs. Virgle Walston. Mrs.
and after graduation was admitted •
W H. Trevathan. Mrs. Norval
to the Johnson County bar.
Short. Mrs. Bob Taylor. Mrs. Ed
One 01 tha first jobs of the aa-

Him for State Treasurer Post

7/11eity for this page should be submitted not later SIM Tiseadesr
afternoon each weele
A.-A. la W. Dinner
'And Reception
The Murray nranch of the A. A.
U. 'W. on Tuescant evening held its
first social meethig of the year. A
dinner was seaved for memhers at
7:15 at the National Hatel in honor.
of Miss Martha Enoch. - regional
&Sector. Jackson. Misa. Mrs. Raymond Kent, past state president.

black.
Covers were laid fearer
Mr. and Mrs. Outs Valentine,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill. Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Glasgow, Mr. and
Mrs. Linville Yates, Mr and Mrs
Freed Cotham. Mr and Mrs. Hebert Dunn. Mr and Mrs. Carnie
Menden. Mr and Mrs Sea nerd
Hart.

•

•

•••••••••••••••,••••••••

Imfer =WO..

71
.
14.i.

b

"--rir-nr-ror---stzte--treastarer-war-

Burie Cochran.
Mrs. Raymond
Parks.
Mrs_ Bill Treats Mrs. Leo Knight,
Mrs. Hugh Lessner, Mrs. Bernard
Rdwland, Mrs. Oscarailarnes, Mrs.
Claud Gooch, Mrs. Everett Roberts ond daughter Alice Bee, Mrs.
John Gooch, Mrs. Luther Gooch,
Mrs. Bates Richardson and daughter Elizabeth, Mrs. Bob Whitnell,
Mrs, Bud
Taylor. Mrs. Walter
Steely, and daughter Reble. Mrs.
Claud Cunningham.
Mrs. Jake Alderson. Mrs. Cleon
CunningAarn. Mrs. Robert White,
Mrs Noble Taylor and daughter.
Marylin. Mrs Gaylon Myers and
son Joe Ray, Mrs. Wilburn Cunningham. Mr*. Duncan Ellis. Mrs.
Macon Erwin, Miss Edith Myers,
Mrs. Randolph Braswell, Mrs. Alton Miehaux. Mrs. Rob Nesbitt,
Mrs. Hubert Myers, Mrs. 'Billy
nflhtt Sire --feeble- ---atoppern
!reit Knight.
Miss Ora Lee Coleman. Mrs Fine
Knight, Mrs. Tom Morgan, Mrs.
Herbert Farmer. Mrs. Lois Hargrove, Mrs. Lelan Steely, Mrs.
Nellie Farris, Mrs. March Anders,
Bafbara Sue Farris, Nat Gibbs
Hargrove, LaRue Treace, Glenda
Cunningham, Myrtle Mae Nesbitt.
Ilene Taylor. Jackie Knight, Mr.
Roy Pool. Mary Frances and Billy
Pool
Those sending gifts werc.
Miss Agnes Dunn, Mrs. Grover
Gibbs, Mrs. Henry Charlton, Mrs.
Boaz Gibbs, Mrs. Cora Gibbs. Lena
Grey Gibbs, Mrs. Verna Thomas.
Mrs. Charlie Lrvan, Mrs, Creg
Outland, Eva Grey Atkins. Mrs.
Callie Outiand. Mrs. Vinnie Suiter,
Miss Ethel Mae Charlton, Mrs.
Herman Hill, Mrs. Herbert Hill,
Mrs. Mae Armstrong, Mrs,, Gatlin
Outland.
Mrs.
Aubrey
Steely,
Miss
Dorothy Pool, Miss Herrn Erwin.

and Hotel Carter, ;With Carter, 1311.
ly Grey Turner. Irene Morgan,
Debora Adams, Coda, Lovell am
June Carlton, Earl Herman, Myre
na Loy Adams. Magdalene and
Louise Manning. cologne j0 .
Daisy Hopkins. Bella Mae Chi
tenberry, Roxie Ethridge, eaten
*AWL
Illasered With littarel•••••us
.Nell,Clpys, Charlene Cloys, Elsie
Shower
ward, Bafts.y Ward, jdyrtie Man,Mr. ning, Lovie rtwei, Cl4Yst4
1-er and
On wednaiday, October 16.
and Mrs. Sherwood Potts wore Clifton ,D. Finney, Bernice
Mon
miscellaneous
with .a
honored
shower at the home of Mrs. Eftle
Christenberry at Coldwater.
. A number of friends arrived in
the afternoon bringing many beautiful and useful gilts.
The guests were invited to the
dining room where dainty refreshments were served.
Thoee pse*eat were as _follows:
Mrs. Medye C.hristenberriTlars.
Ethel Rodgers and children, Mrs.
Pauline Cobb, Mrs. Harry Potts,
Mrsa J. G. Haneline.. Neuraa Cooper, Effie Kingins, Lorene Wllsote
NELLE DEDRICK
Bobby Gene and Patsy Ann WilCluistenberry,
son. Effie
Hotel Irvin Cobb
Mills, Della Mills, Katie Morgan.
Bessie Waldrop, Ile Stone.
PADUCAH, KY.
Trudie Youngblodd. Male Potts.
Lizzie Bazzell, Era Slaughter. Verde Slaughter, Hazel Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. G. M. Potts, Bess Gingles,
Mrs. Ben Cain. Louise Darnell,
Jennie Wilson. Frankie and Joe
Inis Morgan. Mettle Lou Morgan.
James Morgan, Hilda Bazzell, Mary
With hand fashion touches
Frances Haneline.
Lola Belle Hughes. Oyna Darnell.
-ColorsWillie Mae Pullen, May Nene ArmNavy
strong. Inez Armstrong. Eva Hop- Kent Green
kin, Treys Hopkins, Tony Kirk- Rust
Wine
land, Mary Kirkland, Martha Sue Red
Brown
Evelyn Lou and Frances Kirkland.
Mrs. Will Darnell. Emily Waldrop.
Gracie Nell Waldrop.
Rebecca Jo Waldrop. Dorothy
Miss Pope Erwin. Glenn Hodges,
Mrs Delvin Langston, Mrs. Cale
Langston, Mrs. Loam- Ellis. Mrs.
Everett Adams, Mrs. Carl Boagesn
Miss Oma Brandon. Mrs. Mary
Neal, Claude Miller, Prentice Overbey, and Euell Rowland.

On Oct. 25

9234.

Will
Become

Bert Joslin, Mrs. Jim Keel, -14
Mrs
Threlkeld, prominent in A. A. U. and Mrs. Durrett Padgett. Mr. and
that at printer's "devil" on the
Owen Hargrove. Mrs_ Tom Hurt.
Mrs
Clifton
Morris
Mr
and
Mrs
dean
of women at the
Paintsville Pantograph. At the
W. work and
Saone. Mr and Mrs. 0
Mrs Clifton Riley, Mrs. Tan TayTIANIU-.
c
_iisc_ot 13, )4,3?;•c,ame
cditOr_an.0
Crace Coy Corse. lot. Mrs. Atmer Lassiter and Mrs.
publisher.
The tables were atractive with
WhitGeneva
Mr.
and
Mrs.
NdLian
Miss
Carlos
Miller.
Roberts.
Mr.
Attar teaching school for tout
• agnignas, green tapers and . hand
low. `Misses-Gladyt-end Liza Linn.
eters, afnikacjiannham went into
painted place cards with the A_ A. and Mrs. Tom Turner.
Suiter,
Miss
Virginia
Miss
Ruth
the b;*niting business in Paintaanalle-~old cleverly carried out
title whan 24 years old and act-.
Mrs. V. E Windsor. Mrs_ Jim Calhoon. Miss Mary Don Hubbs,
. Mrs. Mary McCoy-- Hall. Mrs.
Miss
Miller.
Anna
Mies
Lee
WillaI
- vey engnsed in banking tort
J. W. Carr. president of the Mur. Dulaney, Mrs. Garnett Jones. Mrs.
J. E. BUC'E.INGHAM.
dean
Short
and
Miss
Rebecca
thirty
within which time
'ay branch. introduced Mrs Kent. H. B Bailey. Mr. .W. B. Moser
Roberts.
and
Jack
Mr.
Lassiter,
was pre:a:tient of various banks inland has 9vincd and operated Tine
„nio brought greetings from. the went as delegates to the P T A.
ths• Big Sanely region. He was nropertica.
auiseille branch.. Dr. • Threlkeld. cdn vention_ at Smithland Tuesday. and Mrs Elmus Trevathan
elected prendent of the Kentueln
A member of the Mathodist
a.ho gave an instructive address
. • • - • •
Bankers.'Association in 1.913.
or
ns
Rotarians Plan Halloween Party
L'u
a ncic
icinga_am
haslalss.
; the history oa the A. A. U. W..
Mrs.
Hill Gardner Honored
John C. C. Mayo early rccogBible, class.
Miss Binochs. who gave a reLovely plans are being made for
razed the ability of the .-our':-. lie married Mist; Notia Tcass el
of the national meeting which
A lovely Stork Shower was given
dinner party which the Ro- 'in:n end they became associated Paintsvillc in 1803. They have
•-a attended at Loa Angeles this Mrs. Hill Garner Thursday after- the
in nucccrous rictivitics in the etc-, three datashicre,
tartans and Rotary Anns will enannaer,
noon. October -10. at the home of joy on Friday evening, October 31
va'neanent of Eastern Kentucky.
Hs ic a Sae:Tier nett a member
• A reception at Wells Hall for Mrs. lrva Fair.
lauaaleghom has engaged cx-' c;"
at the National Hotel
.
' i rclIca.ao end lives at
niembers and invited guests folThe rooms were beautifully dec.
t
...ay
in coal nnna uparanon'
The Halleween• motif wiltaprelowed the dinner
In the receiv- orated. carrying out a color scheme
vail and those attending will wear
ing hoe were Mrs. J W. Carr. Mrs. of pink and blue.
costumes and masks.
..
Itaymond Kent. Miss 1Lallian HolA cradle loaded with
many
Hargis, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond i Mr. and Mrs. Frank Paschall,
lowell Miss Martha !meths. Mrs_ beautiful gifts was presented the
Stony,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jeff Edwards. I Mr. ond Mrs. Herman Taylor and
Ittra And Mrs. H. T. Waldrop
C Enochs. Mrs. Bina H Mason. honoree. alter
which a
plate
Mr. and Mrs. Bud l Edmonds, and family. Jessie Alma Copelan. Mary
Houseguests
Entertain
For
pi Herta Threlkeld. and Mrs War- lunch was Served. Mr. and Mrs Arthur McDermott_
Frank Erwin, Lottie Orr, Martha
rev. Anaell. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hes-. a Those Present were as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Wdidapp
Arrelle 1 assiter. -Leon Beale Jr., Nelle Stark. Charles Owen Pas.
aer and Mrs. Alfred M. Wolfson
Mrs Hill Gardner. Mrs W. T. entertained at their home "Hearth- I Jerome Lassiter, Acrey Boyd ga. chall. Polk Story
pre-sided at the tea table
Wells Henson, Mrs Hoyt Lynn. Mrs. 0. stone" on Saturday evening
Visitors in the afternoos were:
in Dermott Joe Dee Hopkins. Jimmie
Ilan girls assisted in set-Nang. Music A. Johnson. Mrs Will Nix. Mrs. compliment to their houseguests.
Mr and Mrs. Kirt 'Brandon and
and Royce McDermott, Oran and
was furnished by the faculty string Jim Hatt Mrs. Buford Bailey. Mrs Senator Kenneth McKellar. PostWilliam Hopkins, John Crawford._ daughter. Mr." and Mrs. Rufus
quintet. Mr. Warren Angell. Mr. Waiter Trevathan
master H. C. McKellar. and Ben Billy Edmonds, Joe Ryan Cooper. Saunders and family. Mrs. Roy
muster
Cashmere and Wool
•
- Wm. Fox. Mr. Franklin _Inglis_ Mr..
Airs. K Trevathan.' !Ws Galon Bates,all of Memphis, Tenn.
Joe Rob Beale, Joe Hargis Jr- , Cooper and children. John CallsMARKET
tirthur Meyer. and Mr Ear: Con-, Trevathan. Mrs. Alpha Fair. Mrs.
GROCERIES
MEAT
Several intimate friends of the
-ColorsHelen Hargis, Gladya Linn. Hal- can, Talmage .Jones.
Went-.
Eddie Hodges. Mrs. Deivin Langs- hosts -called during the hours.
._
Owen
Jones, L. W Vaschall.
line
Lassiter.
Virginia
Suiter,
Roton, Mrs. Callie Outland. Miss
Grecian Blue
Kelly Green
zelie Hargis, Estelle Hopkins, Mary James Boyd Harding, James Eual
; Prnf and Mrs G. B. Pepaebaker Loretta Fait.- Mrs, Ivan Fair.
Entre Noes Chub Meets
Navy
Gold
Marg..' Erwin. Mr. and Mrs. Edd RickMarguerite
Maey
Roberts.
were at home to their bridge'group
Those sending „gifts were Mrs.
With Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr.
Brown'
Rust
man. Mrs. ModenaeOrr.
-Lassiter.
uerite
Stephenson.
Nell
in Frfday evening
Toy McDougal. Miss &tell Henson.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr. entertained Mary Lucille McDermott. Paula
. At •the conclusion of the game
the Entre Nous Club and a few Taylor, Madgeline Edmonds. Clara B. And P. W. Club
• salad Plate was served.
others at her home on Poplar Sutter. Ann Crawford, and - Mar- - To Meet
_
Planing were: Dr. and Mri- R. M. Juniors T. Spenser Dance
jorie McDermott
'
1 street Wednesday afternoon. :
-Blemker. Dr. and Mrs. James Nall;
The Junior class of Murray State
The B. and P. W. Club will
• •. •
Hewing and conversation Were
Mr and Mrs
F. Scherffius. Mr. College will
sponsor 3 break dance enjoyed from three to five. A
meet Thursday night at the clubBirthday Celebration
;Ind Mrs G. B. Pennettaker.
in the men's knamnanum of the nand
'room and all members are 411 gent..
plate was served by the
•
liberal arts building Saturday ev- host.
Friends and relatives met at the ly inyited to be present. The club
•
ening. Octeber 26. according to a
;E•ew And Sew Club
Mr-s.• Harry Sledd. Mrs. Vernon home of Mrs Tommie Burkeen's will plan . for. he District Meet
statement made today by Edward Stubblefield
a
Plaid and Plain
. Meets
Jr..- Mn. Vernon Sunday. October 20 in compinnent of B. and P.- W.. to be held here
Freeman_ president of the class.
Stubblefield Sr_ Mrs: Nat Ryan of Mr Burkeen on -his 36th birth- November 17. A social meeting
• Members of the' Sew and Sew
The junior social. -alfich- will be
will be held in connection with the
-Hughes. Mrs_ Kate Kirk. Mrs. A day
)Club entertained their 4 hnebands one of the outstanding social atSinging and music were 'tea- business session.
F. Yancey. Mrs. B. G. Langston.
.Thursday night at' the Woman's tractions of the season thine far. is
Mrs W. T. Stead Jr.. Mrs. Clifford tures of the day
*Clubrooms nr a banquet. The scheduled to take place-at 8 o'clock
A delightful meal was served at
Roy Pool
Melegin. Mrs. H. T Waldrop.
room was decorated in yellow aallnallaijagaran a. snllag. lust aftea the
Mrs_ _ Joe Lovett Mrs R. H.. noon
Given Shower
Those present were - as follows:
Hoed, Mrs. E. S.171iisesia
Mrs. Noncie Tower)', Mrs. Mimi-IMES,.ES
Jack Farmer. Mrs Marvin Fulton,
Friends of Mrs Roy Pool gave
and Mrs. Arthur her a birthday shcakei. Friday
Mrs. Wells -, Purdom. Miss Mary -co Peeler. Mr
Crepe, Velvet, Metal and
Shipley, Mrs. Joe Ryan, Mrs. Jack Schnieder. Mr.• and' Mrs 14giry 'afternoon. October 18, at her home
Childres and daughter Hilda Mae. near Martin's Chapel.
I.
Kennedy.
Jersey
'
Mx. and Mrs. Andrew Childres and
Although Mrs. Pool being bedchildren. Mr. and
Street, Afternoon, Dinner
Mrs. Stanley fast, it was, an esent that will
Almo Sunday School Class
Hopkins and children. Mrs Hemp always be remetnbered by her and
Ranging in price
Enjoys Weiner Roast
Childres. _Mr._ and Mrs. .P_aal__Bura she family:- froin
Meminers of the nalme Sunday keen and son L. W.. Mr.. arid Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Huiter kept trie. regEverything in fresh and cured meats, fancy and staple
School enjoyed a' V:Viiacr roast Willie Burkeen and children.
ister and Mrs. Logan Harmen was groceries.
I _
Wednesday evening. October 16. '
• .•••••▪ •
Hubert Hopkins. Mts. Hursey
the .1v-restore
Those-wild attended met it 'the Hopkins. Mr. arid- Mrs. -Willie- Fo: in .charge-of
One hundred and three guests
SAVE MONEY AND LIVE BETTER AT
church at six o'clock and motored welaa Mrs. Bill Hopkins. Mts. -Hen.1
)
1
-.111
to Cleric's river bridge, where t drick Burkeen. - Miss Geneva Bur- were present.
UNDERWEAR AND
TOLLEY & CARSON'S
Mrs.
Pool
lovely
received
.many
they 'enjoyed a supper of weiners, keen. Miss bturl Burkeen. Ruin
•
ACCESSORIES
WE DELIVER
PHONE 37
that
gifts
highly
appreciwere
pickles, and marshmallows,
Burkeen. Buel Hopkins. Dalton ated.
!
They then motored to the chooI Parker. Edison Burkeen. 'flip Fos
I
Those present were as follows:
play ground and spent a very en- well. Royal Parker, Lenon Peeler.
Langston.
Mrs.
J.
Mr.
C.
and
P
joyable
hour
playing
various
Afternoon . guests were Mrs. I. Mrs-Tom
-Langaton-and daughgames
•
Mrs
Travis.
L.
Eva Jonas, Mrs. ter. Anniebelle. Mr. and Mrs. Brent
- -.Those present werea
Rudd.
Langston, and daughter. Marcel.
Mr and Mrs Taz"Taylor. Mrs.
Mr.- and Mrs. Math Pool. Mr. and
'. •
_ •
Boric Cooper, Mr. and Mns Fred
Mrs. Albert Paol and - son. James
Mr. Hop Morton Honored
Edward, Mr. and Mrs. Cameron
On Sunday, October 11. a _sur- Pool. Mr. and'Idrs. Geo. ColetaMr.
prise dinner was given at the home and Mrs. Bert Milstead. Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Hop Melton, in Mrs. Ben Pool. Mr. Willie - Milhonor c4. 70-r MIII•ton, on his 62nd stead. Mr. Carmon Outland. Padubirthday.
cah.
A bountiful. and very delectable
Mike Erwin,
Thomas Myers.
dinner was enjoyed at the poor Mrs Ethel Harmon and daughter Ruth. Mrs. Ralph Sutter. Mrs.
The guests were as folic...as:
Ike Griffin, Mrs. Ansel Griffin,
Mr. and Mrs_ -*Pettus Myew and, Mrs. Gladys Atkins, Mrs. EnItae.,Atwith points, squares and circles tombined with
family. Mr and Mrs. Coy Orr and kins, Alsey and Billy Rowland,
height. are .eharacterist-ies of'
§IZES
son. Mr. and Mrs. Bardon .Nance Mrs. Dick .McNutt. Mrs. Della RowIts
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Feld Mor- land, Mrs. T. D. Atkins and daughTO
ton and family. Mr. and Mrs Hat- ter Jessie Mae,
ford Cooper and daughter.
42
Mrs. Geo. Shrader and son Gene
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Morton and Langston. Mrs. Tom Taylor. Miss
••
.and strtil hats that
i
daughter. Uel Be Arizona, Joe. and Iva Garner, Mrs. Amos Wells. Mrs.
For she knOws that qual- Carmen
Morton. Mn' and gra. Verble Taylor. Miss Lula Garner.
I
ity is always Yound Were. - Jim Taylor: Mr. and Mrs. :Inn Orr. Mrs. Tarry Suiter,
Mrs Howe!
,Mr. and Mrs.- Altion Orr. Mr. and Boggess, Mrs. Liburn Paecliall and
?VEY-COME IN GORGEOUS
Mrs. Bethel Orr.-Mr. mut- AIrs. Ed- daughter Eulala. Mrs.. Claud Luter.
ward Morton. Mr.--and Mrs. Elvin Mrs Jim Adarnsa-Mre Otho Win35t Morton and family Sliced Bacon, lb.
chester. Min, Nell Adams. Mrs.

ye4rs

hlin Cobb Shop
.. Presents ..
NEW KNITS

Priced $12.95

TOLLEY & CARSON SMART SWEATERS
FOOD MARKET

CABBAGE, 10 pounds 14c;100 pounds $1.20
POTATOES, U. S. No, 1, 15-lb. peck
19c
100 pounds
$1.20
SHORTS, Cotton Bag, 100 lbs.
$1.55
FLOUR, White Frost, 24-1b. bag
$1.05
COFFEE, 2 lbs.
25c
PRUNES, 80 to 90 size, per lb.
Sc
EVAPORATED PEACHES, 2 lbs
25c
COAL HODS,large size
39c
CRACKERS,2-lb. box
17c
3 Octagon Soap and 3 Octagon Powder 14c
BEECHNUT SPAGHETTI, 3 cans
25c
Red Cross Spaghetti or Macaroni
5c
GINGER BREAD MIX
25c
CHILLI BRICKS
28c
REELFOOT SAUSAGE
27c
FRESH OYSTERS, Selects, pint
33c

Jr:ner...

•

lb

-

• • • •

Priced. $4.95

SKIRTS

Priced $5.95

$9.95 to $49.50

The Greatest "Buy'ln Years-Right at
the Start of the Fall Season
W. T. SLEDD & CO. OFFER CHOICE

• ir •
Geometric Lines

150 MEN'S SUITS

No.
12
Please

Our New Toques

-

„

HAVE JUST ARRIVED„

Velours, Shimmering Hatter's Plush,
Peach Skin and Suede Felts

their ,ziamour is climaxed by veil.. feathers or
-nen tassels
SEE THEM'THIS WEEK IN OUR MILLINERY

_Ind

•

f.

Beef Steak, 2 lbs.
Veal Chops, lb.
Pork Sausage,-lb.
Pork Chops, lb.
Pork Shoulder, lb.
Beef Roast, Rib, lb.
Dressed Fryers, 11)7
Dressed Hens, lb.
Oysters, pint

'

DEPARTMENT

Priced to_meet your School Budget

$500 to $P)

1.00

$

WEILLE'S
MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
• SECOND

35c
20c
20c
25c

Values to $25.00
All single-breasted models, mostly two-button coats,
some are three-button.

22c
10c

_ These suits are carried-stock but are by no means
"has been.," soiled or damaged stocks. Most of them are
in good styles and patterns for this very fall.

27c

25c
35c

K. C. Steaks, Brookfield Sausage and
Everything You
Will Want in
Quality '
Meats

--SATURDAY SPECIAL--Brown, Black and Green Felt5

FLOOR

PAW

Strictly Cash Only
No Alterations . No Exchanges

Week End Prices

( K1

1

Dine and dance-and be

, Come in and look over the shawing-all on one ratbk
right in the front of our store. We're satisfied you will be
immensely pleased at your selection. Come in and look
today-they won't last long.

tmegnificcntlx,

entertained 'til 2 a. m.-in the Bluegrass
Room -Louisville's

brightest

bright-spot!

A FEW OVERCOATS INCLUDED

Noi.here else in the State can ,.ou have-such a marvelous time-or so inexpensively!

W.T.SLEDDL

MURRAY MEAT
,MARKET
Phone 12

-.‘"

•
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Ii Ctarter, Sit.
Mu Morgan,
Lovell an4
LISHIlan, 54yr:
Illpthilene and
loSile Jones,
Mae Chris.
ridge, Adam

gan, Verdine Sledd, Ethel Stone,
Harue
Adams, Eunice
Adarrls:
Lola Jones. Addle Carter, pore
Maiming, Bobbie Rodgers, Violet
Rodgers, Rachel Morgan,
Those sending gifts were.

Cloys, Elsie
agyrtle ManOita ,Leg ana

Oct. 25

'134°

) Shop
RICK

Cobb

, KY.

ly gifts.
•
A pretty cake with candles was
the centerpiece for the table from
which delicious refreshments amyl
The Palmo High School honor
served.
s
roll for the first six weeks is as
Present were:
Mrs. Gertie Farris. Misa Marjorie follows:
Eighth grade:—Olgagene CourCrass, Miss B. Purdom, Miss SylTHE BEST
Perariaa sey,
via
Packmann
Miss
Freshmen:—Yeknon Curd.
INVESTMENT
Packmann, Mrs. Sallie Lawrence,
Employes Of Lawman's Give
Darnell,
Sophomores:-.-Virginia
Mr. Coy Cook.
Party For Mrs. Farris
Clarice Grogan, Frances Suiter,
Margaret Roberts, Halline Lassiter.
Mrs. Gertie Farris was given a Miss Vermonte Wilson Is
Juniors:---Charles Johnson, Kathsurprise birthday party by the emleen Brown.
,
Complimented With Parties
ployes
.art .Lerman Bros. on WedSeniors:—Fieldon Scott.
Miss Vermonte Wilson of Memnesday evening.
Those making A's, B's and one
The honoree received many love- phis, who was the houseguest of
Miss Beatrice Frye for the week
end was honored
with several
lovely parties.
Saturday evening, Dr. Fley Robbins entertained at dinner at the
National Hotel. 'Covers were laid
wrissn.-Mrsii
gare
Campbell, Miss Bertie Frye, Miss
FOR SALE—a circulating heater
Beatrice Frye, and the host. AfterYou can have about what
for 2 rooms; 5 tube Philco batwards Miss Beatrice Trye had two
you Avant through insurance.
tery radio; good 7 year old sad-tables of brartgraat her home. Miss
dle work horse. R. L. Ray, near
Renovated
Nadine
Overall
won
high
score
Men's
Hats
You can build an estate
ltp
Stella.
prize and Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin
.
Factory Methods
otherwise impossible.
the consolation prize. The honor FOR RENT--Ist
3-room
floor
guest was presented a gift. Others apartment., furnished, garage; 2nd
preterit were Mrs. Chas. Hire, Miss floor, 2-room apartment, furnishMargaret Campbell, Miss Bertie ed; all modern conveniences. Mrs.
Manor. Mrs. B. 0, Langston. Dr. Etta Acree Williams, 313 South
Agent
Floy Robbins, Miss Bertie Frye.
ltc
5th, Murray. Ky.
Sunday Mrs. B. 0. Langston was
New York Life Insurance
host at braaltfast at her home. FOR RENT-8 room house, furCompany
Covers were placed for Miss Wil- nace heat, basement, near college
tf
son, Dr. Robbins, Miss Manor, Miss campus. See J. G. Glasgow.
Campbell, Miss Beatrice Frye, Miss
and
WANTED — Paperhanging
Bertie Frye, and the host. At noon
painting. Also do assist carpentry
Sunday Miss Margaret Campbell
work. Window panes replaced.
had as her guests for dinner at
Need work. J. B. Karr.
Wells Hall, Miss Wilson, Dr. RapNASHVILLE
DAILY TRIPS TO
bins, Mrs. B. 0, Langston, Miss PADUCAH AUCTION COMPANY
(Overnight Runs)
Beatrice Frye, Miss Bertie Manor will hold another big community
and Miss Bertie Frye.
sale of livestock on November 1,
From Paducah to Nashville, servicing towns of Benton,
Miss Wilson had luncheon on and ask that you bring .in all the
Murray, Paducah, Hasel, Paris, Tenn., Dover, Clarksville,
route.
Spring Hill, and points along the
Saturday with Miss flee Keys.
cattle or any other livestock you
tIle for Birmingham, Atlanta,
Make connections at
wish to dispose of. Extra good
and all points sotitIL—
demand for good milk cows and
freight
rates.
service
at
express
you
We give
Political Announcements
fat stock. We guarantee market
In Murray call 3. B. Fair, Phone 374. At Paris Looney
prices or better on your livestqck
Transfer Co.
we can please
Headquarters at Nashville at Nashville Truck Depot, 410
We are authorized to announce fit to butcher and
you with the prices you will reFifth Ave. South.
as a candidate for member of the
your good milk cows,
Headquarters at Paducah. 305 Jefferson Street. Phone 225.
Calloway County Board of Educa- ceive for
We will have arouhd 150 head
Connects at PADUCAH with Monarch Fast Freight to St.
tion
horses and mules at this sale.—
Louis. Chicago._ North and West
SCUDDFit GALLOWAY
Paducah Auction Co. Phone PaALBERT CHAPMAN
ducah 1422.
J. a SWANN
FRED "Preacher" HARMS
FOR RENT—furnished rooms_ for
•
HART
adulks only. Inquire Postal TeleMARVIN HALE
ltc
graph office.

Alm-o High School

INSURANCE

ler:lice Mar.

l

Mrs. Eldon Birdshaw, Mrs. James
Parker, Mrs. Pollle Carnet', Mrs.
Will Dulaney, Mrs. Alice Jones,
Elizabeth Jones.
Mrs. Vera Cotham, Ina Mae
Webb, Thelma Dale Marine, Mrs.
Mae Harris, Robbie Watkins, Mrs,
Lora Johnson, Mrs. Erma Richie.
• a • • •

SSIFA IEII)
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R. H., THURMAN

CLEANERS'

Trs

in touches

MVO

Navy
Wine
Brown

2.98

:ATERS
Wool

ecian Blue
Gold
Rust

95

lain.

.95 -

,etal-and

1, Dinner
irice

PADUCAH-NASHVILLE TRUCK
LINE

J. B. FAIR F. M.PERDUE,Operators

ant

DANGER OF MISFIT SHOES

IRONS FOR-SALE

FOR RENT-2 'Unfurnished rooms,
2 blocks of square. See Hobart
14)
Graham at Relief Office.

.

I have been in the Diamond
WANTED—quilting and plain sewSelf Heating Iron business ing. Mrs. Boyd Adams at J. J.
_over 2 years and anyone in- Allbritten, S. 3rd. St.
lip
,
- tereeted in one dont-forget- BROOMS—Made for 15 cents or on
Statistics show that nine out of ten persons - I am Making a cut on the shares. Square Deal Broom Shop,
Main Street at Railroad Crosshave worn miss-fit shoes some time in life, that
price, for a few days.
ing.
031p
children are allowed to wear out-grown shoes as a matter of false economy, and are allowed to seFOR SALE—Gladjola Bulbs for
MRS. RIP LAMB
this fall planting. Fforn best'stock
lect shoes for stylish whinisitih!t are misSts.
,
at from lc to Sc each. Mrs. T. T.
Rt.
Murray
Crawford, Phone Lynn Grove,
-- Shoes worn too short are responsible .for pracMurray Route 6.
031p
tically all foot troubles, fallen arches, bunions,
corns, ingrowing nails and weak feet and curled
M
A
N
WANTED—for
Hawleigh
Ct3L
isimm
DS Route. Real opportunity for right
toes. Shoes worn too large cause feet to spread to
and
unnatural width, cause blisters from loose heels,
man. We help you get started.
FEVER
Write Rawleigh Co., Dept. KYJcut down speed, and proper posture is affected by 1
181-0, Freeciort, Ill.
ltp
mis-fits.
.
Wi
artuda--11b
illar
•ti

Realize How Important to Health
Comfortable Shoes Are

; It only takes a few minutes longer to fit a shoe
properly. Be patient with shoe salespeople as you
would a surgeon or a physician in examination.
There are no two feet alike, eVen on the same
body, but any person nowadays may be comfortably fitted, and a properly fitted shoe looks stylish.

19.50

AND
IES

How to judge a good fit: First, long enough;
second, narrow enough at the heel, then properly -lasted.
Relief to tender portions of your feet may_he
remedied with14 proper adjustment tools and appliances.
My salespeople are required to measure the
customer for size, and know without asking your
size; and offer a correct size, and refuse to make a
sale of a size that is not comfortable to normal feet.
I think shoes are going to be -higher when
made of good leather; because of advanced cost of
livestock and scarcity of hides.
AVAIL YOURSELVES OF THE PRACTICAL
SHOE SALESMANSHIP AT OUR
SHOE STORE
WEST SIDE OF SQUARE

T. 0. TURNER SHOE STORE

_

111010160465"
Meswirniee

FOR SALE OR RENT-40 acrefarm, Pas miles M. S. T. C., on
gravel road. 5-room house, good
--barn, new stable. $2,000.00 or $10
ltp
MAKE THIS 2114 TEST ---.- month. Box 45, Murray.
13•• JoillSer oil. Buchu leaves, etc.. t•
FOR
RENT-11-room
house;
2
Slash oat we's acids sad waste wetter.
baths: garage; suitable for use
Get rid of Madder irritation that causes
as double apartment. Will rent
winking us. frequest derive, scanty floe.
apartments separately, if desired.
burning and backache_ Get Juniper oil.
John G. -Ryan.
Itp
audio 1/0/Wili. Is,. is Little gre.n tablets
DOW

DONT GET IJP NIGHTS

called Dakota. tbe bladder laxative. Is
four days If set pleased go back sod get
roar He Geç gess molar sleep sad
demi 'loll of ger.

Dale & Stubblefield

PUBLIC SALE
FRIDAY MORNING
October 25
•
9 A. M.
Five miles west of Murray
on Highway 94, at the home
of T. A. Doran, deceased,
will offer for sale to the
highest bidder:
6 head of extra good
work mules, ages 5 to 9
years.
One 6 year old mare and
colt.
Eight head good Jersey
Milk Cows.
100 barrels of corn.
40,000 pounds of hay.
Farming Implements such
is plows, disc harrows, 2.
row planter, cultivators, etc.
Household
furnishings,
including good range Move.

FOR SALE—paying, established
business; near college. Reasonable rent and living quarters.
Reason, leaving
town. Scott's
Illinois Station, West Main.
ltc
FOR SALE-1935 Chevrolet truck.
Long wheel base, new tires; good
condition, Heater, Booster brakes.
Scott's
Illinois
Station,
West
Main Street.
ltc

A. F. DORAN
Seafood? Fresh and tasty as you'll kid
on the coast itself! Steaks? So tender
they melt in your mouth! Vegetables?
-Hot and well-seasoned-delicious!...
Jose ask any esperiessced traveler where
i.e gets the best food he ever tossed!

Basketball
Coach Clifton Brown is working
hard and ldhg with his candidates
for the basketball squad drilling
them thoroughly
in the fundamentals of the game. This they
need and must have if they expect to reach the limits set by
their abilities. Results are already
evident as his material begins to
shape up. A healthy team spirit
—so lacking last year—seems to
fire every member to an earnest
effort which is his best. The material may be mostly inexperienced
‘Ye- as taus. axe._ eapeeting
something of "ydu" this season.
Are you going to let us down?

These new books will balance up
the percentage of the different
subject matter and bring our library up to the standards of the
State department.
The senior class, composed of
Eugenia Woodall, Fieldon Scott,
Laurtne
Wood, Relma
Taylor,
Buriel Schroeder, Rudelle Coursey,
Jack Clendenon, Clara Ernstberger
and Jerome Lassiter, will have
charge of our next chapel program. It will consist of a one-act
play.

a mistake box. Grammatical errors
Those visiting the school last
made by students ere placed in the wee); were: Hoyt Robees, Wendell'
box. Once a week they are read AlaseitionAteiMillGARStaSiCIE.'..enee
and corrected.
Yarbrough. Odell Steele, Hynda
The home economics girls are Marr.
weaving purses which are made of
several kinds of material and into
different patterns. They are planning to make a quilt on which
tickets will be given. It will be
given away at a play to be presented in the near future.
The last softball game of the
year was played last Friday with
Pleasant Valley.
Concord was
•
WE PAY HIGHEST
defeated with a score of 7-5.
One new student, Frances Rogers, has enrolled this week.
We are sorry to lose Mary Lee,
For Your
Mark and Johnnie Coleman.
SCRAP GOLD, PLATINUM, and
A group of -stiidents "chivarried"
SILVER
Mr. and Mrs. Williams last Wed.
.. TAO*"In tor-vontenntar new and
her classes sitting down next day
Useful . . . a gift
as they walked her up and down Many are -surprised at the value of
the highway barefooted.
their old metals
Everyone is looking -forward -to
the first game of basketball to be
yed Friday night, November 1'
THE JEWELER
at Faxon.

CASH PRIM

New Concord Hi

There will be a pie supper at
New Concord High Friday night,
Ottober 25. Everyone invited.
nisiticg The own roll For
the first six weeks are:
Primer:—Kenneth Hatfield, Sue
Since the first six weeks exams Hendon.
the student body has shown the First grades—Chester Thomas.
best attitude toward school and
seaanglagradea—Max Earle,aFaicgenuine work that has been shown McCu:3ton, Wilma Jo Lovins.
by any student body in the mistThird grade:—Gorclon Colley, Joe
two years.
Judging from the Dick, W. B. McCuiston.
amount of studying, being done the
Fourth grade:—Charlene Clayton,
honor roll list will be increased
Fifth
grade:—Patricia
Gibson,
next time.
George Gibson, Verlene Osborn.
A plan has been devised so as to
Sixth grade:—Elna Frances Wilenable the larger part of the high liams. To make the honor roll the
school students to take part in student must make as high as 90
some extra-activity for at least in each subject.
one perical, each day. Four softThe English classes have adopted
ball teams have been organized
from the students in the eighth
grade and high school who are not
playing basketball. A tournament
started
Monday between
these E. S. phial-lid, Jr., Administrator
teams.
of
.E. S. Diuguid, Sr.,
The girls' softball team will
Plaintiff
Vs. Order of Reference
probably play two more games.
Although the Kirksey girls disap- Lottie Diuguid, Widow, Katherine
pointed them last Thursday, a re- Kirk, Mrs. W. T. Taylor and Husband, W. E. Taylor, Mary Virginia
turn game is still expected. •
Diuguid, 19 years of age, James Ed
The list has been turned in for Diuguid, 17 years of age, Bank of
the new library books. Everyone Murray, Elmus Trevathan, E. J.
is anxiously awaiting their arrival Beale, lafrs. Joe Lancaster. T. C.
Carson, Frank Beaman, Mrs. Cul
Phillips, William Diuguid, Miss
Anna Gipson, Torn Taylor and
Ruth Filbecia
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart, Master
Commissioner of this Court to take
proof of claims against the estate
of E. S. Diuguid, Sr., Deceased, and
all persons,, holding claims against
said _.estate will present their
claims, duly proven, before said
THE INCONVENIENCE of beMaster Commissioner on or before
the third Monday in November,
ing without your glasses is reduced to a minimum when you (November IL, 19351 or be forever
barred -front collecting same in any,
bring them here for speedy, exother manner except through-this
pert replacementaistid repairs.
suit.
Withess my harad as Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court this OctoPARKER'S JEWELRY
ber 18. 1935.
'
STORE
C. I. Miller,
JOE T. PARKER, Mgr.
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court

- H. B. BAILEY

Order Of Reference

Glasses Repaired

symbols
of safety
A good doctor . . . fresh, full-strength drugs
. . . and a druggist that knows his business and is
painstaking—that's the formula for making you
well and keeping you healthy. In our prescription
laboratories we use only the finest of drugs and
we compound medicines just as your doctor orders.
We never make substitutions and our drugs are always fresh and full strength.

The Rexall Store

Dale StubblefieldIto.
WHERE YOU GET A COMPLETE DRUG "SERVICE, PROMPT AND CAREFUL*

Optometrist

Week End Specials

Amyrica's Professional Travelers are
Firestone's Best Customers!

ell. box Crackers
17c
1 gaL Staley's Syrup
55c
15c Bab-0 Cleanser
13c
Extra fancy Rice, lb.
6c
Gal. Cooking Apples
fic 1 to 10c
10 lbs. Fresh Cabbage
15c
15-lb. peck Potatoes..., 2Ife or 2.5e
24 lbs. guaranteed Flour
75c
24 lbs. Gold Medal Flour and
nice Relish Dish
VAS
24 lbs. Omega Flour and sifter 21.30
100 lbs. Ohio River or
Fine Salt
92c
6 bars Laundry or Toilet Soap 15c
Examine our Grain Coffee, grind
it now. Saturday__ He, 14c,
1-lb. box Mother's Cocoa _
13e
61.20
1 bu. fancy Pears
Sun Dried Apples, lb.
11c
3 Kellogg's Corn Flakes
20c
PAY in trade for Eggs
213e

Dependability... Comfort... Safety. .. Mileage!

'Firestone
Are the Reasons for which They Choose
Firestones

Swann's Grocery

•

Professional travelers are the world's champion tire
punishers . . . this army of salesmen who drive from 50 to
300 miles per day, over all kinds of' roads .. . all the year
round. They must pick tires that "CAN TAKE IT." ...

A Good Time to
Buy a

Many more of these professional travelers use Firestones than any other
kind of tires, and many firms that have large•numbers of cars use no Other kind
of tire.

BARREL OF FLOUR

Firestone, with More and tougher rubber, two extra layers of gum-dipped cords, gum-dipped high stretch cord body, and 50 per-cent non-skid mileage, gives the kind of service that these constant travelers must have for their
hour after hour of driving.

Buy

ukon's Best
Nen tieWest

TERMS: 4 months time
with good bankable note.

•

C arc- Buriei Schroeder, Earline
Burlteen, Johnnie Gus Walston,
4,raz*I
1(44kaa....ShOeiratiker,
Stephenson. James Thomas Roberts,
Jerotae Lassiter, Eugenia Woodall.

PAGE THREE

FIRESTONE GROUND GRIP TIRES FOR WINTER
DRIVING • . • and just the thing for those unpaved roads.
These professional travelers and the farmers are both
enthusiastic over this new tire. Does away with the expense and bother of chains. Safer, surer and as comfortable in driving.

and

Administrator

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY
—PHONE 107—

In All Sizes for Truck or Passenger Car.
Let Us Show Them to You

Super - Service Station
• -OF

HIGHEST QUALITY

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

W. H.'CARTER

COVIKTON BROS. & CO.

DIAGNOSTRICIAN

Ten Years Expersence
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JUST NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS!

Mrs. R. A. Were returned Tow
W. T. *NW 114.'04 Fbia t9 be
keen sam BM WW1
lkold of
Mem
st;se.limns ofThre
Mier • few dit' from Menden= where idie men
Monday
atom
his
in
Fifth
eitavese
jQg a
INIrtitrooa-2(
per cent discount on your
visited her son myertiyers.
••
illness.
days
Coleand -Sixth
H.
J.
You are still entitled to a 2 is absolutely the last day
Mrs.
and
Mr.
D.
with
visit
T.
Mk
visited
Myers also
and
finger
shampoo
ea
31
Spatial
r
Octobe
Mr. and Mrs. Will Whittle') are
es man and family.
taxes, but remember
wave at Sk continues ter another Humphries and, Mr. Ilhanphri
avoid the rush.
building a new borne on Wept
Mrs. Margaret Pirtle was admit- for this saving. Pay now and
Mn. Myers Beauty *hop. at Dixon before going to /lenderweek.
Memorial HoeMason
to
Olive street.
the
ted
BOW
DOGS
Mise LiiiJlIe Welts spent the
for a tonsillectomy October
A WORD ABOUT THE
r. Clark West of Murray. and
James, see of ti. -arid Mrs. phial
d.
tiest
thim
ille
:
Elsgadoev
in
end
week
17.
Orvite Edwards have gone to Richleft this office. He says
Plenty Outland, Model, Tenn., was
the company. Tolley is a brother mond where they entered the U. of MINN Ada sad rani&
Dr. Joe T Perkier, optometrist of
The state field man has just
treated at the. Keys-Houston Clinicahead for us all.
If you have visitor% of wheWl of Bryan Tolley, Murray grocer
meettrouble
%deftfall
a
is
the
business
was
attend
there
Parris
will
L. S.
S Clinic for the treatment of tniHospital for a badly lacerated Murray,
we must tag all dogs or
year are not ashamed. phialle, The fire threatened blocks of
g you to buy
Hazel Monday.
of the Keetecky -Association of
beggin
in
ing
er
been
charm.
have
I
Mot
months
renal them for this Minna&
frame dwelings. railroad properties
ists and the Graduate For the last six
end
Every
Hale
,
Optometr
T
0.
Margalms
Mrs.
Monday
and
Fourth
Mr
.
have bought If it is right
Robert Mills Wkillams and Boyd
conand thirty fire companies were
• -••••
Ceata. Mats and Aetna el daughter, Ruby Jane, hey! *Wett- Myers went to Henderson Tuesday Clipic in Optometry being
your tags. A great majority
alarm
the
answer
to
out
per cent of
called
on.
M.
Skettiall
A fire in the yards of the EastAnodes
ed to their home in Sarasota, Phi., with the Jack Stauicup orchestra ducted by Dr. A.
it is right for all. About 80
injured in fighting the Shorty
the Graduate Clinic for one to buy
that
of
are causa after a visit in the city.
Chicago,
claims
&needed
man, Coal Co, Chicago. catised a Four were
off
Houston
B.
E.
pay
Dr
to
was
for a five weeks engagement at
with the this money collected goes
Raymond Tolley. tire and one colored woman
the damage has
$25..000 damage
years
Mrs Ola Newman has gime to 'the Casa Loma Ballroom. The Foundation, in connection
meeting of the outhvrestern Kentwo
last
the
smoke
by
During
e
overcom
Associy
formerly of the Last side of the
ed by dogs.
tucky Medical Society. Mr. Hous- Florida to spend the winter orchestra was located for several meeting of the Kentuck
claims have been paid. Your
Mrs. Opal Pitman is building a
ation, at the Brown Hotel in been great, but most of the
Minty ,is secretary-terasurer of
ton was on the program for a dis- months.
n.
Henderso
at
Weeks
Louisville. October 27, 2$ and 29. claim may be next.
Mrs. Willie Graham is visiting
cussion. Dr. C. H. Jones is a
Dr. T. K Palmer will attend the Dr. Skeffington is an internationof time trying to improve
member of the committee on cre- relatives in Florida.
This office has put in lots pay. I do not want any• r
in
on
ally known authority on optometry
Mrs. C. A. Bishop sp.* ..last State OptOntetrical Associati
dentials.
t
withou
county
this
and „meted romareh. VOr4ni" A.P.,!he gondtiions in
in betttevOle Mt- Alto
-5; Wooisti..Tit itarsiei of- Camp -Mtwmry-•aesIra ascinatbieto t
irr treob4c-eves-thair-daga. Noltb. correction of obscure ere troubles: one in Thii-toillifrtirget
Keys-thiusion Mr and Mrs J. W. Frost. Rhe day, and Tuesday
to the
admitted
Wavii
AU
e
to get me in trouble.
want
yoti
-stations with -a GrtabSe
believe
for
BIShop
James
21
May,
With
I
er dd
motored there
Clinic-Hospital Ocfirr
MI. and Mrs. J. P. Glasgow
Now to you who
seand
on
recepti
a
in
Murray.
daughof
g
Monday
who spent
field, are the parents
with the amazin
treatment.
The risk is too great for one dollar. do so tiefore Noyou
that
ng
Prof. and Mrs. W. IL Fox and tee_ born at the Fuller-Gilliam THE FIXIT HAS MOVED
Ms-. and Mrs_ W. L. Hargrove
insisti
am
leetivity.
I.
bought
have not
clear. If you are'too
Hospital Tuesday. Mr. Glasgow
and Mr and Mrs. 0 B. Irvan Jr.. children have moved to an
v r vember court, so we can all be in the
Now locateCupstai
have taken •an apartment at..tha enent on North.
is-the son. of....11‘..anct....itrz,....1.
by Your neighlwn,
or_
5r-moi4'
,
busy to come to WWII;semt43
and•noth Mr. Hatitrorfocrl-Roam.
home or Mrs. Tat Miller. -West b.,- A. IT'Sesefter.
as to the county.
same
the
city
the
The new home of Mr, and tilts. and Mrs. Glasgow are well known
This law applies to
Main street.
We duplicate any kind of I cannot wait any longer. Respectfully,
Efra. B. B. Keys and daughter, Foreman Graham is being finish- here.
A marriage license was issued key, fix any kind of lock.
MdM.Winifred, will move to their ed.
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, Pint Monday ..to Crawford Armstrong.
neer kerne November 1. They will
Furniture Repaired
IS Lynn Grove, and Moleria Adams,
wet* an upstairs apartment while Natl. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192.3.
RAY MADDOX
Fourth Monday Bargaihs, Every Lynn Grove. The bride is the
some of the interior finishing work
SHERIFF
Day-In Coale, Hats and %Ma, at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
is being completed downstairs.
Among the students ranking in Shorty Arnold's.
Adams while the bridegroom is
Ky.
,
Murray
Old Poatoffice Location
Mrs Willis Threlkeid of Cali- the son of Mr. and Mrs. G. E
the upper ten per cent in the
freshman class at the University of fornia is visiting Mr and 'Mrs. J. Armstrong.
Kentucky, according to department H. Coleman and family in MtlfClyde Brown and James Wylie.
Howard ray.
classification tests. is
of the Murray Kroger store, atJames Byrd. student of Murray tended a district meeting of KroScherffius, Murray
Your favorite package of Nan- State College, was brought to the ger employees in Paducah last
PHONE 130
nally's Candy can be had with Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital Sat- night.
at
ons
issued
of
facial
t
urday night for treatmen
charming Halloween decorati
A marriage. license was
WE SELL FOR LESS
lacerations received when struck Friday to Fa= Hargrove,,Murray.
no additional coat. At Wear's.
on.
25c
Bob Nunn. student of Murray down by an auto.
and Leona Henley, Farmingt
Meal, 10-lb. bag
Miss Vermonte Wilson of Mem- The bride is the daughter of Mr. Salmon, pink, 2 for
25c
State College.'was admitted* to the
Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital Oc- phis spent the week end with and Mrs. Herbert Henley and the
for25c
3
el)
Macker
(
Salmon
tober 18 for treatment of an in- friends in the city.
bridegroom is the son of Mr and
Corn, No. 2 cap, 3 for 25e
R. C. Hocker of Melienry, Ky.. Mrs. W. F. Hargrove.
jured leg received while practicing
qt. jar 25c
visited Elmas Trevathan one day
foot ball
Floyd Arnold. C. C. C. Camp. Salad Dressing,
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Dinning. lett week
Mayfield, was discharged from the Lima Beans„ -No. 2 can
25c
lItmus Trevathan is up Most of Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital OcReidland. were visitors in Murray
2 for
aturday night. Mr-Dinning form- the.lime after being ill for about tober .19.
Flakes, 3 pkgs. for 25c
Corn
erly taught at New Concord High seven weeks.
Robert Humphreys. Democratic Beans, Northern, 5 lbs. 25c
Mrs. Jack Beale Jr., and Miss state campaign manager, was in
School where he developed some of
25c
Octagon, 6 for
the beat net teams in the county Lola Clayton Beale spent the week Murray for a short while Wednes- Soap,
25c
If you'll come over is
end in Lexington. Tenn.. as the day afternoon enroute to state Brooms, good quality
25c
Mops, 16-oz. thread
The Jack and Jill Shop
guests of Miss Mary Paut Spellings. headquarters in Louisville.
25c
Mrs. W. S Swann will spend
We'll dress you up Is the very tip
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett is visiting in Toilet Tissue, 7 for
top.
next week as the house-guest of New Jersey
Milk, Carnation,
Jill gels the clothes. Jack gets the Mrs. Raymond Pearson and Mrs.
Dr. k. E. Dillon, pastor of the
25c
3 tall or 6 small
t.
,
Tenn.
MIL
Paul Willis in Nashville
First Baptist Church, Frankfor
25c
glass jar
3.5c
,
Coffee
Tuesday.
visiting
is
It
the
Miss Reubie Weer
That's why we call
Ky., arrived .in Murray
25c
.
jug
glass
r,
Vinega
speaker
PaJack and .1111.
Mr. and Mrs. Cirvis Perdue,
Dr. Dillon is the principal
It's • sure way to make yourself popular with the
s. •
lbs. 25c
H. E. Lundberg was a visitor in ducah.
on the B. T. U. program and also Prunes, large size, 3
family! Rich in cream, subtly blended with pure
25c
Nitnnally's Candy-the best taste spoke at the annual Blood River Raisins, bulk, 3 lbs.
Franklin. Tenn.. last week end. Mr.
fruit juices.
worked several in gifts-in beautiful Halloween Association, The Rev. hryon C. S. Telephone Batteries, ea. 25c
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We have Radios fOTYPIttrirw
Homes $32.50 up
installed

CARL B. KINGINS

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

25

SALE 25`

AT ECONOMY.
GROCERY

Bring Home a Brick of

GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM

The Most Careful
Driver is Always at
the _Mercy of a
Reckless One

•••••
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"Liquor and Taxes
,

Frazee, Berry & Melugin

Every Time the Liquor Trade Gives a
Dollar in Taxes, They take Twentyeight From the People.?
_
-

THE SWING IS TOWARD...

HYDE PARK
SUITS

Lamps

OVERCOATS

Dr. W.C. Oakley

Why? Because of their
style and quality.

Office at Herne, 649 West Main
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
in Afternoon
I P. M. i.e P. M.

They simply fit a little
better and wear longer
than, clothes that cost
even more money.
We have suits and overcoats from

$10.00 to $25.00
looks.
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79c
SHIRTS
We thank you for past patronage. See
us again for the best Merchandise.

CORN-AUSTIN COMPANY
EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

Chlroprisctor
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a year they did almost a half million
took about six men to attend to all tire business.

MOMS.

For Friday and Saturday

Only

Bed Room Suite

kninto• ott. . .

Werk-Dramin tor

BLACK-DRAUGHT

English' comfort chef with ottoman, only

$12.95
For Friday nnd Saturday only
eahaset, special

TRAVEL BY BUY,. trinity
Convenient Schedule

$29.95
Circulating Heaters
are "economical in fuer-more comfortable than ordinary stoves or
, open fires and add appearance to'
your furnishings.

ennections to

St Loins, Chicago.
Detroit, and Everywhere-

lianutisst at

antTill and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Marrs y. K y

1 '
When a wet asks you to vote wet, usually he has some financial
'
interest, when a dry asks you to vote dry, he has no financial interest.

$4.95

BUBMES LEAVE INTJXR.AY TO Pailgoilh:I A. AL. 11 A. 1114 II P. IL
Hipkbewlik TAII A. M., 2 P. Pd.
7'P. IL
Dawson Iligsloga: 7:46 A. IL; 2 P. EL
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A- bt.: 5P.IL
Pails: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CE0844 COLLEGE
CADOT8

Allowance for
All Cloth
Petytnent

Dtiritiithe last 15 years 377,000 have been killed in autOmObile
per
accidents. One county riiii-de an investigation, and found that 60
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cent were caused by drunken drivers. That is approximately
t
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y
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s
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the million that are wounde
damage, to say nothing of the suffering, physical and mental.
.
.
Did - you know that Kentucky stands near Lhe bottom in education? That she has always stood near the top in whisky production?
I wonder if there i.s any connection between the two facts? '
'
.
Did you know that almost hall the people on relief rolls in Cal- ,
oway county are from families where one or more of the members of
family drink?

$19.50 up
FURNITURE

Go to the polls on November 5th and vote "NO"and keep
. Kentucky constitutionally dry, and then
work to make her dry in reality.
...,
TEMPERANCE FORCES OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
. 0. A. MARRS, Chairman
-,
J. H.
THUE-M A-14-; -Secretsry
. .
.
MRS. H. E. ELLIOTT, Chairman
fi.
of local W. C. T: U.

CRASS

Phone 466

•
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the Mason Memorial Hospital for
treatment October 20.
G. C. Whitehorn, McKenzie,
was admitted to the Mason Hospital Tuesday for treatment for
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Mrs. 0. Ws Barnett wes able to
leave the Mason Memorial Hospital
where she had been a patient for
injuries for the past five weeks.
Mrs. Barnett was removed to the
home of bore parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Wells, North Fourth street.
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- SNIFFLE..

Livestock

LUMBER AM-SAWDUST
FOR SALE

On Oct. 25

44923
Will
Become

MORE HEAT

YEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

:

Oak boxing, $1.25 per 100; soft
wood in all sizes, all lengths, $1.25 per
100.
THESE PRICES AT MILL
Also Sawdust at 50c per 5-barrel load
at

CASH COAL

Card of Thanks

4.

•

CECIL LOVETTS MILL
Near Olive in Marshall County
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MURRAY AUTO PARTS
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DEMOCR*TIC
PARTY

REPUBLICAN
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SOCIALIST
LABOR PARTY

PROHTBITION
PARTY

SOCIALIST
PARTY

For Governor

For Governor

For Governor

For Governor

For Governor

King Swope

Herman Hornung

W. E Cissna

W A. Sandefur

For Lieutenant Governor

For Lieutenant Governor

For Lieutenant Governor

For Lieutenant Governor

I,. J. Kavanagh

James

H. S. Bell

J. W. Greenwell.__

_

For Secretary et

For Secretary
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For Secretary of State
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WEST MAIN STREET

7-
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B
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4.40-21
4.50-21
4.75-19
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5.70
6.05

Mena subiect to chants without notice.
State ales tat additional.

GIARANTE4

Beale Motor Company, Inc.
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Murray, Ky.
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For Auditor of Public
Accounts

For Auditor of Public
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For Superintendent of
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For Superintendent
Public Instruction

For Superintendent of
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For Clerk of the Court
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\ JIM HART

Mrs. H. A. McCamey

A. S. Morgan

--'1Feriti4asurer

For Treasurer

For Secretary of State

For Governor

Allen K. Jones

S. Byrd Allen

Ernest E Shannon

For Secretary at State

For Attorney Genera/

"W. Attorney
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Harry W. Peters... rj
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1 le Tuesday at the` Postal TeleFirst Pro Football Game
in West
graph Co. in Paducah. A general
admission ticket will cost 75c with
Kentucky To Be in Paducah Sat. .25c
extra for a reserved seat

Chapman

saiecing all things. I have decided
nut to make the race but I do
wish to thank you one and all very
I have been unable to see all sincerely for your kindness and
the voters of Calloway county and faith.
H. C. Futrell
PADUCAH. irY7CVet.-23-1Staecta17- teild_the juottisville Bourbons.
ai fact probably ,sioa a majority of
-The first
professional football
The gidne will be featured by .the
them as the county school board
game in the history of western use of...the wide-open plays per;
election is county wide.
Kentucky will be played on Keller mitted under pro rules. The fans
I take this means of soliciting
Field here Saturday night. October will see a fullback rush up to the '
'
- - Correspondents anti axe! 'taver- your vote and if I have not been
26. between the St. Louis Gunners line ad scrimmage as if he is to Users who
Pi.tlents admitted to the Mason
get their copy n) by able to see you it is only because
plunge and suddenly throw a for- Monday:
I could not get around to it. I Hospital the past week:
ward pass. a play prevented in
will continue to work in interest
Master Mason Miller. Hazel; Mrs.
Lynn Grove High
high school and collegiate circles
of my campaign and will try to' see Margaret
Pirtle. Murray; Mrs. LilBeale Motor Co.
because the paaaer must be 5 yards
as many of you as possible. I lian Webb,
Boone Cleaners
LaCenter; Mrs. Roy
behind the line of scrimmage.
again solicit your vote and influ- Pool. Murray;
Bank of Murray
James Burkeen,
Also, don't be surprised if a
ence on my experience and in- Dexter: Mrs.
William Johnson,
J. H. Churchill
To make a f uneral
player picks up the other team's
terest in education., I have served &endue;
Cleve Smith. 'Benton.
Protemus
fumble and dashes for a touchon the board of trustees at Almo
service expressive
Eagle
Patients dismissed
frem
the
down. In professional football a
and have served as rural trustee
of dignity in its exRyan's
player can run with a fumble or
for years.
I will, however. if Mason Hospital the past week:
Scott-Lassite
r
Hwd.
Co.
Mrs.
Bert
Vaughn. Hazel; Mrs.
ecution, the most
can get up and run after he has
elected, serve the county as a
Capitol Theatre
Margaret ?kilt Myttray • Agra I i1
-theown to Ow- -grennicir—
biatik-aucl-saiery--sehoef-ither-expert
CalTicatray Muritraer
•
lian
Webb. LaCenfer: Master Mason
I will most sincerely appreciate
The Gunners outstanding star
Faxon
School
expe ris Frosty Peters, Illinois product
your vote and anything you can Miller. Hazel.
Coldwater News
who once kicked 17 field goals
do in my favor.
ience are required
Kirksey Kinklets
MURRAY-C.MURCH OF -CHRIST
while-playing-- his firet yerr- of
— ALBERT CHAPMAN
of the director in
Nurray Lumber Co.
varsity' football at Montana State
-Advt.
Model,
charge. That our
Cleaners
Lord's Day Bible study, 9:45 a.
llinois ne_beat
r-Braha
-staff is traa"iiiit
Michigaii-0W-Pennsaid-vanaa with
FUllitELL NOT CANDIDATE
experienced is your
his field .goals. Hugh Rhea, an
On Oct. 25
- guarantee of simall-American tackle at Nebraska. Miss Waters Addresses
In response to many friends who
Christian Association
plays for the Gunners.
ple, rich dignity in
have shown their confidence in me
.The Gunners, who were in the
the rites we conNational -League last year and tied
Miss Alice Waters. Murray, who by asking me to become a candiduct at your rethe Chicago Bears 'Ole year before, has been doing missionary work in date for the county board of eduWill
quest.
and Bourbons have played three China for 43 years, addressed the cation I, feel that some puhlie
times this season. Each won a Christian Association of Murray- statement should be made. Congame and then the Bourbons went State College
Sunday evening.
The
ahead 2-1 by scoring a thrilling October 20, on her experience as
J. H. Churchill
18-14 triumph in Louisville last a teacher' of Christianity in the
Funeral Home
Sunday.
Orient.
Telephone 7
Miss Waters was introduced by
The game here will start at 8
siarr4). Ky.
o'clock. Tickets were placed on Miss Martha Ward. Clinton. president of the collegiate interdenominational vesper group.
-Christian persecution began in
China in 1927 due to the encroaching elements of Communism
ushered in by Russian teachers by
way of the progressive parties of
Southern China,' Miss Waters declared.
She stated that these
teachers taught the Chinese Soldiers Communism, and- they .carried it to all parts of China.
The Chinese people. according_ to
Mils; Waters, are happy even in
their poverty. She gave a graphic picture of the sad-faced Russians
Fifty cents a year operating cost brings the whole acrid to
that she saw as the was returning
yon are. Startling new radioinvenuon-nodry "batteriesyour home wherever
-no-13-batteries- to the United States through the
"C"batteries- no dry batteries at all-no storage battery
ing. Superior results-does away entirety with need for sent out for charg- Soviet Republic compared with the
electric power line smiling Chinese she had left
axinections. Lowest cost on reoard.
behind.
Riley
)NEW "SELF OPERATING" RADIO—
Dennington, Melber, a
senior In Murray State College. a
NO MORE "RUN DOWN" BATTERIES
graduate of the Lone Oak High
4/
1
4
".ast -the result of 20 yew.' research-a
School, and the son of the Rev
trouble
free
radio
especisny built for
the country home and farm without &rune power.
Works perfectly anywlwre. and Mrs, W T. Dennington. of
Unbelievably low cost operatioo-made by Zecuth--oldest
established radio mann. Melber, sang a solo preliminary to
facturc-r in U. S. A.
Miss Waters' address.
Albert
Solicits your vote and Influence

HONOR ROLL

Hospital News —

m. A brief discussion „of some
Bible theme by a member 'of the
congregation, 10:50 p. na. followed
by communion set vices.
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock,
Prof. C. M. Graham will lead in
Bible drill.
Preaching by Prof. E. H. Smith
at 7:30.
Regular services each Wednesday
at 7:15 p. m.
All cordially invited to attend
all services.
C. F. LI.7TER IMPROVEF
C. E. Luter, who remained in a

Coffee

The Perfection Model

torr
if

"50c A YEAR"

-LONCRIVAPICE--

FARM RADIO

Works Just ilks the boost city sem
tirran-clear far of Beef recegalicok
Find out about num TRIAL. ka
your ow.. home sad '•5111c a year for
10 hours e•ery day" opersdak coat.
1 ou ‘r never before beard of anything like dk 5g. seurtiokl —
•
amosIng

M. MANIAS 8Ca
JEWELRY — LUGGAGE

C. T. RUSHING GARAGE

•

join with the Christian
church, for a union meeting at
the evening hour. 7:30.
Young People's meeting at the
church, 6:45. We will -also organize and intermediate League at the
church at the same , hour. Boys
and girls from 12-15 inclusive are
invited to meet with us. ,
Only two weeka., from Sunday
until conference. Let us make the
most of these two weeks.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evenings 7:30 p. m.
0 A Marrs. Pastor

0.
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Swift's or Armours
Pure Hog
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LARGE PACKAGE

EATMORE
BRAND

That Chesterfields are milder and taste better
is no accident ...
The farmer who grows the tobacco, the
warehouseman who sells it at auction to the
highest bidder,every man who knows about
leaf tobacco will tell you that it takes mild,
ripe tobaccos to make a good cigarette.
In making Chesterfields w. use mild ripe
home-grown and Turkish tobaccos.

Dal
grpr

1
4tt

4
8
25
Milk
Pet or
C. Club

Pr4
•

j

Package

_

etc

Shorts $1.45

SODA CRACKERS WESCD "AND
SALMON C. CluTba,liFc
OATS CountrySizeClub, Regular 8c

C eir Liccrrr & Weis Tobacco Co.

Bar 5c

No. 1 Size Can 10c

Brand
O
100-Lb. Bag

it comes o a cigarette that
will suityou...you want to think whether
it's mild, you want to think about the taste

till
ho
re:
thi

25

CANDY BARS—CHEWING GUM All varieties 3 for 1Oc
NO. 10 CAN
CHERRIES RED
49c
Brand
SALAD DRESSING
9tc
MUSTARD Embassy
Quart Jar. . 10
Embassy Brand, Quart Jar Lls/

•

• ^Y
-

pl
Cr
ad
th
mi
be

25c

25` PALMOLIVE

Bars

Sugar GraFniullleated

-

re
ol

Pound
Peck

&TAG° NI31}141--°r

BEANS
LIFEBUOY SOAP 4

-

w
bi

Flour C2.4lbC.lsukb. 99c'Tiala5C
NAVY

...but,after all is said and
done, it's the cigarette itself that counts
.the question is,
does it suit you?

at

10-1b. sack

-SOAP

C. T. RUSHING GARAGE

5c

iCh!ub25 French
Jewel
19 lb. •15
I
•
lb.
C.
3 Lbs. 43c

Crotl!rs

MURRAY METHODIST CHURCH

We 'will

Large Size
Crisp Heads

Red or
Yellow

at the

Styled to emphaSise smart streamlining, the
1936 Plymouths look biggej and more massive thaic
their predecessors. ?he Ang, lo* contairs-orthe
body emphasize its greater length and width. Interiors are roomier and more luxurious, with four
and one-halt inches more passenger space lengthwise. Seven ''Deluxe- and three "Business" body
types are included in the 1936 line: The model
shown above is the Four-Door Touring -Sedan.

5c
Beer: 11t4"-C.ream, Sandwiches
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Scott'," Illinois Station
West Main Sties:

Dozen
Golden
BANANAS Yello
15c
ONIONS 15
25c
19c
POTATOES

ON DISPLAY

Sunday school 9;30 in 'all departments.
Preaching by the ,pastor et...1j a.

DELICIOUS VEAL
HAMBURGERS

C44,014.13 Column.

HD. LETTUCE

The -1936Plymouth

weather — planes - ships at sea —police, etc.

.19'

THE eakillairrtYOD MARKET

Become

EUROPE, SOUTH AMERICA OR THE ORIENT—
EVERY DAY OR YOUR MONEY BACK
and oil American stations- entertainment-crops- markets
—

--ILCINOI
S HI TEST
—
TORPEDO GAS

Kroger hggly Wiggly Stores

9234

STARTLING NEW
FARM INVENTION

Head inc

is
Mirwe_abaagaggarii:

HIGHEST QUALITY ...LOWEST PRICES

training—sr-complete

WE HAVE IT IN PADUCAH,KENTUCKY

it pays to

serious condition following injuries in an automobile accident In
August, is reported improving at
his horn• in Meridian, Miss. He
was removed from the hospital
there two weeks ago Mr and Mrs.
Luter were enroute to Murray to
visit their numerous relatives and
friends at the time of their collision with another machine.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Overbey re;
cently returned from is two weeks
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Luter and
family! Mrs. Overbey is a sister.
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Hear Logan's
Calloway Included in 50,000-acre
M'KELLAR CERTAIN 300
Coleman
Plea for Democracy 2 BREAK JAIL
BELOVED WOMAN Jimmy
Governme
nt
Resettlem
ent
Project
Arrested
Saturday 2 ESCAPE JAIL
OF AURORA DAM
SUNDAY NIGHT
BURIAL SATURDAY
FRIDAY NIGHT
Tennessee Senator Speaks- at
Luncheon In His Honor, to
- Young- -Desseersts.
(Coned,.from Page 1. 1st section)

feet of that situation on the Prestdential election in, 1938? I appeal
to you to take no' chancet. Elect
tho-unaltionns Detnoeratie
such an overwhelming majority
that 'the nation will know that
Kentucky
is behind
President
Roosevelt . . . The thing to .do is
to vote the straight Democratic
ticket. Stand by your party, and
you will be safe."
Describes Hoover Days
The Tennessee Senator, who has
served 24 years in the national
Congress, depicted the conditions
which faced Roosevelt when he
became President on March 4. 1933,
More than 100 Carter county
recalling the turmoil and confusion farmers cut lespedep hay this
of the "good old days" of Herbert year ,compared to just a few in
Hoover's administration.
previous years.
Referring to Hoover, he said: "I
was not for Hoover before he was
Six hundred acres have been
elected. I was not for him when signed for terracing and 25 carhe was President. I was not for loads of limestone have been
him for re-election. But at last I spread in Hickman county.
am for Hoover for one thing. I
am for him for the Republican ity under the greatest, most honnomination for President in 1936. est, most courageous and 'progresIf he is the Republican nominee, sive national administration in
Roosevelt will not carry all the history," McKellar declared, eLet
states except six which are con- us do nothing to retard this progsidered Republicans; he will carry ress. Rather, we should see to it
all of them."
that the friends of President RooseBriefly he reviewed the accom- yelt are elected to Office so that
plishments of the national Demo- they can cooperate with him in his
cratic administration, stressing the gigantic program."
advantages that have come from
Ferguson Speaks
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the act to guarantee
Garth K. Ferguson. Democratic
bank deposits, the legislation to 'nominee for commissioner of agsafeguard investors against fraud- riculture. also spoke. He thanked
ulent securities, the farm and his friends for their assistance in
home mortgage acts, the steps to the August primary, and pledged
relieve unemployment and help his support to Chandler aed other
the needy.
members of the Democratic ticket.
Back To Prosperity
Urging united support of the ticket,
"We are going back to prosper- he said:•

••••.
1••••

!3c

J

Sc

A crowd of 300 persons heard
U. S. Senator M. M. Logan speak
in behalf of the Democratic state
ticket at lee court hotiee Monday
evening.. Senator--Logantroduced by Judge T. R. Jones.
E. C. K. Robertson, county chairman, presided at the meeting.
Mr. Logan asserted that the interests of the common people of
the state dictated the election of
_Chandler and tffe-toffetti
erotic ticket in no uncertain terms.
Following the address, a committee from the Young Business
Men's Club of Murray called on
Senator Logan in behalf of his
support of Aurora Dam. The
senator assured the committee,
consisting of Waylon Rayburn, L.
J. Hortin and H. T. Waldrop, that
he would do all in' his power to
further the project.

•

WE QUOTE THE
OWNERS'
PRICES
See us for further description and inspection of any property
desired.

Jimmy Coleman was arrested by
and game reservation to be adFederal officers Saturday morning
Ministered ty the% Kentucky state
Death Came to Mrs. Martha Ann about 5 o'clock on a charge of Lewis Calhoun and Willie Goosby,
for* service.
having, illicit liquor Inepeesee
egieto„Negro, Escape_ Aftea_ Ressiouing
Lassiter Saturday: Burial aL
--"Tilieeteelron rfi wiah this PioThe officers were accompanied by
Sinking Spring.
Brick; Four Remain.
jtct is located is a symbol of povSeth Cooper. constable of the Conerty in Western Kentucky." Mr.
„cord
district.
Funeral services for Mr's eteethe
,Seyen gal ts.uL
-C.411140U31 and- Willie Goes-,
• 1,1100.40
Gray -stated: - licit liquor wee taken as Coleman by, Negro, escaped from the Callo"The land is too poor for farm Ann Lassiter, 65 years of age, were
drove into a field to evade of- way county jail Friday night about
use and. fn addition, the area is held Saturday afternoon at 2:30
ficers. Coleman was taken to Pa- 9 o'clock after tearing the iron,
isolated due to the river barriers o'clock freer) the Sinktes Spring
ducah by treeeleelaiArts where ham $30. iho ",1."
,
5"
Mee PotereeteferdnkeirtIPMfed;Ira* 'aeurch -wiehothe Revs.
°nu& hegruide bond..-cot railing. After-entering the
listment, in land use provides an
corridor they removed the -mortar
excellent basis for, its complete de- and It. F. Gregory i2 charge of the
from between the brick with an
velopment as an ideal forest and services. Burial was in the church Manning Stewart Sends
game reservation."
"$5 to Campaign Rand iron implement.
_ Your other inmates refused to
The section once was the site of telephone lines and water holes for
leave. Calhoun was held on a
The
&
Ledger
'Times
in
reis
eel Sron industry which provided game and the carrying on of
charge of robbery and car' theft
bcel employment. Due to the general forest conservation work. ceipt of a $5.00 check from Manand Goosby was held for robbery.
ning
Stewart.
former
Callowayg
high cost of production, this in- It is estimated that within a reasGoosby was placed in jail four
dustry was abandoned 20 years onable time the forest products countian, now residing in Newt
days after being released from the
ago. The present standard of liv- from the project would put in on York, for the Chandler Campaign*
state penitentiary several weeks
ing is low. During prohibition; a sustaining basis and that under Fund. The check was in responee
ago.
Mr Gray reported, the illegal man- efficient management it should to an appeal for campaign funds
Jailer Jones stated that everypublished in The Ledger & Times
ufacture of whiskey was prevalent eventually liquidate its cost.
thing was quiet in the jail at 6
recently.
throughout the area and bootlegFor the 100 families requiring
o'clock when the prisoners were
ging brought in some cash. Since aid, the Resettlement AdministraThe check was made payable to fed.
About,two hours werc necesrepeal, however, those engaged in tion plans to provide land in
Frederick
chairman
Wallis,
A.
of
Caldsary to make the escape officers
this industry have seen their re- well. Lyon and Christian counties. the state finance committee, and
stated. The jail has been broken
tui ns dwindle, he said.
These families will be helped to has been turned over to Mr. several times in the last two years
The development program calls get a new start on this resettle- Wallis'
and officials state that the mortar
for the building of campgrounds, ment land.
Necessary buildings
between the brick is soft arid
roads, trails, _lakes, fire towers, will be constructed for their use.
Read me Unearned Crittemli.
-crumbles out with slight pressure.
president of the Lower Tennessee and John Edmonds, Hopkinsville;
Valley Association, Max B. Hurt, Hecht Lackey and Tom Waller, cemetery.
A. B. "Uncle Allman" Beale
Mrs.- Lassiter died nt 'the home
M. 0. Wrather, president of the Paducah; Senator H. P. Atwood,
Is Repairing His Properties
near
Taylor's
Store
following
an,
Young Democratic Club of the Cadiz; Rudy Ferguson, LaCenter;
extended
illness
of
several
months
()county and' Tom Waller, Parttime Joe Browder. 'Fulton and B. H.
Extensive repairs and improveattorney, . before the arrival Of Edwards. Carroll county. Tennes- which she bore with sweetness ments are being made to
numand
calm.
Mrs.
Lassiter
was beSenator McKellar, who was ac- see.
loved by many and leaves a large' ber of residences owned by A. B.
companied by his brother, PostLocal enthusiasts for the Aur- number of relatives. She was a "Uncle Allman"., Beale. Approximafter Hugh McKellar, Memphis.
ora dam present included: Ben member of the Sinking Spring mately 15 herries on 8th. 9th and
U. S. Marshall Bert Bates and Mrs.
Grogan. H. T. Waldrop. L. J. Hor- church where she was a devoted Vine streets are being painted. in-"--5
H. T. Waldrop, the visitors being
eluding a number of outbuildir/gs,
tin. Joe T. Lovett. Wells Overbey. worker.
the house-guests of 'Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
and plumbing facilities are being
C. Pogue, P. W. Ordway,
Surviving are her husband. Billie,
Waldrop.
E. J. Beale, G. B. Scott, Dr. E. B. Lassiter, three sons, Ernest, Porter installed in several of • the"Out;of-town guests at the lunch- Houston, George S. Hart, J. D.
and Arthur Lassiter and four
eon included: Tullus. Chambers, Sexton, T. H. Stokes, R. W.
daughters, Mrs. R. T. Cathey. city,
Benton: Arlie Olive, Mayfield; G. Churchill, George Upchurch, RayMrs. Roy
Miller. Graves, Mrs.
L. Draffen, Calvert City; Harry mond Hamlin, R. H. Hood. Claude
Charlie Stone, county. and Mrs
Lee Waterfield, Clinton; Joe L. Miller, T. R. Jones. Max B. Hurt, Homer
Key, of -Termessee. She
Eddyville; Judge Rod Scil- Dr. J. W. Carr, -Mr. Wrather, Mr. also leaves
a brother, Tom Dallien, Eddyville; Robert Reed, Pa- Swann, Senator -Turner and T. 0.
ton, Fulton. and a sister. Mrs.
ducah; Louis Connor, Oscar Bass, Bauctort
rarima Hendricks. Memphis.

RALEIGH, N. C., Oct. 21-The
Ed Kendall and Hassel Caldwell purchase of 50,000 acres of forest
and abandoned farm lands between
Esesped Through Hole Made
---- in Escape -of Friday.
the Utienberiand-- and
Rivers in West Kentucky for deFollowing the jail break of Fri- velopment of the Coalirts Forest
day night in whtehr- two - gatned and..Game. lieservationa-bas been
freedom, two others, Eel Kendall approved and approximately $29,and Hassell Caldwell, who refused 000 alloted to the project, James
M. Gray, Regional birector of
to jg,ave Friday night, dupliç
-43111hd-iffilizatiffht4c111118eMerififfti Adevidently picked' the lock on the• ministration, announced today.
All the lands being purchased by
cell officers stated andthen went
through the same hole used by the the government have been volune
two who broke out Friday night, tarily offered for sale by the ownWillie Goosby. Negro, and Lewis ers, Mr. Gray said. Options are
now being accepted. Owners will
Calhound white.
The breek was made about 8:30 be paid When the titles to their
Sunday night and officers were lands have been properly approved.
notified but no trace has been Gerald F. Baker is project Manafound of either. Kendall was held ger.
.
The Coalins Forest and Game
for detaining a woman against her
Reservations
are
located
in
Trigg,
will, operating a public nuisance
Lyon. Marshall and Calloway counand selling whiskey. Caldwell, a
resident of near Hico, was being ties, Kentucky, near Cadiz, Eddyville and Princeton. Under. Reheld for forgery.
settlement Administration plans,
100 families of a total of 150 in
Graves county homemakers are the project area, are to be resettled
buying equipment for their read- on good land and the entire areaing room, as part of the library about seventy-eight square milesproject.
is to be developed as a state forest

"The primaries are over, the tor McKellar were: State Senator
Democratic nominees were chosen T. 0. Turner. of Murray; Ben- Groby the majority of the voters. I gan, nominee for State Reprebelieve that the Democrats of sentative of Calloway county; Joe
Kentucky who do the voting are Wall, of Eddyville, nominee- for
united, and that the Democratic State Representative of Lyon and
ticket will receive the greatest ma- Marshall counties; and
Henry
jority in history."
Ward, of Paducah, nominee for
re-election
as State Representative
Robert E. Webb. of Mayfield.
Democratic nominee for railroad of McCracken county.
M. 0. Wrather, Murray, presicommissioner, also spoke briefly.
Senator McKellar was introduced dent of the Young Democratic club
by State Representative Waylon, of Calloway county, which sponRayburn. rse Murray, who pointed sored Senator McKellar's address,
out that "itt all the crises of the presided. The .address of welcome
nation the people have turned to was delivered bye Dallas Lancaster,
the Democratic party for leader- a member of the Calloway dup.
ship."
•
Mayor W S Swann presided at
Other Democratic nominees who the luncheon in Wells Hall and
were on the platform with Sena- presented Senator
Turner,

4-

l

r

9
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On Oct. Zb

Will
Become

Aurora Land Co. Offers a Large List to Home-Seekers in Western Kentucky
NOW IS THE BEST TIME IN A LIFETIME TO

BUY A HOME IN CALLOWAY COUNTY

sell at attractive prices

Near the
BEST SCHOOL
within 100 miles
of here
Good roads f rom
many of these homes,
right to school.

- No. 11. 94 acres in South Graves Grove, Price $900.00. Small cash
No. 73. 40 eieres 21
/
2 miles South ber, 75 acres bottom lartd. 81
/
2 miles common improvemeats, some
good
County, unimproved, plenty of payment, balance easy.
I of'Murray, 10 acres of timber. all east of Hazel. 5-room house. Price timber. Price $550.00.
No. 94. Nive sot room home on timber, $1500.00.
$2,000.00.
Pine street. Price on application.
No.
bottom
lance
30
Sold.
unimProved. $1.000.,
..
No: 118. 240, acres all in the
! No.12, 50 acres, 6/
1
2- miles North$650 cash, balance 1, and 2 years
No. 93. 1211
/
2 acres rich Tennessee woos,
No. 96. 3-2-3 acres one half mile east of Murray. near Vancleave,
No. 31. Sold.
good fruit and truck land,
at
6'%..
River bottom farm. 1 mile north
from the College Campus, Price tommon improvements. 20 acres
provements, 2 miles North of Penpriced to sell quick. See us.
No. 33. 40 acres, 5 miles east of
$750.00.
ny. Price $1.210.00.
good bottom land. Price $500.00.
No. 74. 44 1-8 acres 11
/
2 miles of Pine Bluff. splendid 9-room
Murray, 4-room house. etc. Price from College, 5-room house, 4-stall residence, 2 tobacco barns. 8-stall
No. 119. 1281
/
2 acres 1 mile of
No. 97. 5 room house in Hazel $200 cash, balance 1, 2 and 3 years $1.800.
No. 140 50 acres, 7 miles NorthNo. 5. Large lot, store, residence,
at tee interest.
stable, well, pond. etc. Price $2500, stock barn. Price $5000.00. One Almo Hige School, good improve- west of' Murray.
large
$500.00.
on
lot.
praetieelly Unimetc. on Sycamore street in South
half
cash, balance easy.
$1000 cash, balance easy.
ments, plenty of timber. 2 aere_er- proved, for sale at $350.00.
No. 34. Sold.
Murray. Price and terms on apNo.
13. 32 acres. 21
/
2 miles SouthNO. 107. 130x432 feet, fronting on
Price
$2,000.00 $950.00
plication.
No. 95. 60 acres 1 mile South of chard.
No. 75. 29 acres 21
/
2 miles South16th street in front of Girls' Dorm- west Murray, 4-room house, barn,
No. 141. 110 acres, near Murray
cash, balance 10 years. VS.
No. 36. 1061
/
2 acres. common Im- west of College, 5-room
Sinking
Spring
Church,
practically
house,
small stable. $800•00.
on Highway. 55 acres bottom land.
provements, near
Morris Store, stables, well, pond,
No. 56. Nice six- room some in itory, $1600.00.
etc. Price new improvements. Price $3000.00.
No. 120. 55 acrei. . near _ MOPAT plenty of timber, practically unimNortheast part Calloway County, $12.50.00.
Broweee -Grevele-iirso some vacant
No. 111. 5 room house On large
$860.00
cash --balance Part cash, balance eas-y.
College, good new improvements, proved. Price on application.
No. 14. 131 acres, on Pine Bluff Price $1250.00, $500
property. The price
cash, 'balance $15.00 per month until paid.
has been lot; North 5th St.. $1000.00.
road, east of Murray, 40 acres bot- easy.
on Lynn Grove Highway. Price
No. 96 2 2-3 acres /
greatly reduced for quick sale
1
2 mile of
No. 143. 50 acres. about 10 acres
tom land, plenty of timber, comand terms on application.
No. 114. Two residence lots; near
No. 76. 40 acres 2 miles North- Murray College, unimproved. Price
timber, medium imPeoeements, two
mon improvements, price on appliNo. 37. 29 acres. 10 miles oast of
No. 58. Four nice residence lots College. 50x150
eeet-ee Kirksey. level fallen, fairly $75000.
ft. each. Both for
No. 125. 5 acres near Pine Bluff, acre orchard, good
well. Price
cation.
Murray, unimproved. $200.00.
near College.
Description and $550.00.
plenty of timber, 6-room house.
small improvements close to High greatly reduced for quick sale, see
No.
price on application.
98.
50
3-8
acres.
5-room
barn, stables, etc.. plenty of water.
scheol.
No. 17. 541
/
2 acres near Wiswell,
Price
26
No.
2-3
39
acres
$500.00.
3
miles
north
us.
house, 2 barn, 35 acres bottom
No. 117. Residence lot. North 6th
4-room house, frame barn, six-stall of Murray. near Benton Highway, $2100.00. $1500 cash, balance 1. 2 land. $3,500.00, part
No. 59 175x188 feet near Boule- St., 75x168
cash, balance
feet. Price ;MOO.
No. 146. 47 acres, 10 acres timand 3 years.
No. 127. Sold.
stable, Price $2750, cash $1000, bal- medium improvements, $1,050.00.
vard, between College and City
eaSY.
ber, fair improvements, near Faxon
easy.
ance
High School. Price $850110.
No. 126. 5 roomelsouse on lot 75x
No.
77.
15
almost
acres
No.
40
right
acres
128.
at
1 3-4 miles East High School, level farm. Price
No. 40. 23 3-4 acres at ColdNo. 99. Sold.
250 feet on Sycamore St. Price
of Murray, 22 acres bottom land, 82.500.00.
No. 18. 70 acres, 1 mile North of water, large residence, fair out- Murray College on Lynn Grove
No, 61. 5 room home on North $2900.00.
Highway.
Nice
home, all of this
Coldwater, 36 acres bottom land, buildings. Dr. Prince old homeNo. 100. 60 acres, 30 acres in fair improvements including good
4th street, $1500.00.
No. 147. 80 acres near South
No. 132. 7 room home on very 20 acres meadow. 3-room house, place. $1400.00. $700 cash. balance property is suited for building pur- timber, almost new house, 1 barn. crop of corn, tobecco, farming imNo. 63. Residence let, convenient
poses for college folks, the price 5-stall stable.
easy.
Price
31.200700, plements. team. etc. Want to sell Pleasant Grove church, 30 acres
desirable lot, close in on Main barn, stables. etc.
to good school en 'Martin, Tenn..
of this property is absolutely right $40000 cash. balance easy.
all together See us for -price and bottom land. 5-room house, 2 barns,
street; price and terms on appliNo. 20. 125 acres, a real good botPrice $250.00.
No. 41...431
/
2 acres ,1-2 mile 'west and can be bought on easy terms.
6-stall stable. etc.. price $3.250.00,
terms.
cation.
tom farm, 75 acres cultivable, 100 of Coldsitater, fair improvements: See us.
No. 101 Sold. o
$1.050.00 cash, balance easy, 3/
1
2%
No.. 64. Residence lot, 75x194 ft.,
No.
129
40
acres
between
Coldacres
bottom,
improvements.
in
fair
$900. $500 cash, balance easy.
interest: No. 138. 6 room home: 140x189
No.
102_
62
near College. $500.00.
acres,
10
acres-bottom
No.
acres
78.
43
on
highway,
east
and
water
Brown's
Grove,
acres
26
price
cash,
$300000.
$1000
balance
ft. lot; West Main St. Centrally
No. 42. 107 acres 'near Lynn some good timber, land nearly all land, 36 acres cleared, common im- bottom land, most all in meadow,
No. 148 981
/
2 aeres, one-half botNo. 45-5 room house on large located between College and' tile, -1, 2. 3, 4 years at 6%.
Grove, 35 acres in meadow, com- limed, Price $2100, half cash. bal- provements. 6 miles west of Cross- common residences good new to- tom land, medium improvements,
Icfr near College. cheap for cash High School. Want to trade for
No. 21. 152 acres 8 miles South- mon improvements. Price made ance 1, 2, 3 and 4 years at tiee.
land. Price $500.00.
bacco, barn. price and terms on ap.- located 2 miles Northwest of Backsmaller property in Murrey.
quick.
east of Murray, 50 acres bottom known on application.
usburg, price 82.000.00, small cash
plication.
No.
103.
153
acres, 40 acres of
No. 80. 401
/
2 acres 23<, miles
payment, balance to suit.
No 142. 9 room residence on land, common improvements, price
No. 66. Two beautiful wooded
good
timber,
No. 43. 48 acres 7 -miles West of Scoltheast of Murray. 4-room house,
7-room house, 2 barns.
No. 130. 70 acres near Browns
building sites near Ceillege. Price. large lot on Poplar St.. close in, on application.
8-stall
stable. Price $4.750.00. One- Grove, residence burned. 1 barn.
Murray, unimproved, most all good 2 barns, some bottom land. arid
No. 8. 70 acres, 40 acres clear. 12
double
garage.
Price $6500.00,
$1100.00.
No. 22. 110 acres 2 miles north tobacco land, priced to sell quick. scree timber. $1575.00.
half cash, balance 1. 2 and.3 years 5-stall stable, water, etc. Price acres in bottom, 3-room house.
easy terms.
Penny,
of
45
acres
or 50
of timat 6,1.
$2000.00. On time loan, easy rate common outbuildings. 5 miles east
-No. 67. Rice five room home on
No. 45. 40 acres on Coldwater
No. 81. Nice 6-acre place in Kirkof. Dexter. $500.90.
No. 144. Nice 8 room house on ber, common improvements, in the
of interest.
South 12th:' Street. Lot 126x150
Backusburg
and
No.
104.
road,
86
acres.
practically
25
acres
bot4.or
sey.
5-room
convenient
house,
lot 871
/
2x150 feet. Price on appli- "old pigeon roost belt" of West
feet. Price on application.
bottom
all
tom
'land,
land,
common
No. 19. 371
fair
improveimprovements,
/
2 acres unimproved.
to
church
half
No.
and
131.
high
60
school.
acres Velvet Glove
$90000.
Calloway. Price has recently been
cation.
ments; plenty of timber. Price
mile to Church. 3-4 miles to school. Community, high-state of cuetfea- plenty of good timber, 31
/
2 miles
reduced for immediate sett__ ,
- No. 68 Four room house near
No. 82. 100 acres 2 miles South Price $3,000.00. $1,000.00 cash, bal- lion, well improvee., convenient
$1300.00. 0600 cash, balance easy. •
No. 145. 5 room house on large
to Northeast of Kirksee, price $850.00.
Souter 12th street, 'out buildings,
of
Cherry.
3
-room
house.
barns,
No.
2
acres
2.3.
18
3
miles
Southance
easy.
$300.00
cash,
balance
lot ton 5th St. close in
Church and School. Price and
1, 2, and 3
Price'
etc. Price on application.
No. 48. Sold.
8-stall
stable.
Price
81,00000.
years, ,6 .
•ei
$3150.00; part cash, balance easy. west of Murray. common improveterms on apelication.
Noe-106. 48 acres. 10 acres tienber
$200.00 cash. balance $100.00 per
ments, close to school. $700.00.
No. es. Nine room residence on See this one before you buy.
No, 50. Sold.
No. 33. -acres 5 miles cast of
year, 13re interest. This place has neer Green Plain Church, 'comNo. 133. 7 acres at Tobacco. 5West Main street; good location
'No.' 24. 51 acres, 8-room house,
mon improvements. Price $1.300.00. room house. 6-steil stable. near Murray. 4-room
35 acres of bottom land.
house,
barn.
between college and city high
No. 51. Sold.
barn, stables, 'etc. /
1
2 mile Almo.
$600.00 cash, balance arranged.
Railroad crossing. $750.00. part stables, price $1 800.00. one-half
school. Price on application.
No.
83.
106 acres 4 miles North
$1900.00.
cash, balance eitsy.
No. 53. 1 acre. 4-room house, etc.
cash, balance easy.
No. 108. 153 acres 8 miles West
of Farmington, 20 to 25 acres botat Penny:- $425.00.
No. 84. Residence lot 75x100 .
No. 25. 135 acres. 40 acres bottom
of
Paducah,
fair
No. 38. 521
improvements;
/
2 acres 4 rapes North
tom land, well improved. price
No. 134. 40 acres two miles South
feet, on Elm street. Price $525.00.
No. 1. 40 acres northeast of Kirk- land,
eionmon imprcvements on
No. 55. Sold.
$3.000.01. Half cash, balance to land lies level, in the- truck gar- of Kirksey on highway, small new of, Murray, medium impeovements,
sey, 4-room residence, barn, stables.
Clear Creek between Coldwater
No. 89. Two nice business lots etc. 8 acres of
suit. Now reduced to $2250.00 for dening, strawberry and fruit sec- residence, large stock barn. farm price on application.
timber, price and Kirksey.
No. 57. 30 acres 21
/
2 miles Pro- quick
$2500. $1000 cash,
tion of McCracken county.' Will lies level. Price -$1.500.00. , Part
on North 3rd. street. Price $1500.- $1800.
sale.
part cash, balance easy.
terrius, fair improvements. price
No. 49. Sold.
balance easy.
sell or trade for good property at cash, balance espy.
00. Will sell or trade for interest
$350.00.
No. 85. 260 acres 4 miles east of Murray.
in a good business. '
No. 6. 66 acres between ColdNo,
54. Sold;
acres. 41
No. 26. 103
/
2 miles
Concord, 3-room house, 100 acres
No. 135. 44 acres 41
/
2 miles southwater and Kirksey,..fairly well im- Southwest
No. 60. Sold.
Murray. fair improveNo 109. 100 acres 21
No. 92. Want toeirade two resi- proved, price
/
2
miles
North
cleared.
east
Price
of
Murray
on
$1e300.00.
highway.
6
-room
$1100-terms easy.
ments, 40 acres bottom land, price
of Murray. 95 acres in bottom. 70 house, frame barn. fairly plenty of
dences on 12th street for a farm or
No. 71. 34 acres, 8 to.10 acres
No. 88. 96 acres 5 miles South- acres cleared, common improve- timber, priced $1.60040.
No. 7. 55 acres east of Cherry, $4200.
bottom land, 5-room house,. sixwest of tynn Grove. 3-room house. ments. $4.000.00,
one-half cash,
4-room house, barn, stables, etc.
No. 27 150 acres, 100 acres bot- stall stable, etc.. Located 4- Miles' 12 acres of timber, common out- balance
No. 136:1332 acres, 24 acres boteasy.
Would trade fcir
Price $750.00, $500 cash. balance 1
tom land East of Benton, Marshall South of Murray on old Paris road. buildings. Price $500.00.
tom' land, medium l emproveroents.
is a standard 5-year colproperty in Murray. .
and 2 years at tite interest
$15E10.00.
County, Price $2600.00.
emile North- Story's Chapel, priced
lege, granting bachelor's
No.
DO.
70
Northacres
41
/
2
miles
No.
112.
50
acres,
8
artes timber, $3,000.00. One-half cash. -balance
' No. 9. 44 acres on Highway 41
/
2
No 72. 80 acres 1 mile south of
and master's degrees, fulNo. 28. 30 acres at Shiloh. 4-room
east of Murray, 4-room hous8.40 6-room house, level farm, near Lo- 1. 2 and 3 years.
miles
from
Murray, , 6-r co m house, barn, stables, etc.
6%. .
$700.00. Providence, 6-room residence, al- acres bottom land. Price $2,656.00. cust Grove. Price
ly accredited throughout
$2,650.00.
house, barn, garage, etc. 6 or 7
most new, barn, stables, etc. $1500.No. 137. 40 acres, 30 acres clearthe United States. The
acres timber. Price $1600.00.
No. 29. 211
/
2 acres near Harris 00. $500.00 cash, balance. este,.
No. 91 125 acres, 35-saeres timNo. 115. 40 Acres, near Cherry, ed, plenty of meadow_ medium imphysical plant is valued at

1

City List

Farm List

CITY HOMES and
HOME SITES
of your own choosing, and at prices to
suit.
Easy terms on many
of them

-Murray State Teachers College

Positively we can help the earnest
i home-seeker in finding a home and
i save him money at the same time.

AURORA LANI
)
T CO.

W. H. FINNEY, Manager
First National Bank Building
Murray, Ky.

more than $1,500,000.00.
2,000 students attend Murray State each
year.
Over
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'meet to apply at ones Ur tan- a4atts from the American Scene in 10. Welk dr: dry Usist
were Chron. 29:15.
Ms. and Mrs. John Andrus.
exemption!. This will al4ow the Company
the wedding of Miss Estelle Todd
Lulus Langston.
This wonderful piece never known to go dry before.
ILS and Mis Toy Junes were in
necessary time for applications to of Work was made possible by the Men 'are hauling
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Darnell and of Lynn Grove,• to Troy Trouselide
Mrs. Will Reeves spent Tuesday
water *Pm night. Murray shoPping the 18.
be approved by the time market business men of Murray and Cal- Henry Burkeen is hauling
night with Mr. and Mrs. Lee .son, Paul Jr.. of Benton spent of Farmington, Ky. The bride is
All cons-hog producers snould
water
The Rev. Blankenship filled his
opens.
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Luke the attractive daughter of Mr. and
Reeves near Akita:
loway county who bought ads, and for eight cows and 14 hogs.
veg. on October 26... The, purpose
reguler appointment here Sunday
Mrs. Walter Todd while the groonL
contributi
by
ons
of
Miss Gwendol§n Barnett of Pa- Langston.—C. A.
Mends. Chir
nf this electiod is to determine in.
"Confidence in in unfitithtialsesnurning at 11 o'clock. The Rev,
Is the son of Wallace Trousdak
school and our community are very man is time of trouble:
WHEAT CONTRACTS
attitude of the corn-hog producers
is like a and Mrs. Blankenship and Mrs. ducah spent the week en(l with
The- wedding was solemnized st
Don't forget the wheat contracts appreciative of liberality of all broken tooth tind a foot out at Woddall were.
toward the AAA program. , It
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Minus 3arnett.
Fulton ,on Saturday afternoon, Sepyou, as a corn-hog producer. feel should, be signed at once. The these friends. Soon a dedication joint." Proverbs 25:19. Mrs. Monica Schreader and children
Herman Jones of Wildersville.
tember 14, at Fulton. Ky. For the
the program has helped- the price secretary to the county agent will program %viliP be announced to
Tenn..
her
was
mother.
Saturday
M
rs. Mat Chadnight guest
Mrs. Eva Mae Jackson and baby
Owing to the fine weather, the- present they will make their home
of Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Jones.
411 corn and hogs it is your duty be ut the uffice eight hours a which all contributors will be in- and sister Miss Edith &Aileen
farmers are very busy.
call- andwick.
with the bride's parents.
•
day to sign these if the agent vited.
•
to N•ote for this program
Some
Wait:
Maud
of
our people attended the
Wnodall spent last
If. on
Nannte Stringer on the
Master Winsam seines .,ones is
Mrs. Willie mce;ure returned to
Last week Mr.. Billington. Mr. ad on Mrs
week
the other hand you :feel the pro- should be out
dedieution
end
in
of the new Presbyterian
Murray.
afternoon of the 18
doing nicely with a broken arm, her home at Podunk Saturday
Walston.
and
the
junior-sen
ior
high
Mrs.
church
is
a failure you should vote
yam
Sarah Cotheran spent last which he received while playing
at Unity Sunday. They reHardin Byars nias-.1eci i finger
after having been confined at her
boys moved the light plant to a
4-11 CLUB
port an ,uuusual large crowd.— week end in Benton with Mr. and at school lion week and will be
lillitinat another program. The nonmother's the past three weeks
Don't forget that all 4-H club niore convenient place. We hope on his left hand very sever-1y while Old Glory.
•
signer has the same right to vote
Mrs. - Cody Cotheran.
able to return to school next Mon- after being injured by a Mowing
carpentering last week.
our
light
members,
service
their
will
paren4
be
better
and
. the signer and should gt, to the
Mr. and Mrs. Maxie Puckett is day.
machine. She is now able to walk
The pie supper here Drought in
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Copeptlls. The future of corn and friends are invited to attend 4-11 this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Paschall and on crutches.
Miss Eugenia Woodall won
$35
club
achieveme
nt
day
be
to
held
lapd in Hopkinsville.
hog production may deepnd on
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Gupton atthe cake as the prettiest girl.
A wedding of much interest t,,
F. F. A.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Tarry and tended Presbytery last week
this vote. If you do not vote and in Murray Saturday. November 2,
at many people of this community
-A word fitly spoken is like ap'at
The
10:00
Faxon
a
M.
chapter
promptly.
_of
a'.
A
F.
short
A.
family of Murray spent Sunday Pleasant Valley, in Ballard county.
it does not go to suit you there
ples of gold in pictures of silver."
Was that of Miss Christine Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Mathis and evening with
* no one to blame but yourself program and awarding achieve- met Thursday., October 17. and Proverbs
Mr. and Mrs. Mack
A homecotning was held at the to Gilbert Smith, both of Bell City. ,
25:11
daughter of Jackson were visitors Mizell.
We
This -ell laptile. to all elections ment cards will take up the time studied parliamentary law.
home- ot-fdr.--imst-4efrs.
Mr7 and His George mcn-rtS Wnhts weer end with Mrs. Mollie
Was ti- Teettner resident —
the TUNIS program from State. left? megt 110111 Milker St5- and
Mr. and Mrs, Jim Thorn. of Ten- of *tarns Grove, Sunday. All enr. tardless of the kind.
of this community and everyone Federali Achievements day I invite the Green Hands. We will nista Almo visited the latter's son; Muthis.
nessee spent Sunday with Mr. and juyed the basket dinner and had
:he pol1s vitUr be open all day and
a extends to them congratulations.
Henry Burkeen, and family here
Mr. and Kali.
Mrs.- -Martuai- -Gone.
it thiachool house of each of the starts. The_p_ogram will end about44° meet at itater date and -dedetIghuftil time.' Trtosr—present
— TT- -Mr: ,torii h
Mr. and Mni:- NiiiiE; - Chapman
-Wn and two daughters. Marjorie and
0. F. Curd celebrated his birth- were: Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Jones of
Al-owing place, except Murray 12:30. and will he in the Ctrcuit cide on ways- of raising money for stricken
with paralysis but is tni.. Carrie. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Starks
and family moved from this comour annual picnic.
day Sunday, October 20. He was Mounds, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
....which will be at the Court house: Court room at the Court House.
Bert munity to Mayfield last
proved,
and
grand-daughter, Le,aerene 84 years of age.
J. T. COCHRAN.
Monday.
Almo. Faxon. Concord. Hazel.
His visitors were Jones and Billy Beadle all of Se- _XL g.11..16.1dxs.
The State
prohibi
Jeff Ar
Ernstberger ...ssitaagagndey evening
_
i.
Mrs. J. H. Walsnin. h
„cask Ag
Lyjail_Csramb Kirkarzyr.,-,Coldtwater
kfttile
of
Wingo
were
;-46;-STfirit
Murray
in
11119ffrtYi
Monday
shopping,
.
1
Mr.—and- Mrs.
isatitatione-treepfaculty dinlftrgis Mrs. Lee Curd and daughter
Istursay
Rsand
Terrell
son
John
Will
and
worth
reading
and
heeding.
near Providence.
ner with
—"Black Eyed Susanparty afterwards for
hecca of Paducah.
Virago of Lynnville. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Reggie Byars and baby have
Tuesday evening. October 22. at
Mr. and Mrs. Redric Pace of
Mrs. Stafford Curd and
NeWS
Wingo
Tom
Cottage
Grove.
TOBACCO NOT UNDER
of
rettrned
Detroit
to
es Mr. Byars Hardin were Sunday guests of Mr.
their Faxon home
Hayden Walston spent Monday in Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Turner
has been called back to
CONTRACT
job. and Mrs. Hayden Walston.
or
Murray.
Tuesday of last week
and children. Rupayne. A. J. and
Those producers of tobacco
Chatter
Box. your laSt letter was
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vick of
markedlwh
Athletics
Celesta
Andrus and little Harold C. of Wingo, Mrs. -Anna
interesting
are not under contract should not completion of .our beautiful stage
and instructive. Your 'Paducah were Sunday guests .of
The Faxon softball team ended
brother, Ernest. spent -last week Jones and Bell Enoch and Mr
equipment. It was r •
description of the Sunshine and Mrs. Dora Brown.
by their season Friday. October
18, by
with Mrs. Mandy Jones.
and Mrs. W. S. Murdock and famMr. and Mrs. Tapley Belcher of
defeating Lynn Grove 6-3. Both Shade quilt was fine. "Our days
Mrs. Paris Ezell of Kirkscy spent ily.
1
teams were responsible for several 'on the earth are as a shadow." I Paducah were Sunday guests of last week end with Mr. and
Announcement has been made of
Mrs.
errors but it was a hard fought
came from tine first to the last in4111111111111MIN1111111111111.,
ning.
Lynn Grove started the
game by
scoring a run in the
_i
•
first frame. Faxon followed by
scoring a run in their half of tne
first. Lynn Grove scored their
other two runs in the secoild and
•
I failed to score again.
, Faxon scored one run in 'h.
, third and four in the sixth. Tiii
, Faxon boys played one of the. best
carnes of the season. In all pinches
they aro,se to the occasion.
Baseketball
practice
will
be
started in earnest Monday.
: _The floor- of our • gym was re: pawed- last week.
_
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COUNTY AGENT NOTES

Protemus News

Dexter News

_axtelbel:i_Jicitur.s.

--

iigii and

9
234

Faxon Iii

- On Oct:25

mia

Will
Become

I EXPERIENCED MECHANICS .. .

Fully trained and equipped work on
your automobile here
Every Job on Any Make Car

Brook's Chapel

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
•I Incorporated)
PHONE 97

MURRAY. KY.

$3,600,000
IN STATE TAXES
T

I

!WS. Mollie Jones went to P
dueah October 14 to attend the
serious illness of her twin brother.
: Joe Swift.
Burnett- Lee was in this vicinity
last week fixing clocks. He is preParing to go South this winter for
his health: He intends to travel
; alone on a bicycle. He
Texas. Oklahoma and .1:trethably
.' Colorado and 4rizona.
Joe Young fielded for a horse
at Hardin Monday -and the animal
died Wednesday night.
Water is more scarce titan it was

HE revenue from taxes on alcoholic beverages is now the State of Kentucky's fourthlargest single source of income.... In addition to
eight forms of taxes paid to the State, the distilling industry in Kentucky now pays seven forms
of taxes to the Federal Government, four forms to
counties, and four to cities within th0 State. .. Unless
you vote "Yes" on November 5, all this revenue
will be lost, and the taxpayers of the State will
be forced to make up the deficit.

113•11.141G OM 3UMG TO THE MAMMA D
— I. tie Largest matte self•costasse4
wetter car factory is tke
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What the Distilling Industry Does for Kentucky

41

Four new stars of _first magnitude
now sparkle in the automobile sky.

COAL... Kentucky distillers bought

They are the 1936 versions of the Buick

enure month s work for *VC/ 2000
Kentucky ,,users—work which
may be lost forever if you vote.
-No" in November

over 200,000 totes of
Kentucky coal last year. The mining of this coal provided
as

.

SPECIAL,the Buick CENTURY,the Buick

.
.r.11:ENTURT -

Industry is driven from Kentucky.

Every car in these four series is eyestrikingly smart with year-ahead style.

LUMBER and COOPERAGE...Kentucky barrel man.

•
If you want the State to continue colleeling $3,600,000'per
year in taxes from the distilling industry instead of from
you and your neighbors— if you want the State to _retain
all the other benefits of this $100,000,000 Sii,dustry.

Eaeh is l'i*Ovrered with perforMance that
'4243-444•44wo. fimmt panne,
, waroolass, t22-lachwikasibas_
Sseansposas ef Sint, Ms*.

isliterally pkettomestal Each isengineered
in the safe, stxmdrdurable Buick way
Come sec bow'-motor car progress
squares both -with the future and

Womospetorese sae possaageoe
mailbag, 113.1ac4 w•••toas*.
41255 hot price at %et AWL
13maikmmv•Ilm smarm

ufac-turers sold 800,000 barrels to Kentucky distillers
last year.
These barrels were made from 80,000,000 feet of white
oak lumber-at current prices, worth more than two and a half
dollars in cash.

OTHER INDUSTRIES ...In addition to those mentione
d
above, dozens of other industries and occupations
in Kentucky
derive some if not all their business and
income from the
distilling industry in Kentucky. Railroads,
hotels, elt.ipmentmanufacturers, bottle makers, printing houses,
new !Hipers,
merchants of all sorts, everybody.isrKentucky
owes some benefit
to this $100,000,000 industry.

GRAIN .

..Kentucky distillers purchased 9,000,000 bushels
of grain last year, at a cost of over
$10,000,000. This market
for grain will be lost to Wentudcy farmers
if the distilling

ROA D MASTE R, the Buick LIMITED.
MICK

,

your purse in this steitsf- (motet.
Driving any one of. these cars gives
you a new edge on distance and time!

VOTE YES ON NOV. 5
4

FOR REPEAL AND REGULATION

_a

•
1111-110074034wer sem peammimmoer
swim 134 - s.dit mr a•Timers*.
$1445 lita poise at Fix tr4 , Met

KENTUCKY- REPEAc6;REGULATION - LEAGUE
FIRST OF THE GENERAL MOTORS :AR;

L. S. Anderson Motor Company

FRANCIS BUILDING • LOUISVILLE

•

108-10 North Seventh.Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
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Hazel High News
Tea Given In Heuer Of ParentsTeachers Association

Ople Erwin, Miss Cordelia Erwin,
home economics teacher, acted - as
sponsor.

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURS
DAY

itAKYALif-to
- for November Court

AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 24, 1935

APITOL TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Home Be Class
The girls have finished their
smocks.
They have nicknamed
them "gowns" because they are
white.
The class did its first cooking
last
Wednesday and
Thursday.
They made nut cookies and coffee for the entertainmen, given
Thursday. It all turned out to be
a grand success.
They learned how to decorate
a table also how to serve and in
the future they plan to make use
of it.
The class started the breakfast
Mait_llais week and axe enjoying
cokking fine.

By Dorothea Miller
The home economics class of
1835 gave a tea 'in honor of the
Parents-Teachers Association on
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
The girls planned this in the hospitality unit.
The table was covered with a
beautiful cream colored lace cloth.
In the center bright yellow and
blue flowers were arranged in a
ear opaque vase. Presiding at
her end, pouring coffee, were
rs. Charles Denham, Mrs. Jack
Kelly, and Mrs. Lorena Blackburn, affernatingly. " -Thosa -aeling
as hosts were Dorothea Miller, Roy
Mae Hart, Clara Erwin, and Alexa
Honor Ball_
Outland.
Those seri/I-24 -Were
Angelyn Brandon, Leola Erwin,
The honor roll for first six weeks
Lillian Walker, Eva Lamb. and of Hazel High School is as
follows:
Catherine Cherry.
Seniors:—Celie_1•414,, E.
Those tit the ititairi'Werrnur
ranclan, Margaret Gilatior"
J. Curd, Hilda Faye Brandon, and
Juniors:—Virginia Miller, Mary
Frances White. Sophomores:— Sybil Simmons,
Angelyn
Brandon, Hilda Faye
Brandon.
Freshmen:—Laura J. Curd, Opal
Erwin, Clara Erwin, Leola Erwin,
Dorothea Miller.
Eighth grade:—Rubye Lee Pinkley, Ave Lee Wilson.

449
234
On Oct. 25

I Will
Become

Habits of Two Men
WE KNOW TWO MEN who have very different
habits about
carrying money in their pockets.
One is a clerk In a small hotel. He says he does
unless he has a hundred dollars or more in hisnot "feel right"
pockets. His
friends warn him against the danger of such
a plan, but he
sticks to It.
The other man Is a multi-millionaire. He
president of one
of the largest concerns in America and yet is
he makes it a rule
to carry very little money about.
Of course he has his check book handy but
the money is safe in
the bank or profitably invested.
Business-like methods of handling ones
will help in the
struggle for success—and your friends affairs
are sure to judge you
accordingly.
Which plan do you prefer?
---

DEPOSITS INSURED
BY

,
t
se

te

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MAXIMUM INSURANCE
FOR EACH DEPOSITOR

(5000
#

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
•••••••

-

The, following names have been
drawn from the jury wheel to report at the November term of circuit court, which opens November
11. Those drawn for the ggand
jury will report the first day and
those for the petit jury the second
day.
Grand Jurors
D. Radford, G. A. Boston, L. C.
Byerley, Amandus Cain, Carl Miller, Jack Trevathan.
Carl Dowdy. Ivan Futrell, Voras
Andrus, Geo. Cathey, Columbus
Adams, Jim Strader.
Robt. D. Lovett, Walter Marine,
Ed. Mayer, Rtite_,Dorau. Lee Burchett, Nat Simpson.
Fred Collie, Dave Alton, Holland
Roberts, Harry JenkinS, .Edgar
Taylor, Owen Beech.
Petie Jury
J. F. Darnell, L. L. Lee, L. M.
Rogers, Ivan Guthrie, Lassiter
Charley Douglas, Edwin Crawford,
Otis A. Johnson, Forest Outland.
A. L. Grubbs, Clint Lancaster,
W. F. Fitts. Bee Starks. Bury
Cooper, Allen
Well?, Harbard
Jetton, Dee St. John. Elmo Fain.
B. W. Story, Lock Montgomery,
Geo. Dunn, Claude White. Ross
Paschal, Orvis Cahoon, Dillard
McCuiston, 011ie Sinotherman, R.
J. Routen.
Preston Boyd, Cross Spann Jr.,
Lewis Harding. Dan Hart, Chester
Myers, Henry Rudd. elan Calwell,
Earl Youngblood, Raymond Hargrove.

Girl Scout News

....PAGE THREE

roll for the second six weeks term.
includes those who made all A'S
and B's:
First grade:—Howard Brandon,
Charles Burkeen, ,Mae Dell Hopkins.
Second grade:—Charlene Carol.
Third grade:—T. G. Shelton,
Frances Washam. Dorothy Hopkins, Virginia Hale.
Fourth grade:—Ruby Lewis, Eugene Moore, Wilson Childers.
Sixth grade:—Gracie Lee Workman. R. E. Wright, Londean'Washburn.

MURRAY CIRCUIT
The fifth stewards' meeting for
the Murray Circuit will be at Lynn
Grove Saturday, October 26. The
Rev. H. R. Taylor will preach at
11 a. m. A short business session
will be held immediately after
lunch. All officials are urged to be
present. Prospects are for good
reports, and a good closing for the
year. We hope the .Mirsionary
Committees will be able to report
ia full. There is noly a small balwice at each church. We will all

feel better when this is paid. The women of the Murray Circuit are "serving dinner m the
basement of the First Methodist
Church on Fourth Monday. This
Is the first dinner they have served
this year. All the good eats have
been kept for this occasion. They
wank all their friends and neighbors to come and eat with them.
Now do not forget the time or
place.
L. Z. Hurley. P. C.
It Pays to Head tiw Classifieds
s
.

L
TODAY and FRIDAY

II

—SWIM

Saturday
_10;1,07,the Ar

it* melodies will

haunt you
...its tangos will
entice you

4Agoo.:.
Here are two of the forty-eight gorgeous, glamorous redheads whose
dancing and singing make I-Ox Film's "Redheads on Parade" the musical extravagana hit of the year. JOHN BOLES and DIXIE LEE
are .starred an the romantic leads of the new JESSE L LASKY production.

a•tiKETTI

CLAIRE TREVOR
HENRY I. WALTNALL
ALAN OINENAR1

The regular Girl Scout meeting
was held Saturday. October 18.
Captain Inglis called the meeting
to order, songs were sung. and the
reports of the treasurer and scribe
were read.
_
-School is moving along nicely.
The Scouts selected dark ....greeri
The Children have been working
as the color for the uniform tie.
The different patrols chose a name
Mr. and Mrs. Bowman St. John for the past two weeks on health
for themselves.
and children, Dorothy Jean and posters, booklets, and so forth for
After the patrol meetings, tests Joan. visited Mrs. St. John's par- the decorations of the rooms.
The school is now working on
were passed on both the Tender- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thompa program to be given Saturday
son last week.
foot and Second Class tests.
Miss Delma Chrisman and Miss night November 2. The program
After the meeting, -the Court of
Honor decided to have a hike for Bonnie Boufland, North of Murray. includes the following numbers:
the next meeting. October 26. The were week-end guests in the home Careless Johnny," a safety - playScouts will bring their own lunches of Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander let in three scenes, and an "A B
C" letter drama, put on by the priand something to cook. We will and other relatives.
•
Mrs. Welter Adams and children, mary room. "Jumbo Jum," a twomeet at the Training chool. and
from there the patrols of Mary Connie. Hugh and Hilda Faye, and act comedy and "A Deferred Propose'. a one ..act _comedy, triut _on
Elizairth Bennett and Thelma Ri- Mrs. ChesleY
Admivi- and c414tdren by the upper grades.
The school
ley will blaze the frail for the of near Murray, visited Mr.
and
rat only invites those in the comMrs. Hallis Adams Sunday.
other two patrols to follow.
munity, but everyone to come see
Raymond and
The Girl Scouts met at the home
Ralph Tidwell,
of Martha Robertson last Tuesday Herbert Alexander were in Louis- this well planned program, which
night, where the chantors were ville Sunday to visit Mrs. Ray- will be given free.
There will be an all-day singing
chosen. Thursday night. October mond Tidwell who rs there in a
at the school Sunda.* October 2'7.
24. the chanters will meet at 7 hospital.
All singers invited.
o'clock et the home of Frances
Elder H. A. Golen arid son
TIV):.,e students making the honcte
Sledd —Nancy Mellen. Scribe.
Junior of Martin. Tenn.. were in
Hazel Thursday.
Mrs. Myrtle Walker and daughter, Lillian. were in Murray on
business recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Alton and
family visited Mrs. Alton's parents
amt of poor nourishment,
over the week end.
many women stiffer functional pains
Went to Murray the other day at certain times, and it la for these
that
and saw a Milk truck and what Cardul Is offered on the record of Ms safe
retest It has brought and the good It has
,space wasn't taken up with cans done In helping to overcome
the ammo of
.was occupied by men. Wonder womanly discomfort, airs. Cole Young. Of
Leesville. La., writes: —I was suffering with
where they had started
Irregular . . . I had quite • lot of pain
Rained Monday morning—a ..good Which Made me nervous. I toot Cardul and
found it helped me In every way. =Anus
rain on everything and brought a me regular and stopping
the pain This
quieted my stereos. making my health meat
fine tobacco season.
better"
. . If Cardia does not benarR
—Scatter-Brains
YOU. consult • physician.

Scatter-Brain's
News

BAXTER
GALLIAN
UNDER -me
PAMPAS

SPENCER TRACY

Producer Sol M. Wortr.•1

Vancleave School
_

SUNDAY and MONDAY
All the dreams of young
love—all the adventure of
an era that settled disputes
with hard fists — all the
drama that vanished down
the great waterways
through which America's
civilization took its westward march!

Women Who Have Pains
Try CARDUI Next Toe!

STILL TIME
TO
BUILD,
REMODEL,
REPAIR!

• c
Don't 1

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

PURE
MILK

Make The Mistake of Putting it Off.
Spend the winter in your own home.. . a comfortable one.
If you need to repair or if repairs are needed. . . NOW IS
THE TIME.
PREPARE NOW—
while your dollar goes the farthest and enjoy the real comforts
of your home this winter.
AND REMEMBER—
Your moneyspent on winter repairing will be the best -investment now and later ... you can save on fuel and family illness.
LUMBER IS CHEAP ... LABOR IS CHEAP—
And ultimately they must go higher, and muli higher than they
are now. Some advances already made.
AN ADDITION TO YOUR HOME—'
,
will mean increased value, more home comfort, and can
be
added to modernize the appearance of the present one.
A PORCH ENCLOSURE FOR COLD DAYS—
' will add a comfortable room at little expense.
IF YOUR HOME WAS TOO COLD LAST WINTER—
Jet us plan making it comfortable with weather „stripping,
beaver boarding, and other necessary measures.
WHATEVER YOU HAVE IN MIND—
. '9C4 invite you to come in and let us aid you viith
plans; no
.
doubt we can assist you in many ways.
"EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING"—
From Murray's most complete line—of -unrber;---rrrlilwor
- building supplies.

a JESSE L. LASKY

JOHN BOLES
It will be your joy just to watch them grow
and develop in radiant health -and -ritality—if your
children have the milk habit! There's an extra
rich creamy goodness in our milk which makes
it taste delicious. And its high nutritive value surpasses that of any other single food. Increase your
daily order of milk—this small investment will pay
big dividends in health and,- vigor, not only for
children but all the family!

RETURN

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
n. MI

•

_ .14

r

I/

ITT

plIA/11,C,10

-miLk BbniEs •

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume anobligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.
A

Incorporated

ROUBEN MAMOULIAX

Murray Milk Produets Co.

"EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING"

DEPOT STREET
Air

1

..1.1.110g.1.01, A .0.0.01•11111 .•

,liANCES DF:E*a CEDRIC HARDWICKE
BURKE .; • ALISON SKIPWORTH
11...1.0

Telephone 191-•

C.

_

D I
L. E E
.1 AHALE Y
K
RAYMOND WOBURN
ALAN DINEHART

It's health insurance for your growing
boy or girl
Use SUNBURST PASTEURIZED

Murray Lumber Co.
TELEPHONE 262
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small part uf the -program. The
Motley and our friends who haye rest. In the spring money! money.
Pupils in the fifth and teeth
*boys are encouraged to study to
been so kind and sympathetic to
Guess I'll be put out of the grades are writing themes on "The
decide -on, some definite course and
us in our bereavement words can- synagogue for my blab mouth, and Care of the Skin," in competition
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The to purshe it under the direction of
not adequately express out appre- me all dolled up and no where for a prize to be given next week
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928
the camp's director of edncation
ciation.
•
on earth to go,-"Eagle".
*ibllshed by The Calloway County Eubltshing Co., Inc.
from the Meetholatum Co.
And 'Where boys are found-a fact
/n a letter dated March 12, 1993,
North Fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
we confess with mortification-who
Last Friday the Lynn Grove boys
and found in his Bible our Dad
have never attended school, classes
closed the softball season in a
Joe T Lovett S
wrote
to
us
these
words:
Editor are provided for them as well as
't 4
"I hope and pray that we may
game with Faxon. Faxon was vic- •
flir those who have progressed far
Entered at the Postoffiee, Murray, Kentockys-as second class mail matter
be united once more in the Cir6at
torious.
enough to take up some line of
Beyend where sorrow and death
The Lynn Grove Wildcats open - mechanical or otherwise special
Last Friday was the end of our
Will not come. The Savior said if
training.
first six weeks of school. The their basketball season Friday, Nowe would trust and serve Him He
vember 1, with the Khirsay Illagles
honor roll is as follows:
President Roosevelt has surwould be with us in Death and
Seventh grade:-Ikabell Thomas, arid are making preparations to enhimself with men whose
save us, and I believe it-every
TIO•AL EDITORIAL rounded
tertain a large crowd.
Kernel' Hutchens.
vision encompasses the wide realm
word of it."
41,..4s,,
=CPATION of rebuilding a nation through
Eighth grade:- Mabel Wilson,
We join in these sentiments and
/ 93 5
restoration of its citizen morales
Mary Sue Miner, Faye Murdock
say God Bless You.
,and Kentucky is sharing in the
and Josephine CrawfordHeavy seedings of alfalfa and
Sincerely
•/..TriT'A J.itsitt
Freshmen;-Ruth Cole, Preston other legume crops are expected
benefits. We have 50 of thug CCC
Fred, Preston and Mary
camps in our state with approxiCotham, Evelyn Lou Lockhart, in Ballard and Carlisle counties
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and
Margaret Hbiland. Lottie Orr.
this fall.
Stewart Counties Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentuckx,..$1.50; Elsewhere, 52.0U. mately 20 teachers for the upwards
Sephonserees--Earessst-Suo--Jones.••••••••,-- =••••••-•-••-•••••••--11.
AdvertiFing Rates and Informationabout Calloway County market-ef-200---berys-trr--even- -caner the boys spend profitable
Maurine Henley, Mary Anderson,
furnished upon application.
studying leisons designed to Irian
Dorothy Dell Rhodes.
Senteree-Ftschard Boston, Harry
their heads and hands and of the
vember election means a vote more than 9.000"
Cotham. Margaret Howard. Kathturned out from
against Franklin D. Roosevelt for CCC camps
Looked: and looked for "Eagle" leen
hoes dyed
Hunter. Wh.te SUM er
Caldwell. _ Laura
the past year into
President next year. 'While the
s_Stv
rfrlttnTier
Tkrnes.--mirt *trzmiiiiwipnes.
attractive
in Ara
oymedaudcy
n winieh-We Campaigns0
"No room". But, ha-haw! 'twos on
- had Tts quota.
Juniors:-Tennie Wilson Rogers as new ones. Blue, brown,
During the past seven years. the .being conducted in Kentucky are
a front page.
Odine Swann.
This is but one phase of the
maroon, blac4,and practicDemocratic vote in Kentucky in lareelPet question as to who first
They 4?) cleaned out ponds last
work
being
carried
on
;Wean.
so
any color desired.
ally
state elections hair varied 213.000 opposed-the Wei"tax and who did
given
week.
Friday
Leon Hicks and Billy PerA program was
votes and the' Republican vote the most to prevent its adoption. tageously under direction of.-6ur
ry were heard miles away. Henry evening, October 20 Next Friday
SHOES DYED
This alone erehraces
has fluctuated 187.000 ballots in the the cpiestion that looms larger is president.
Andrus now has three artificial evening, October 27,n negro minsng
rslahci. whethhow the election will be regarded the salvage of wast:a
.
same lengtn of time.
lakes on his old Steve Bazzell trel will be presented here.
er too wet or w
ed away, the
President Roosevelt polled the outside of Kentucky Judge King
farm. Abundance of water you
The grades from the second to
EAST MAPLE STREET
'greatest Democratic vote in the Swope has never mentioned na- building of ports and roads in
"bech-cha'".
the sixth have received new library
ether place).-The restonsilon of ferpolitics in
history of the commonwealth three tional
any of
his
Back of swarm's Grocery
I
have
books.
examined
tebacco
crops,
tilitrtp„seorn
-out
land
through the
He does not say that
years ago when he ran up the tre- speeches.
near me, and find best bodied
lion of s_scientific means of
mendous total -of 580.574... The le& he opposes the New Deal. His
best colored I've seen in several
building.
'These CCC boys go
ebb was in 1927. when toe Reputl- -purpose is to avoid discussion of
years.
While this ole gent did
hem forces were at the heighth ot national politics with the view..-61 into forests and use the principles
NOT have but one lone plant and
of reforestation to preserve the
thee control in he nation. That securing Democratic voteç,who
Mr. Jack Frost ruinedit.
Henry Fonda's wistful, seasative portrayal of the fanner
boy in the stage
yeas only 367.858 Democrats, turn- are lukewarm for Cha4tr. It is trees for 'the future generations.
I heard a lot of noise at Sam
'anon of"The Fanner Takes a,lf/ife7.1ras one of the highspots
ed out to vote for Beckham when the old scheme of the Republicans
of the Christenberry's-knocking and etc.;
he lost to Sampson by a majority in Kentucky toslry to win an
play. He plays the same role opponte Janet.;Gaynor in
COLORFUL AND,
Fox Film's putting a new "lever" on his
election witbefii standing out for
cf 32.000
Prepare for it now by buydweling house I had a calf, that's
production
of
•
11 •
"The
Farmer
ENERGETI
Tahry
C
a
Wife."
"
Republicanism
. It is the old story
your stoves from us.
The maximum Republican sup:
not half, ran against a wall that's
•••••‘
•••••• .•
olf in sheep's clothing, but
port was Tor Hoover a year later ?
all.
lf
A.
B.
"Happy"
Chandler.
the
udge King Swope should be
CIRCULATING
when the former President swept I
efty has already done it to its
Fonzie Hargrove. of Coldwater.
lected Governor then his Republi- Democratic nominee for Governor.
HEATERS
Kentucky with a total of 553
and Miss Leona Hendley of Farm!good will throughout the world.
may
replace
Senator
Alben
Barkcan colott would come out. He
votes and a majority of
ington were orise-ied Saturday.
ley
as
the
"iron
man"
of
Kentucky
would be then very strong ageing
are the most economical
over. Al Smith the moi
sushi
polities.
Senator. Alben Barkley is re- Elder L. H. Pogue pronounced the
By Joe
The young Democratic
defeat for Kentuck •
fuel users and the great_mocracy the New Deal and his victory in •nominee has made more speeches
ce-temou. This leindsome young
ported
to
have
himself
laid
in
a
the State would be hailed throughin the states hisi
Th
-elo tidet
est value In comfort.
than .any other candidate in Kensupply of Kentucky..sorghum for couple are of the tost of families.
v.115 lour
out
Union as s'a rebuke for
The Ohio State football stars
for- The "C 0
Stan Kirkland carried- a truck
tucky in a decade. If he tires.
the Washington
They are distinctive" in
wififer: Herea
Franklin
-D.
Roosevelt.
For
that
found
ago when
to be in the employe of the hoping its sweetens the good
son polled but W.his fatigue is not visible to his
San- load of folks to the Eddyville
design
and are real pieces
-season
a
vote
Chandler
for
this
'SC as
ffoon was elected by
Both in the primary state highway department at least atoes attitude toward his Ken- prison Saturday just for curiosity.
furniture.
of
year is a vote for Roosevelt next audiences
and in the current fight he has put the Buckeyes on the road Is tucky constituents who call in his Ben Cothatri said, "We all came
sue
conclusion that can 'be year. and a vote for Swope thisonly
proven his ability to go many athletic success.
Washington office and find him back home". I ain't never been
es"•
year
is
a
vote
against
from these figures .s that
nowhere yet!!
Rosevltdrawn
places and make many speeches
-mint to lunch".
approximately
of
the
next
year.-Elizabet
htown
News,.
one-fifth
I am old. I have seen licensed
It is announced that the EthiIn short periods of time liappy's
state's qualified voters reserve the I
nieces thus far may be attributed opianswill continue to observe the ! King Swope's attempts to 'ridicule whiskey saloons, in the city of
right to vote either way as they
in a large measure to energy and Mosaic code but the Might Seiser I and belittle the ability and per- Murray and at Coldwater which
consider'party records and
incolor. The Lieutenant Governor of Italy hasn't recently reale' the sonality of Keen Johnson, Demo- caused women and children' to
up
dividual merits of the .candidates weep and mourn. Whiskey was
has both in abundance. He has Ten Commandments.
cratic nominee for Lieutenantsponsored
.
sold on Sundays to drunkards and
that something that gives him
Governor are not only ill-tempered
CHESTER
$7.50 up
OAK
boys under 21.
Drunks, fights.
•
Why doesn't. some Detroit auto- but also ill-adviSed as a political
How ,
risapy Keptuckiaos as they corronnnion with his audiences, and
murder,
vulgarity,
profanity
was
Happy knows how to. make the mobilesmanufacturer advertise his policy. Mr. Johnson is one of the
Everything in stoves, wood Stoves, wood ranges,
snass the several CCC camps scat- most of
his opportunities.. ..He 1.936 ropcial a&: a Wig a -hit an the klittAtandipg young__ Inen of Ken. at its heighth. It was unsafe for
d- eves the suite dud snesk itth -never speaks
-a
-Look stoves, off treaters, oil rook stoven,- stove
woman
and
or-gliTTOgri-Io-loWn on
too long, and while Goose delivered - in the ninth in_ lucky in many lines of endeavor
nattily attired youngsters-thou- he is
'big days". Ask Jim Cole. Billie
speaking Happy has the fling,
pipes
and wicks. .
besides
politics and has the admi-.
sands of nhem-realize whet a
Whitnell, Eph flurt what they have
of appearing to speak per. ration, respect and confidence of seen.
A vote for A- B Chandler,.for great tailor this ts in .the pees'. faculty
I'm prepared to givs names
ionally to every
person in his the
Thelurn
political
b l ooffficn rsee
ts ktercr
Geeernor in. the .No-smber elec.= fdenrr -nattonsWiele plan of reh ra
es
T all who have contacted him. Mr. and dates, are you listening?
audience. Kentuckians no doubt
/sSwopes attacks upon Mr. Johnoften gets
tion 'means a elite for FranklirftD.' habilitatior.s They are more than'
"Time to all things". In sumI have heard several campaigners of berry
son will do the former's campaign titer
Roosevelt .for President in 1936. A t greepe of young men doing daily
the ministers are persuading
who exceeded the
no good. Republicari as well as
vets_ aeamst „Chandler. in the No- labor. - Indeed :that. is- only • Other' Years
young' Democratic nominee in ora- AN. F. Klatt; is sick in a Lexin.. Democratic editors have a toner- sinners to be saved; In the winter
they proceed to skin the breth - P.
torical ability, but they. have never ton hospital. Perhaps •
merely a ness for Mr. Johnson that Swope's
'heard a candidate with more color stomach disorder from being in
the attack will not lessen but "rather
and more energy. Actually Hap- same bed with John Young
Brown. augment.
py doesn't make! a speech; he talks
to his listeners. He is unquestionAt least. President Roosevelt is
Negroes are serving on the jury
ably one of the best campaigners
in Alabama but they had to wait better at beating his foes to the
to ever make an appearance in a
until the Confederate veterans got punch than his sons are at beatKentucky political campaign.
too old to do anything about it.
ing railroad trains to crossings. I
• • • • •
Bead the Classified Goinmn.
Most. of our young people may
Activity 'of the Young Democrats
in the present campaign augurs not know where they are going
well for the success of the party. but they certainly are not slow
Their efforts should receive every about
encouragement and assistance. Political oldsters are not only too
prone to carry the grudges of
former years and old alignments
We desire to thank each and
while the young fellows are not
Calloway Circuit Court
every one of the many friends of
Bertha Page and Carrie Carter.
only more charitable, but more
our beloved father, especially his
Plaintiffs. energetic.
doctors arid nurses, for your lovVs. Judgment ing kindness 'and loyalty to him
Esther Jones. and Husband. Allen
Some fellows' idea of being
during ..his last illness. To- Bro.
Jones. -Ferry Cotham. elarry
"dry- is to drink dry gin.
• .• •
Cotham. an infant over 14 years of
age. Preston Cotham' and infant
If the Courier-Journal's .ass "
over 14 years of age. B. B. Cotham. dependent *newspaper- what's its
nu drects _or responB. F. Carter -and Frank Page,
publisher doing
representing a
Defendants Democratic administration at the
By virtue of a 'judgment and Court of St James?
t Will
••• •
order of tale of the Calloway CirOn October 15, this year, tne second series of deposit_certificuit Court. rendered at the August
Italy. about to devaluate its cur&KOMI!
!term thereof. 1935. in the above
cates issued by the bank of Murray in 1933, became due. Amounting
cause for .the purpose of -division
to more than $85,000.00, these certificates were - paid promptly and,
of property and payment of $600.00,
when desired by the holder, even before the due date. with interest from Januray 24. 1931.
until paid and $180.00 with interest thereon from March 24. 1933
.We take it as a great demonstration of confidence in the sounduntil paid and costs herein exness and solidarity of the Bank of Murray and as a vote of endorsement
pended. I shall prelceed to offer
for sale at the court house door
for the'present conservative management of the bank that practically
.5'
'
,
in Murray. Kentucky. to the highevery penny of this money was left here on deposit.
est.s_bidder at..public auction. on
M6rtal-iy. the 28th day of October.
1935. at 1 o'clock OT thereabout
'
A connection with the Bank of Murray kives a feeling of secur/same being county court day),
ity and contentment for your funds, with the knowledge that here is an
upon asseredit of six months, the
following described property, being
institution willing -and capable of rendering every sound banking serand - lying. .in Calloway -Ceunty,
viee-to worthy enterprises, whet-het-large or sm111.
Kentucky. Welt!'
_
Being a part of "Sec. 30.
R
3 east.- beginning' at Graves and
The Bank of Murray_ was one ,oflhe very
lirst_mer_nber L.the
Calloway County line, running
Federal Deposit Insuranre
in the United-States.
east twenty--4-2ef-rock.for a beginning point: thence south sixty-five
rods -eight 48) feet; thence
east_ one hundred twelve 4112)
rods: thence north twelvt 1 12 rods
four anti
one-half 44es
feet,
thence east tweitteettve •251 rocki
thenee north sixty-five ,t1l31 rodb
one t.11 feet thence' west tastyfthir ,44) rodis WA. 42) feet chorea
north twelve and one-half 41244)
rods; thence west sixty-dve
rods; thence south twentysffve, (2/5)
•••-4L.•
roes seven 47) jeett thence Welt
twenty-nine 429) rods-4.o the beginning. Said deed is recorded in
59, page 355, of the Calloway
•
•
County Court Clerk's office.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bonds with
approved securities. bearing Leal
int-crest from the day of seje uns
til paid. and having the Omer arid
effect of a judgment Bidders' will
be._ prepared to , comply promtly
with these terms.-Geo. S. Hart
• Master Commissioner.
ci
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Lynn Grove Hi

TUCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
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HAVE NEW FALL
- SHOES

Stella
_ Gossip
_

V17
/4 ide-N
—r
ariance in
voting.

Dutch's Shoe Shop

0-1

JUST JOTS

Cold Weather Ahead!

L

Circulating Heaters
$20M

CCC Camp
Edu'eation

What a Vote,kor
-Chandler Means

-

Scott-Lassiter ildw. Co.

Tested and Proved

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

In Appreciation

Continue Until
November 2

0n Oct 25

9

expected, nACre
ded to our offerings of values-,our frankness in presenting this sale.and quality of
merchandise offered.

Deposit Certificates Paid on the
Dot—Practically All Left
Here on Deposit

•

If you have not taken advantage of this
sale to supply your wants, you
should do so.

10 Per Cent

enalty

IT MEANS A SAVING TO YOU!

GOES ON NOVEMBER 1

Nrpoutron

'More for Your Money

CITY AND STREET IMPROVEMENT
TAXES
remaining unpaid

. . . . And though deposit insurance is now a permanent
feature of banking, the affairs of this bank are conducted
just as if there were no such Federal guarantee of the
safety of your funds.

You are urged to take care of these
taxes at once and avoid this assessment.

We Want Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

s'es

'FALL.

FESTIVAL

H. C. Broach
City Tax Collector

*bax*. oMrcva.

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured-14010 $5,000.00
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THE LEDGER &
ind sixth
s on The
impetition
iext week

Kra. Joe T. Lovett, Editor

'

the Sew and Sew Club last Thursday.
After a business ciescuesione a
lovely salad couree teas served.
Thoee included were • as follows:
Mrs. Max Churchill, Mrs. Ottis
Valentine, Mrs. Bernard Hart, Mo.
0. B. Boone, Mrs. Walter Boone,
Mrs. F. Purdle, Mrs. Joe Glasgow,
Mrs. Nelson Miller, Mrs. Freed
Cotharn, Mrs. Grace Coy Corse,
Mrs. N. G. Coy, Mrs. Hebert Dunn.
The club'Theets with Mrs. 0. B.
Boone this afternoon.

Ph.338, Moue

cove boys
ion jn a
was Vic-

cats open riday, Holey Xagles
ons to en-

fillip and
countiesexpected
•

ALL
es dyed
ttractive
brown,
practicDd.

,EST
rooery

Oepr for this page should be submitted not later than Tueedlny
afternoon eaeh week.
"Travel" Is Subject Of
Alpha Program

MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THVIISDAy AFTERNOON. OcVER-24,1935

W. S. Tolley Is Honored
On Birthday

Starks, Mrs. Westie Taylor and,
Mrs. L.onnie Hargis.
Those who came after dinner
were: Mrs. Edith Hendrick: Mrs.
Nannie Linville, Mrs. Rubene Roberts and son N. D..
R. IL Ifortirtnett
•
Roamed

A dinner party was given in
honor of R. E. McDermott and his
great grand-daughter. Miss Effie
Alice Fergeson. 'Uncle Bob", as
he is better known, was 76 years
of age and Effie Alice 13.
A delightful dinner was served
and the afternoon was spent in
singing and conversation.
Those present included:
Effie Wilson, Namely Jones and
daughter Hilda, ggs_asui Misr
Johnie Carroll, Joe Fergeson and
familSe George Phillips and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Carroll, Ike
Brandon and family
Pricfltal!ffferritrs. Suei
McKeel and family. Elsie Mae
Allen and brothers Edward and
Charles, Porter Dockrie and family, Claudean Phillips, Mrs. Martha Dockrie.

Mies Charlene Cheys, Miss Verlene 11,ane. Miss Clara Nelle Bazzell. Miss Freida Delle Adams:
Miss I.yda Estelle Beane, Miss
Paulee• Thompson.
'Mee sending gifts were as follows.
Mr: Elsie Boyd, Mrs. Sallie
Vaughan, Mrs. Lizzie Turner, Mies
Charlene Mangrum, Mrs. Sunshine
Cunningham, Mrs. Larue Moody,
Mrs. Tempest Bell: MrL Dottie
Wyatt. Mrs. Gracie Mason.

Lillian Jones, Mrs. Lillie Mae
Jones. Mrs. Christine Smith, Lame
Jones, and Mrs. Charlie Jones.
Those sending gifts were: Miss
Velma Cochran, Miss Reba Cochran, Miss Ruth Cochran. Mrs. Li:lie
Mae Anderson,- Mrs. Jim Dunaway, Mrs. Stella Murdock, Mrs.
Ferra Cochran, Mrs. Lola Bradley,
Mrs. Maggie Boyd. Mrs. Oval Day
Motheral, . Mrs.
Roberta Jetton,
Mrs. Gladys Lawson.

could not get out. The animal
became chilled in such d manner
that it died that night.
Jim Lawrencehas painted his
home and it basks wee too.'Arthur
Robertson and son did the painting.

On Saturday afternoon, Octo
19, Mrs. Charlie Jones ctn.-elan:Led
with a shower for her daughter,
Mrs. Christine Smith, who Vallo recently married.
Miles Beach is having his house
The honoree received many nice
painted this week.
and useful gifts. The hours were
The Rev. Davis is holding a two
spent in conversation and at the
Weeks revival meeting at the Kirkconclusion
refreshments
av e r e
sey M. E Church.
served.
Very little news to write Slue
Those present included the folweek.-Lazy Ned.
lowing:
Mrs. Luther Canter and daughPart of the 320,000 cans of beans
ter Rebecca. Mrs. Merl Baker and
We had a nice tobacco season and tomatoes canned
daughters, Milta and Freida. Mrs.
by the McCreel Reeves and daughter Who- and several are stripping the weed. Lean (inanty Farmers CoopersDenrue Alexander had a fine tive Canner.)
gene. Mrs, Jim Nance and chil, were sold to the
cow to mire up in the pond and IgefieL'es
dren, Mrs. Louella Neel
Jean, Mrs. Sola Morris. Mrs. Bill
Arnett.. -Mrs. Audie Miller and
children Billie. Hazel Mae, and
, Mrs. Ethel' Motheral,
Mrs.'Elm West. Mrs:-117ff1'l
ilege
and-diitieSter-Ltirline, Mrs. Annie
Laura Mothers!, Mrs. Dixie McClure, Mrs. Dink Bowen, Mrs. Rupayne Morton, Mrs. Ethel Smith
and baby, Miss Nell Bowen, Mrs.
Ruby Humphries, Mrs. Bell Story.
Mrs. Audrie Reeves, Mrs. Leo
Smith and daughter Beautc.n, Mrs.
Charles Jordon, Mrs. Don Humphries, Mrs. Elmer Mothers!: Mrs.
Albert Paschall, Mrs. Bert Wilson,
Mrs. Lottie Smotherman and baby,
l'ffrekske teen.,
TO
and ne litid ej
Mrs. Ola Murdock, Mrs. Lula
tdrai
p
Boyd. Miss Gisela Shelton, Miss
C weir,4hen
Maydell
Murdock. Miss
Ruell
r 1 ki"
fer
g frIsghP on b
Motheral. Miss Hattie Lou Coch"411*14,1VIE
ran. Miss Thressa Motheral, Miss
ifOR
. pi._ "d
Sylvester Wilson. Miss Frances
Cochran, Mrs. Margaret Jones, Mrs.
'Mlle 449

Kirksey Kinkletd

Mips Rebecca Armstrong
• • • r
•
Mr. W. S. Tolley was honored
Honored
with a surprise birthday dinner Mrs. Udell Watson
Sseurclay
evening. October 12,
Honored
on his seventy-fourth birthday at
Miss Rebecca
Armstrong
was
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
On Friday
afternoon. October
honored with a
birthday party
Tolley.
18, Mrs. Udell Watson was honored
celebrating her seventeenth b
Vivirty-three relatives were-presu
shower 'byneighday
ent including:
bors and friends at the home of
C,..ntests and games were enjoyed
Mrs. W. S. Tolley, Mr. and Mrs: Mrs. C. W. Watson.
throughout
the
evening. after
.../de.Slayden. rharlee _Stevie
Many lovely and esseetede gifts
*Inch delicious ref shmentasj ice
Marion Sleyden, Mrs. Carman May, were received by the hot_121_•ee.
were serTa
-4141einelia Mar e*
rerisaim
-in
-V- were
The honoree received many use10.; Mr. and Sint. J. W. Hawkins, 'Served by the host
ful and attractive gifts.
Miss Lucille Hawkins, Geraldine,
Theguest list included:
•
and Alva Hawkins. Those present were:
Mrs. Denny • Alexander, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Markey Hawkins, Mary Alexander, Mrs. Raymond
Miss Nancy Ruth Hutchens, Miss
Lovetta Hawkins, Miss Dixie Stone, Perry, Mrs. Carl Alexander, Mrs.
Nellie Ruth Jones, Miss 1Cath• 0 • • 4
Mr. and Mrs. Harem Agnew of Claud Tidwell, Mrs. Lloyd Cunleen Caldwell. Miss Rubella Ford.
Mrs.
Waylon
Hazlett
Paducah.
Richard
Hawk ins of ningham.
Miss Charlene
Mayfield. Miss
Honored
Louisville, Franklin May: Mr. and
Darathy Sue McNeely, Miss MargMrs. Hurbert Hargie Mrs. Lynn
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson, Jimmie Tidwell, Mrs. Curt Tidwell, ahirs.
A
miscellaneous shower was aret Howard, Miss Willie Kelso,
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Har- Bob Taylor, Mrs. Beulah Robertson,
given in honor of Mrs. Waylon Mis• Odine Swann, Miss Tennie
rell. Joan Harrell, Miss Lucille Mrs. Charlie Carson.
Bazzell at the home of Mrs. Opal Wgsn Rogers, Miss Reba Mae
May, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
Mrs. Frank Hanley, Mrs. Howard Beane Saturday afternoon, October Miller. Miss Maydell
Murdock,
Charles and Harold Tolley.
Hanley, Mrs. Charlie Chambers, 19. Many useful gifts were pre- Mis• Rebecca Armstrong.
• • •• s
Howard 'Paschall, Codie Lee
Mrs. Hansel! Ezell, Mrs. Earnest sented the honoree.
Sew And Sew Club
Caldwell. Jimmy Scott. J. R. Jones,
Stanley, Mrs. Robert Tyree.
Refreshments wee served.
Meets
Leon Pogue, James Kelso, Edwin
Mrs. J. D. Skaggs, Mrs. Tommy
Those present wer as follows:
Warren. Mitchell Story, James
Edwards, Mrs. Hal Hurt, Mrs. - Mrs. - Effie Beane. Mrs.
Vera
Mrs. N. 0. Coy and Mrs: Grace
Twyman Edwards.
Mrs. Luther Scott, Mrs. Lettie Robertson and Fain. Howard Kelso.
Coy Corse of California entertained
Riley, Mrs. Morgan Cunningham. son
Gene Terry, Mrs. Media'
Mrs. Lexie Watson. Mrs. Harmon Thompson, Mrs. Effie
Adams, Mrs.
Ross, Mrs. Harmon Tidwell, Mrs. Bessie Beane,
Claud Cunningham. Mrs. Wavell
Mrs. Louise Brooks, Mrs. Bruce
Beaman, Mrs. Charlie Watson.
Adams, Mrs. Opal Beane, Mrs,
Those sending gifts were:
Nell Cloys. Mrs. Lois Bazzell, Mrs.
Mrs. Terry Cochran. Mrs. Mack Vivian Bazzell.
Boyd. Mrs. Bert Russell, Mrs.
Misa Fairra Robertson,.Miss MoHeadley Sveift, Mrs. Bud Tiawell. delle Beane. Miss Rubye
Turner,
Mrs. Emery Hook. Mr'. Bryan
Staples, Ittm Lena mith. Miss Huntas Boyd, Miss Effie Watson.
• 1110 .• • •
ttixib;iatter how many medicines heal the irritated tissues as the
you
e U-led for your cough, chest germ-laden phlegm is loosened and All Day Quilting Party Given
cold or bronchial irritation, you can expelled. Druggists also know the
get relief now with Creozntasion. ellei...lveness of Beechwood CreoMrs. Lonnie Hargis entertained
Creomukdon not only contain.s the
wothing elements common to many sote and they rank Creomeesion her neighbors with a covered dish
remedies', such as, Syrup of White top for coughs because you get a quilting party Thursday, October
Calloway 'Circuit Court
Pine Compound with Tar, fluid ex- real dose of Creosote in Creomul-- 17.
tract of Licorice Root, fluid extract glom emulsified so that It is palatEach guest brought a covered Bank of Murray,
able,
digestible
and
potent
for goof Wild Cherry and Menthol, but
Plaintiff
also has fluid extract of Ipecac for ing to the very seat of the trouble. dish and at noon a delicious meal
Vs. Judgment .
was served.
Creomulsion is guaranteed
its powerful Phlegm loosening
C. B. Richardson and Mary Alice
effect, fluid extract of Cascara for factory in the treatment of coughs,
Those present included:
its mild laxative effect and, most chest colds and bronchial irritaMrs. Dollie Miller, Mrs. Parker. Richardson,
t of all, Beechwood Creo- tions and especially those stubborn
Defendants
=
Is perfectly blended with all 01105 that Start With a common cold and diughter Dora Mae. Mrs. Maud ----Sy -virttie-ef----e-itidgment and.
ra
these to reach the source of the and hang on for dreadful days and Winchester. Mrs. Virdie Winches- order of sale of the Galloway-Cir111011131e from the inside. Creomul- nights thereafter. Even if other ter, Mrs. Sallie HOlt. Mrs. '011ie
coil Court, rendered at the August
don can be taken frequently and remedies_have failed, your druggist Mae Hendon, Mrs. Dora
Edmonds,
_ continuously by adults and children is author
to guarantee Creomul- Mrs. Susie Farris and daughter, term thereof. 1935, in the.. above
with remarkable results.
sion and to refund every cent of your
cause for the purpose of payment
.
Thousands of doctors use Crete: =drier-if you are not satisfied with Ruby.
naulsion in their own familiez as results from the very first bottle.
Mrs. Henry Elkins and ,daughter, of $4054.36 and costs heroin expended. I shall proceed 'to offer
well as in their practice knowing Don't worry through another steep- Mary June, hers. Pearl
Elkins and for sale
how Creomulision aids nature to les/ night-Phone or go get a bottle son
at the court house door
Joe
Pat.
Mrs.
Annie
Hurt.
soothe the inflamed membranes and of C_Vegoundsion right now. (A4V4
Mrs.,Frank Hargis and son Bobby in Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder at public aution, on
Monday, the 28th day of October,
1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
(same being county court day).
upon a credit of site months, the
following described property, being
and lying in Galloway County,
-70:',A..,am,
sesevee.eeesee elite/4e eetatereserpeles
Kentucky, towit:
,%'9717.4•Vero',:,•" .,seseeseseeles.ereenst,eirealdreeesseeee,ee
,
First tract, being a' part of the
diwor
*.V
N. W. Qr. of Sec. 34. T. 2. R. 4
E, and bounded by beginning in
the East line of said Qr.. twentyone and one third (21 I-3) poles
North or the South East corner of
said quarter, thence North with
East. line of said quarter twentyone and one-thir (21 1-3) poles to
a stake the South East corner of
lot No. 3, in the division of J. F.
Richardson's estate. Thence South
eighty-seven and one-tenth (87
1-10) degree West about one hundred sixty (160) poles to the'West
Boundary . of said Qr.. thence
South five (5) degrees. East twenWhy do we say The New Ford V-8
is no question about the increased
driver's touch like a well-trained horse.
ty-one and one-third (21 1-3r- poles
beauty of the Ford V-8-for-11336.
tesa rock, it being the North West for 1936?
You don't have to "push" or "fight" the
corner of Lot No. 1, thence North
Ford V-8- driver and car easily get
In more practical matters. many
What is new about it?
eighty-seven and one-sixth (87 1-6)
on terms of good understanding with
improvem
ents
have
beers
made
Deg. EaSt one hundred six:y (160)
Of course, the newest engine in the
poles to the beginning, containing
each other.
Steering
is
made
easier
by
a
steernew
low-price
car field is still the V-8 engine.
twenty-one and one-third (21 1-3)
An engine has much to do with the
ing gear ratio. The cooling system ciracres. Title was obtained to said Since Ford made it available to all car
culates 51/2 gallons of water through a
roominess of a car. Very much indeed.
tract by deed from Mrs. Ada Rich- arms (keeping it as economical as cars
ardson dated Feb. 17, 1919 recordnew, larger radiator. Natural thermoA long engine uses up car space. The
with fewer cylinders) the Ford V-8 has
ed in Deed Book 52, page 433, in
syphon
compact
action
assisted
is
V-8 engine permits much of the
by
cert.,
two
newest
been
the
market,
engine
on
the
the Calloway Courtly Clerk's office.
ordinary engine space to be used by
trifugal water pumps. New style hood
Tract No. 2. Lot 3. alloted to C. b. and remains the newest for 1936.
Richardson described as follows,
louvres permit a rapid air-flow around
passengers.
You may buy a car on minor "talking
viz: beginning in the East bounthe
engine.
It really is a great car in every way,
dary line of the N. W. Qr. Sec. points"-some specially advertised fea3e T. 2, R. 4 E. and forty-two and ture "with he car thrown in"-but, after
Easier, quieter shifting of Ford gears
this 1936 Ford V-8- the finest, safest,
two-thirds (42 2-3) poles North of
most dependable Ford car ever built.
The increased value of -your home and _the_ increAmellis
-The gear shift lever now travels a
the S. E. Corner of said Qr.. thence all, it is the engine you buy when you
itiaiiment from it will repay yotr Now is the time to make.
Now on display by Ford dealers.
North with East line of said Qr. buy a car. Hence-we put the engine first.
shorter distance.
winter-ready
and for repair and remodeling work.
twenty-One and one-third 021 _1-3)
Other new points about the car
The two qualities you want in
Poles to a stake, it being the S. F..
Corner - or.W. L. Whitnell land, make a long list.
brakes-Brakes
that stop the car with
Often 'On..4 very small expenditure will change the
•
• - appearpnca
thence South's eighty-seven and
certainty.
ease
and
Ford Super-Safety
et the hbffie siftOrrsitigt!
Its
tines are much more beautiful. The
--- and give it an up-to-date modern appearone-tenth (87 1-10) degree W. Svith
Brakes of the long-tested, fool-proof,
ance.
THIRTEEN BODY TYPES-Coupe CS windows).
Whitnell's South line about one hood is longer and sweeps forward over
hundred sixty (Igo poke or to the the elistinctive
mechanical design.
$.510. Tudor Sedan, $520. Tordor Sedan. $580.
new radiator grille, giving
West line of said Qr.. thence S.
DE LUXE-Roadster (with rumble seat), $563.
O
Safety-as always -in the electriyour .7
five (5) degrees East twenty-one the car a length and grace that are
Coupe (3 windows), $570. Coupe (5 windows),
and one-third (21 1-3) pales to a instantly impressive. The fenders are
cally welded genuine steel body. Safety
rock. it being the N. W, Corner of larger, with-a wide
Glass all around at no extra cost. Hun- 3555. Phaeton, $590. Tudoz Sedan, $565. Cabflare. Horns are conLot No. 2. thence , North eightyriolet (with rumble seat). $625. Pordor Sedan,
The wise home owner is using this mild weather to get his propdreds have written grateful letters beseven and one-sixth (87 1-6) Deg. cealed behind circular grilles beneath
erty in shape to. go through the winter. There are many ways in
$625. Tudor Touring Sedan (with built-in
E. about one hundred sixty (160) the headlamps. New steel wheels.
cause this glass has protected the safety
which minor improvement will keep off the ravages of winter, make
trunk), $590. Fordor Touring Sedan (withesuiltpoles onto the East line of said
of their families.
Ford
upholstery
your home more comfortable and more ecpnomically heated.
always
of
sterling
in trunk), $850. Convertible Sedan, $780.
Qr. the place of beginning conA car ypu can drive without strain
taining twanty-one and one-third quality and excellent taste-is rich and
F. 0.!. Datanit. Staudord accessory group, inebants11
(21 1-3) acres. Title was obtained enduring. The appointments of the car
bumpers (rod spare tiro. sutra. All Fool V-I1 body typo •
Insulating wool will save ite cost in fuel ... storm windows will
all -day, if you like, in city or country.
have Safety Clais throughout aLgt tedakelli
by deed of division, dates Aug.
preserve heat and hold in warmth ... weatherstripping for.doors and
have
a
touch
new
of
refinement.
There
Steady,
holds
road,
the
responds
to
the
Economised
toms through tluiversed Cr."
.
24. 1915, recorded in D. B. 34
windows ... repair roofs .. • stop up air vents .. . paint up inside.and
page 355, in C. C. C. clerk's ofout and replace any rotting timbers.
•
_
fice,
Mary Alice Richardson, wife of
Cars on the sales floor . .. you can get deliverC. B. Richardson, joins her said
Come in
husband heroin relinquishing all
ies on the-1936 Ford. Come in and look them
her dower and homestead right in
over at your earliest convenience.
and to.the land herein mortgaged.
For the purchase price the purand have expressed their approval of the new WY
chaser must execute bond with
lines-new beauty. We are highly pleased with
approved securities, bearing legal
the many, many compliments gieen the 1936 FORD
interest from the day of sale unIf you have not visited our showroom for a
til paid, and having the force and
Incorporated
close-up and detailed study of lines and refineeffect of a judgment.
Bidders
TELEPHONE 72
MURRAY, KENTUCKY ' will be prepared to comply promptments, we invite you to do so.
PHONE 170
MURRAY. KY.
ly with these terms.-George S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.

Miss Nellie May Wyman, Miss
Battle Manor, Mrs. E. J Beale,
Mrs. li. M. McElrath were
hosts for the October meet1111 at the Alpha Department on
Saeursiey afternoon_
The meeting was held at the College Training School,
- The inereasere - felessweet-- with
much enjoyment through the travel
efreaYm"111!ba United el
r Countries". Dr. Floy Robbins spoke on "Mexico" secompalling her talk with slides; Mrs.
J. S. Duvall on "Canada"; and
Mrs. E. B. Houston on "Alaska".
During the social hour a salad
plate was served.
Miss Vermonte Wilson of Memphis was a guest.

-Cr
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Mr. And Mrs. Gilbert Smith
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From a common cold

That Hangs On

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

t

THE NEW FORD V•8 FOR 1936

Are You:;Ready' for Winter?
Will You and Your Family Enjoy Your Home ... When
Only a Small Sum Will Make It Winter Shape--1

LOW FORD V.8 PRICES

It's a question of comfort and economy to prepare
home for winter living - *

HUNDREDS HAVE VIEWED THE
1936 FORD V-8

and Talk to Us About Building Conditions and.-Plans

Calloway County Lumber Co.

Beale Motor Co.Inc.
•
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HOWARD COLLEGE Democratic Speaking Dates Include
COMES SATURDAY 4.7 Schoolhouses in Calloway County

NOvember 1: Fllan-Gesirgo
liart,IU.
Lubie Thurmond.
November 1. qoahen-E P. Phillips. Jack Kennedy
November 1: New ProvidenciaU. G. Starks, Murray, who was
Joe Lovett. W. M Caudill.
in charge of the CWA labor in the
November 1: Paschall-Lee Clark.
construction of the $30.000 stadium
Waylon Rayburn, Leland Owen,
has, since its completion, been a
November 1: South
member of the maintenance departGrogan. T. O. 'fume..., Jake Duhn.
merit of Murray Slate College.
November 1: Coldwater - Carl
Since the beginning of the summer
Kingins. Flavius Martin.
semester, he has served as college
October 24: Almo---Itubert Hart
carpenter.
,Ben Grogan.
Mr. Starks has been a carpenter
October 24: Faxon-L. D. Hale,
for 11 years. After serving his
George Hart, Robert E. Webb.
October 24: Hazel-M. 0. Wrath- period as an apprentice, he became
a journeying tradhsman. He has
er. Joe Lovett.
October 24: Kirksey - Wityloa v.,orked in several partS of the
country, spending three years in
Rayburn. John
Clopton, J. H.
Florida -during the "boom days".
Coleman.
October 24: Lynn Grove-Dr. C. there. When the Irvin Cobb Hotel
at Paducah was under constittction.
H. Jones. E. L. Cooper.

G. Starks Serves
College For Years BaelriefrdSier75i?
Interested in Dam
For Lower Valley

Touching every part of Callo- Jones. Leon Hale,. M. 0. IA'rather,
way county with local speakers Nets Waggoner.
and several outstanding DemoOctober 39: Kelley-R. E. Broach.
crats from the first district, the Nat Ryan Hughes. J. M. Marshall,
speakers committee of the Demo- I-Claude Miller. Waylun Rayburn.
crane cainpaign committee of CalOctober • If: 3Inceslonia-,A lvie
MISS. They also have a well co- loway
county, has announced
- - - - ---- Grubbs. Elmus Houston. Carl Kingordinated running attack. as re- speaking dates in 47 sehoulhouses
ported by - Aessi.stard Coach Ed- of the county. _ The drive will be ins, T 0. Turner. W. A. Patterson.
mOnds who sat them gallop over concentrated in eight days. beginOctober 30: Mallory-J. T. FuStetson by 33-0 last Saturday.
rling on October 24 and ending on trell. C. W. Drinkard,' Ed Filbeck.
Thomas Stokes, L L Veal.
The Racehorses got bacx in the November 1
•
October
30: Palestine-W.
B.
win column last Friday night at
All speakings will begin prompt' Cookeville, winning their third b, at seven o'clock. The speakers Moser, Ben Grogan. Jack Kennedy,
Wells Overby.
straight over T. P I. by 13-0. Mm- committee announces that
lady
October
30: Pleasant
Grove'ray did not score a touchdciwn un- speak& will be at each meeting
til the final 5 minutes when' Elder and that ladies are especially in- John Clopton. E. C. K. Robertson,
r P rlaillips
carried the leather overt TN, sAlten
-New-Ooneord-Ar--r.net!
he committee Ca:insists of
man
October. 30: Russell's Chapel- Neale. Flavius Martin, Elmus
six points wers garnered by vir- R. H. Hood, chairman: M. 0.
Beale.
The Murray craftsman has been
October 24: Pleasant Valley-T
tue of •thr,ee safeties, two of them Wrather. E. G. Neale. John W. T. R. Jones. E. C. Jones. Owen
Billington, Dr. J. A. Outland.
. R. Jones. George Upchurch, Lube closely connected with the work
gained on blocked punts.
Clopton. R. 1..„ !fart and Harry I.
October
Mt Rosen
Ridge-Ed Veal.
on Masan.cat:amis. In -LOU..whOn
_
Rex- Watson..
41- Finney;
the--meres dormtruiry— was 15@tn
- "kern
-mkt ot-action-arraokeTra- y complete - list of appOint- r. -T. keitte;
built, he was chosen as building
injuries, will be available for work ments and speakers follows:October 30: Spring Creek-E. G. RAILWAY POSTAL CLERK
inspector, and he worked as, masSaturdaw.afternoon and will doubt-. (Teachers please announce speakEXAMINATIONS ANNOUNCRD ter craftsman on the new fibrary
Neale, Joe Lovett, D. H. Stress, T.
less see ,lentr -etAsetion.
togs at your school)
W. Crawford,
building at Murray State.
The...I:toward game is a test of
The United States Civil Service
October 29: Brooks Chapei-E. G.
October 30: Shady Hill-Holman
In discussing the new buildings
'Itvhether Western Kentucky grid
Commission
has
Neale.
A.
J
Jones.
Hurkeen.
Guy Billington, L. D. Hale.
announced an which will be constructed on the
W M. Caud•
enthusiasts are willing to support
open
competitive
ill.
Elmus Houston.
examination for Murray campus soon. Starks dehigh-grade foolM1T-STIct by suppOrt
October 30: Shiloh-C. A, Hale. Railway Postal Clerk.
clared that the health building will
October 29: Blakely-George S.
is meant a sufficient desire to see
Applications . may, be filed with be located just north of the merit
It to turn out in sufficient numbers Hart, H I Sledd Prentice Lassi- George Hart. George Upchurch,
Chas. Denham.
the
civil-service district
office dormitory: It . will be 273 feet
-to-make it porssible fur the toliege
October 31: Stone-Dr. E. B. nearest the applicant, or with the rong
- with - part
October U: Chestnut Grove- C.
to book such teams as Howard.
Springhill and Millsapa The guar- A. Hale. Joe Weaks. Noah Moody. Houston. Elmus Beale, Joe H. U. S. Civil Service Commission at of it having three stories. Besides
Washington; D. C.
October 29: Center -Itidge-John Weeks.
Applications classrooms, offices and additional
antee for the- Howard game is
October 31: Salenis7--Ben Grogan. must be on file not later than Oc- gymnasiums, the building will have
$1 000 and officials and other inci- Clopton. L. D. Hale. -Brown GuerT. 0 Baucum, Harry Sleedd. Le- tober 28. 1935.
a 95 foot by 35-foot swimming
dentals will run the total close to in. Guy Billington.
Applicants must have reached pool.
October 29: Edge Hill-Dr. C. H. land Owen.
51.200
Approximately, the same
October
31: Thompson--T. 0. their eighteenth but not their
Mr. Starks it a, finished cabinet
sum was investejil in
Spr.iwihi41 Jones. Joe Lovett. Lee Clark.
October 29: Grindstone-T. R Turner. Waylon Rayburn. Nets thirty-fifth birthday on the date maker also. Evidence of his work
contest, which brought in only
Waggoner. Wallace Rogers.
of the close of receipt 15j( applica- may be seen in chapel. He made
::bout $300 at the gate.
is ob- Jones. D D Crass. E. C. K. RobertOctober
31: White
Oak-Lee tions, except-thar these age limits t he rebding stand used on' the rapvious that stellar attractions can- son. Chas, McCuiston.
October 29: Green Plain-Leslie Clark. J. M. Marshall. E. W. Alder- do not apply - to persons granted rum, and he has added many other
not be continued without more
military preference.
Ellis. Dr. Houston. F. F. Acree. Roy son, Odie WDaniel.
Applicants pieces of high grade work to the
enthusiastic response.
October
31: Woodlawn--George must measure at least 5 feet 6 institution.
It may be only a freshman foot- Smith
Hart.
John Clopton. George Up- inches in height in bare feet, and
October 29: Harris Grove-Wells
ball game but the annual contest
must weigh at least 130 pounds
between John Miller's CrIts and Overby. Noble Harris. L. A_ It church. Nolan Jetton.
October 31: Backusburg-Ira D. without clothing. They must be in
the young Hilltoppers from Wes- Langston. Dallas Lancaster.
sound physical health and capable
October 25: Independence- Ben Smith. Carl B. Kingins.
tern is one of the most eagerly anticipated games in Murray every Grogan. Elmus Beale, Alfonso Hop- - October 31: Dexter-E. G, Neale, of enduring arduous exertion.
Alfonzo Hopkins. R. L. Hart.
Persons interested should apply
W. B. Moser. science' instructor
'443= year,, Next to beating the kins, Lee Barnett.
iolmaii:
October 31: East Shannon-T. R. at once for information to Secre- of Murray High School, who was
October 29: KIrk kieg
.Weetern varsity local 'fans next
Jones, H. H. Falwell. J. I. Fox.
tary of the U. S. Civil Service a member of the first class ever
relish a victory over the rival frosh
October If: Gienter's Flat-Joe Board of Examiners, at the post to graduate from Murray with
from the banks of the Barren.
long end of a 20-13 count with tht- Lovett. L. A..1... Langston.
office in this city.
bachelors degrees, was the first enThis game will get under way .at
Union University Pups. The young
October 31: Heatb-M, 0. Wrathrollee for graduate
work this
2:38 o'clock
Friday
afternoon. Hilltoppers play their first contest
er,
Wells
Purdom.
Claudc
Miller,
Dairy
farmers
of Boyd. Carter semester, Prof. E. H Smith. direcMiller's boys have had one test
against Murray.
Raymond
Hamlin.
and
Lawrence
counties formed a tor of extension . at Murray State
from which they emerged with tne
The frosh outside of lacking an
November 1: McClinton - John Tri-County Milk
Producers As- College said today.
experienced center, are in good Clopton. Harry Sledd. Roy Smith, sociation, to sell milk to
Ashland
shape. Miller has a splendid as- E. C. K. Robertson.
plants.
Twenty-six Trimble county farmsortment of ends and though the
November 1: Pottertown-Dr.
ers cooperated in buying 2.985
invading freshmen are favored by A. Outland. Holman Jones.
It pays to read the classified ads, pounds of winter vetch for seeding.
virtue of a .bigger squad both
November 1: Sinotbeiman-M. 0.
in number, weight and experience. Wrather. T. R. Jbnes.
-.-Mawsay's -capable- Reakmen -may
Nerembee 1: Vasseleave-e. 'A.
• play a considerable part in turn- Hale. Labe Veal, Odie McDaniel. by *e Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatletn of Washington. D. C.. mg
$0 14.19141.11,
ing the tide.
Noble Harris.
Murray Freshmen Play Western
Frosh in Istadium Friday
Afill•rnoun.
--t-Cont'd. from. Page 1. lst Sec )

ter

- "Oil drillers in vicinity Aurora
report 2000 feet solid rock, Surely
can find foundation. Kentucky to
date has received but little TVA
Drillers for site in
assistance.
area report unofficially several
Dam
suitable foundation sites.
would serve six states central
United States''.
U. S. Senator McKellar said he
felt confident that President Roosevelt himself, if necessary, would
see to it that an appropriation
would be made early next year to
start actual work. McKellar pointed out the tact that the preliminary drilings, etc., are proceeding as a result of recent legislation in which he and others had a
prominent part.

1916. later moving her membership
to Sinking Spring, where she lived
a faithful and consis.ent member
until God saw fit to call her away.
She leaves to mourn her departure, a devoted husband, 7 children,
'19 grandchildren, 3 great grandchildren, I brother, Tom Dalton,
and one sister, Mrs. Emma Henderson.
Viotild say to the bereaved ones
to weep not as for those who have
no hope, for God so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever be.
lieveth on Him should not perish.
but have everlasting life.
Now may our Lord Jesus Christ
Himself, and God, even oun Father,
which hath loved us and bath
given us everlasting consolation
and good hope through grace, comfort -yeup--hearna-asist. nweet yett
into the love of God and into the
patient waiting for Christ. Then
you can see dear mother-10in andtheressedil beimmikeillauwW161014H-_,
tribulations, s0Fiw
All
will, be peace, joy and happiness
forever.

The president of the - United
States n giving and will continue
to give "his very earnest consideration" to the Aurora Dum piuject.
This statement was made by U.
S. Senator Alben W. Barkley after
he had brought to President Roosevelt's, -attention a telegram from
the Lower Tennessee Valley Association, urging that work • be
tatted soon on the Aurora Dam.
In a letter received by Secretary
L. J. Hortin of the LTVA today,
Senator Barkley wrote as follows:
"Your telegram whiCh was sent
-aboard- the Pneakientte-spoeientrain concerning the Aurora Dam,
was promptly received and brought
to the President's attention. He
Mrs. Martha Ann Dalton Lassimaned me to thank you for this ex- ta,‘,was born Dee, 10, 1.10...actia
--rar-this -Oct-18, t135,-her spirit-tothr-tti
matter and-assured me that the night back to God who gave it.
Aurora Dam project is and will Age 64 years, 10 months, and 8
continue to receive his very earnest dais.
consideration".
She was married to William Sleep on .dear Mother,
The tlegram sent to Barkley and Lassiter March 25.• HUM In five And take. thy rest.
to Roosevelt by the LTVA fol- months and 7 days, it would have We luved thee, yes, we loved thee,
lows:
been fifty years that, this couple But God knoweth and docth all
things for best.
• -Lower Tennessee Valley As- had lived together in peace and
sociation advised by Dr. A. E. love.
Read the Classified Column.
Morgan, TVA chairman, recent act
To this union was born 9 chilatithornIng --0-Toot channel Ten- dren, of which 7 survive her. Four
nessee River makes necessary dant girls and three boys. Mrs. Roy
in this area. Hope you see fit Miller, Mrs. Tom Cathey. Mrs.
call this to the President's atten- Homer Key, Mrs. Charlie Stone,
tion and urge work be commenced Arthur, Porter, and Earnest Lassion dam soon. Seems preliminary ter.
work
clearing area, purchasing
She professed faith in Christ in
land, etc., could be started now 1913 and joined the..., Missionary
since Morgan admits darn trrust Baptist Church at Oak' Grove in

Obituary
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-SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED.
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EVERY HEATING NEED
▪

-

cdi

. . at Sears Savings

be
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th.
be
tar
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1
all
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Coal-Gas-Oil-Air Conditioning.
Sears Sells Them All!

-

CALt SEARS -ENGINEER—His advice on your
heating problems will assure you the ma2airitim of
ter -ice froth new equipment. He will advise you
according to' yonilleed1=, and give you a free estimate of the cod.

•

Hercules Steel Furnace .. Offers
Long Life Durability, Efficiency, Fuel

Economy

20-Inch Size

$92-50
You. shonle have
this
steel 'furnace heating
your home because of:
Welded seamless body
and radiator, no rivets,
no j cri n t a, absolutely
leak-proof. Heavy gauge
flange steel body. Firepot lined with finest
clinker resisting refractory firebrick. Price in.
chides automatic
h u•
midifier.

Sears Will
Arra nge,Timor-

GET OUT OF DEBT

F.H.A.
7Loan

llaveMoney

Heating and plumbing loans for both
materials a n d labor
may be had through
the F.11.A.

NTIAC

buy more than you can afford . . . do not let
the lure of "Easy" payments tie your hands with
ON'T
hopeless DEBTS.
Buy what you can PAY for . . . pay for what you
buy. When a debt is MADE it rnst be PAID.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business

D

Lowest Government-Interest Roles
-Long Repay

re
da

Terms

THINTI

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

HAVE AiOnlavi

TWO

THINE'

Murray, Ky.
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

NEW SIXES • A NEW EIGHT

Hayti MONEY!

BUILT TO LAST 100,000 MILES

CONOM/CAL

Dressed

by a

{
rk

SEAQ.S.-ROEBUCIti AND CO.
129 No 3rd St.

Open Saturday Night Till 8 P. M.
-I.KENTUCKY

and set

ter
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a
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your hopes high. No matter what

great things you expect.
you will not be disappointed-the 1936 Pontiac Sixes and Eight

MELIBouEKE,

present all that's best of all that's new, because that's what it takes
see new body lines-even

417(

smarter and mole modern-to keep you in style through all the
years, you drive.
. You'll find great new safety, comfort and -.per.

CO!

to build a car to last 100,000 miles! You'll

Boiler . . Only

•50

in beauty beyond anything known to motoring and backed
of quality entirely new to the low-price field, the Saver

pledge

Streaks for '36 go on display next Saturday. Plan now to see them,

THAT MAKES TRAVELING A PLEASURE
Holds Fire Long
Heats Quickly—
'Burns All the Fuel
5-Seaion Steam

Be Installed to Your Present Heating Plant
Enjoy the advantage of automati(
heat and i,
-. avg Mal)eS and- ll'el besides.
R o o m therniestat insurer
unifor„rn temperature all Wi n te r
Special Control prevents fire Froir.g $
out in mild weather. Will heat large
1
homes and small apartment buildings. Itoker'only.

tie
the
ani
loc
im
Lit
sot
all
fro
ite

and

SO' On Fuel Mils—

Can

sic
ani
sor
S5C
no
pa:

Hercules Automatic Stoker
You

Su

Lurury in mot bbby and dring room can
venient location in the center ofa fa rnous
shopping-district with all theatres within
one bloick, food that pleases in Dninq %an
and (ogee Shcp: economy in every aoy
kspiendid ciarar to ca kw your car

$85.00
.
- Has extra large f ue pot,
isaimproved (hot blast smoke
consumer, large
ash
it
clinker -breaking
with
grates.
And . . . leak-proo(joints;
enameled steel jackc. with
thick asbestos lining': burns
Includes
shy solid The
- diaphragm damper regulator, boiler trimmings and
fire tools.

formanee advancements to make cacti mile more pleasant than ever
before. And, best of all, You'll learn the astonishing story of Pontiac's
.100.000 mile dependability!

0 P GPEArHOUS£
41-1,,oqe,

PONTIAC.' MOTOR
LINDELL
BOULEVARD
AT GRAND
AVENUE

So keep an open

mind Until you

see the Silver Streaks for '36—and remember, Saturday's the day!
COMPANY, PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

ON DISPLAY NEXT SATURDAY
•
A,ORINICRAL
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